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Introduction

dc Nature


Which kind of relationship between humanity and nature is implied in the 

representations? Are humans more detached or in communion with nature? Is 

humanity represented in control of nature? Or is nature instead represented as 

out of control? Is it represented as exploited by humanity? Is it represented as 

endangered by human activities? Is humanity represented as part of endangered 

nature? Are there representations of utopias based on community with nature=

7c People


Are humans included in the representations? How many of them? Can they be 

identified as individuals? Where do they come from? How are they represented? 

Which roles do they have (politicians, citizens, officers, protesters, …)? Are they 

more victims or saviours?T

%c Causes, impacts, and solutions


Which is predominant in the representations, causes, impacts or solutions? Are 

there representations of connections between the three of them? Are causes, 

impacts and solutions represented relevant? Which kind of causes, impacts and 

solutions are represented? Which are the most recurring between them? Which 

are their temporal and spatial scales? Are they more abstract or concrete? Do the 

representations of solutions focus more on adaptation or mitigation=

3c Stereotype


How varied are the representations? Are the representations original? Are they 

recognisable? Are they striking? Are they relevant? Do the representations add 

something new to the climate change discourse=

Xc Space


Which is the spatial scale of the representations? Are they local or global? Are the 

subjects close by or far away for the audience? How serious or relevant are they? 

Are there connections between localities in the representations? Are there 

connections between different scales? How are they structured=

�c Time:


Which is the temporal scale of the representations? Are they based in the present 

or in the future? Are they more short-term or long-term? Are there connections 

between different temporal moments and scales in the representations? Do the 

representations leave space for change=

*c Uncertainty:


Is uncertainty addressed in the representations? Is it framed more as ignorance 

or as part of the scientific discourse? Which space is given in the representations 

to uncertainty, compared to certainty and confidence?

�c Loss and gain:


Do the representations try to engage more through hope of advantages or fear in 

consequences? Do they stress more on gain affirmation or loss negation? Which 

kind of loss are represented? And which kind of gains? How much stress is given 

to action in the representations? Is the action in the representations more 

individual or collective=

|c Scientific and social:


Are representations more based on data or on stories? Which kind of data is the 

most recurring? And which kind of stories? Do the representations provide more 

scientific or social framings? Do representations require more rational or 

emotional responses and interpretations? Are representations easy to 

understand? Are they more abstract or concrete? Are scientific representations 

more trustworthy or deceiving? Are connections between physical processes and 

personal stories addressed in the representations?
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“Climate (communication) emergency” is the result of a process of 

collection, organisation and analysis of climate change representations 

in the online environment of weather forecasts. It was conceived and 

designed as a device for autonomous exploration of the visual and 

textual landscapes inspected.

Background

Despite humanity is starting to experience on its own skin the dangerous impacts 

of the climate changes produced by greenhouse gases emissions, there haven’t yet 

been policies and agreements capable of properly addressing the crisis. In a 

context in which governments and international organisations prove to be 

reluctant to seriously confront the global threats we face, citizens and individuals 

could play a fundamental role, influencing the political agenda through demands 

of relevant responses. For this to happen, however, there needs to be a shared 

understanding of the climate emergency stressing both urgency and agency, the 

need for action as well as the concrete possibilities in that sense.


The online weather forecast landscape can play a critical role in spreading 

knowledge on the issue through meaningful, engaging and empowering 

communications. Weather websites are globally spread, and at the same time they 

cover the most concrete expression of climate change: the extremisation of weather 

patterns. They have the opportunity to connect localities to the wider picture, 

engaging communities through concrete accounts of extreme weather events and 

finally empowering them in the demand of systemic change.


This report is meant to map the representations of the climate crisis produced and 

shared by weather forecast platforms and websites in order to highlight trends, 

patterns, recurring features and imaginaries - and, in the end, provide a structure 

for the evaluation of their efficacy.

Case studies

The online weather forecast landscape is analysed through various case studies 

organised in three research protocols. Each protocol answers a single question, 

connected to a specific communicative context�

9� How do weather forecast agencies represent climate change when they are 

explicitly asked to=

�� How do weather forecast platforms represent climate change in their 

everyday practice=

0� How do weather forecast platforms represent climate change in connection to 

extreme weather events?


The three protocols share a similar structure, meant to encourage cross-protocol 

comparisons. They open with a data collection phase, followed by the analysis 

structured according to the data types: texts, images and (for protocol 2 only) urls.

Evaluation criteria

The process of analysis keeps into cosideration 9 criteria based on existing 

literature on climate change communication’s engagement and empowerment. 

The full list is available on the left.
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PROTOCOL 1 02

Data collection

Protocol 1 analyses the series of imaginary future weather forecasts 

produced by well-known media companies all over the world at the 

request of the WMO (World Meteorological Organization).


The 63 total reports were first retrieved through the WMO YouTube 

Channel, then mapped and downloaded for further analysis.

SOURCES

Between 2014 and 2018 The WMO asked media companies all over the world to 

produce imaginary weather reports from the future, with the purpose to sensitise 

people about the local impacts of climate change and support important 

conferences and summits regarding climate policies. There are 62 videos 

organised in 5 series, plus one extra (for a total of 63 reports).


Each of the series 1-4 is connected to a specific international summit on political 

responses to the climate crisis. The videos are designed as imaginary - but realistic 

- 2050 weather reports from well-known television presenters illustrating the 

likely consequences of a business-as-usual approach to emissions.


Series 5 is  the result of a collaboration between the WMO and the NGO Climate 

Central, and the videos explore how climate change may affect summer heat in 

major cities worldwide by the end of the 21st century. While Climate Central came 

up with the general concept, the reports were still produced by weather forecast 

companies all over the world.


The extra report was the last one to be released, produced by the Hungarian 

National Meteorological Service and designed with the 2050 weather format.

SERIES

1

2

3

4

5

extra

14

6

7

22

13

1

VIDEOS

Weather 

Report 2050

Weather 

Report 2050

Weather 

Report 2050

Weather 

Report 2050

Summer 

2017-2100

Weather 

Report 2050

FORMAT

Climate 

Summit 2014

Lima COP20

UNWC Disaster 

Risk Reduction

Paris COP21

Climate Central 

collaboration

none

CONTEXT

09/2014

12/2014

03/2015

11/2015

07/2017

06/2018

RELEASE

SELECTION

The reports are all available in different languages on the WMO YouTube channel, 

gathered in a playlist named “Weather Reports for the future / Climate Change”. 

A single version of each report was selected (English spoken one if it exists, 

otherwise with English subtitles) and a playlist with the 63 videos was created. 

Then all of them were downloaded with set quality (720p) and format (mp4).  

A spreadsheet, mapping key metrics for each report, was also manually compiled 

(Dataset P1_reports).
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Data Collection03

Datasets

YouTube Playlist


Including the selected 63 reports (English spoken version if it 

exists, otherwise with English subtitles).

Dataset P1_reports


Spreadsheet with detailed information for each selected 

report, manually extracted from YouTube.



Texts

PROTOCOL 1 04
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The speech from all the reports was first extracted from the videos and 

converted into written text, then translated to English (when in a 

different language) in order to allow comparison.

Transcription

A custom Python script based on SpeechRecognition was used to extract the 

dialogues from each report and convert them into written text. In order to get an 

accurate transcription, for each video the language to extract was set before 

running the code. A few videos included more than one language: in those cases, 

the text was extracted once for each language, then the transcriptions were 

manually merged. 


Almost all videos end with a final speech from representatives of the promoters 

(either WMO officials or the mayor of Mexico City, depending on the series), 

discussing the general purpose of the reports. Because of the differences in both 

the producers and the purpose, the transcriptions of these final speeches were 

separated from the transcriptions of the actual future weather reports.


All the transcriptions were organised in a spreadsheet, indicating for each texth

n the video from which it was extractedw

n the language in which it’s writtenw

n whether it belongs to a report or to a final speech.

Translation

A custom Python script based on GoogleTrans was used to translate all the 

extracted texts into a single language: English. The code ran through the 

spreadsheet mentioned above and saved the translations into a new csv file.


Each row of the csv file (Dataset P1_translations) includes bothh

n the original transcriptionw

n its translation to English.


And for each translation it indicatesh

n the video from which it was extractedw

n the language from which it was translatedw

n whether it belongs to a report or to a final speech.

Dataset

Dataset P1_translations


Spreadsheet resulting from the transcription and then 

translation of the reports’ speech.



Tag clouds
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PROTOCOL 1 06

The analysis of translated transcripts started with detecting the 

predominant words in the reports, and later visualising them with sizes 

proportional to their frequencies.

Word count

A Python-based tool was used to process a word count on the translated 

transcript of each report. The following conditions were setd

b Language → Englishv

b Custom stopwords → Climate, Change^

b Text from final speeches excludedv

b Saved words → most frequent 500.


The tool was also run on merged translations from all reports, twiced

|{ Excluding all final speeches, with the following conditionsd

b Language → Englishv

b Custom stopwords → Climate, Change^

b Saved words → most frequent 500{

�{ On final speeches only, with the following conditionsd

b Language → Englishv

b Custom stopwords → Climate, Change^

b Saved words → most frequent 100.


For each word count process the tool produced a csv file with the list of most 

frequent words, their rank and their frequency. After processing, all words with a 

frequency of 1 were manually deleted, since not relevant.

Tag clouds

The tag cloud generator tool from Digital Methods Initiative was used to create 

tag cloud visualisations out of all the word counts. From each word count list the 

generator produced an svg file in which the text sizes are associated to absolute 

frequency ranges (e.g. 61-65 times → 18px).

Individual ↔ merged

The purpose of individual reports’ tag clouds is to give an horizontal mapping of 

the words used in each report. On the other hand, the merged texts’ tag clouds 

provide insights on general trends and patterns.

Report ↔ final speech

Differentiating between the report (produced by a specific media company) and 

the final speech (produced by the promoters of the initiative, either the WMO or 

Climate Central) allows to analyse how the intentions expressed by the promoter 

have been interpreted by the presenters in the actual reports.

◈ P1 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 01

The following visualisation shows all tag clouds from individual reports, grouped 

according to the report series. Inside each series the reports are ordered on the 

basis of their duration (from the shortest to the longest - final speech excluded).


The proportion between word frequency and text size is consistent for all tag 

clouds inside the following visualisation, but it is different from the proportion in 

corresponding visualisations of protocol 2 and 3 (

 and ).


The visualisation is designed as follows:

P2 → texts → tag clouds → 

viz 01 P3 → texts → tag clouds → viz 01

Series

Report ID Duration Continent → [flag]

[Tag cloud]

Series 1 to 5 plus extra

Report ID In the format: ISOCountryCode_seriesIdentifier

Final speech excludedDuration

Continent Of production

Country of production[flag]

[Tag cloud] Each word followed by its absolute frequency

Series 1 - Climate Summit 2014

DE_CS14 2:19 min Europe → 

degrees (7) will (7) us (4) look (3) weather (3) saxonyanhalt (2) night (2) values (2) around (2) comes (2) pleasant (2) sea (2) great (2) heat (2) 

come (2) also (2) can (2) black (2) 7 (2) situation (2) evening (2) welcome (2) storms (2) heavy (2) hand (2) 

ZA_CS14 3:14 min Africa → 

also (8) cape (7) province (6) just (6) along (5) well (5) look (5) places (5) see (5) conditions (4) now (4) will (4) western (4) 

coming (4) expected (4) expect (4) heavy (4) rainfall (4) lead (4) dry (3) weather (3) south (3) expecting (3) time (3) possibilities (3) severe (3) flooding (3) 

mozambique (3) seem (2) like (2) africa (2) much (2) us (2) actually (2) 2015 (2) terms (2) feel (2) chance (2) hot (2) risk (2) short (2) 2014 (2) closely (2) 

vulnerable (2) even (2) need (2) path (2) get (2) lots (2) lot (2) part (2) track (2) 

ZM_CS14 3:23 min Africa → 

degrees (6) parts (5) country (5) temperatures (5) weather (4) forecast (4) continue (4) will (4) southwestern (3) expected (3) drought (3) 

range (2) can (2) impact (2) people (2) us (2) action (2) water (2) food (2) time (2) morning (2) today (2) northern (2) sunny (2) ranging (2) 4 (2) celsius (2) 

likely (2) years (2) major (2) 

BR_CS14 3:29 min South America →

brazil (9) rain (5) professor (4) events (4) already (4) another (3) see (3) amazon (3) average (3) will (3) three (3) type (2) way (2) able (2) 

hello (2) impacts (2) predicted (2) everything (2) now (2) scenario (2) good (2) south (2) 2050 (2) heavy (2) regions (2) days (2) month (2) also (2) northeast (2) 

country (2) weather (2) without (2) hot (2) degrees (2) coming (2) decades (2) state (2) declared (2) increase (2) 

DK_CS14 3:27 min Europe → 

also (6) precipitation (6) heavy (5) thunderstorms (5) weather (4) events (4) risk (3) extreme (3) northern (3) europe (3) giving (3) look (2) 

small (2) may (2) temperature (2) rise (2) forecast (2) special (2) seen (2) 2nd (2) july (2) copenhagen (2) morning (2) still (2) area (2) warm (2) denmark (2) 

developing (2) move (2) exactly (2) energy (2) just (2) stronger (2) 

US_CS14b 3:35 min North America → 

expected (6) time (6) now (5) far (4) offshore (4) hurricane (4) just (4) degrees (4) kyle (4) days (4) problem (3) flooding (3) miami (3) course (3) 

weather (3) us (3) big (3) first (3) away (3) shower (3) thunderstorm (3) activity (3) end (3) years (3) 95 (3) year (3) going (2) beach (2) water (2) rise (2) 

midcentury (2) know (2) deep (2) locations (2) getting (2) earlier (2) 1in (2) 100year (2) weekend (2) south (2) florida (2) even (2) 90s (2) today (2) will (2) 

get (2) night (2) way (2) sure (2) bahamas (2) north (2) matter (2) seem (2) come (2) extreme (2) quite (2) century (2) close (2) 

IS_CS14 3:43 min Europe → 

will (14) iceland (7) weather (5) last (4) ocean (4) also (4) take (4) consequences (3) effects (3) likely (3) sea (3) warmer (3) species (3) 

see (3) places (3) temperatures (3) rain (3) believe (2) 200 (2) years (2) slowly (2) temperature (2) continue (2) done (2) future (2) warming (2) system (2) life (2) 

example (2) supply (2) food (2) days (2) higher (2) forecast (2) northeast (2) still (2) degrees (2) 

US_CS14a 4:02 min North America → 

now (6) going (4) offshore (4) will (4) temperatures (4) go (3) mega (3) thanks (3) september (3) miami (3) heat (3) miles (3) storm (3) arizona (2) us (2) 

last (2) dry (2) years (2) get (2) cities (2) mexico (2) new (2) running (2) come (2) arctic (2) time (2) summer (2) channel (2) look (2) today (2) hurricane (2) 

still (2) south (2) beach (2) chicago (2) record (2) temperature (2) let (2) jim (2) cantore (2) water (2) 4 (2) many (2) even (2) like (2) right (2) day (2) 

fall (2) hottest (2) degrees (2) game (2) 

BG_CS14 5:03 min Europe → 

earth (7) weather (7) temperature (6) time (5) one (4) can (4) increase (4) half (4) will (4) go (3) water (3) us (3) space (3) degree (3) 

years (3) live (3) times (3) open (3) may (2) late (2) make (2) hand (2) around (2) nothing (2) see (2) gases (2) greenhouse (2) heat (2) back (2) returns (2) 

even (2) put (2) stop (2) warming (2) serious (2) average (2) seem (2) much (2) sick (2) today (2) country (2) keep (2) bulgaria (2) talking (2) last (2) air (2) 

say (2) humans (2) energy (2) whether (2) ask (2) 

TZ_CS14 3:40 min Africa → 

including (5) country (4) will (3) temperature (3) can (3) see (3) due (3) also (3) going (3) people (3) best (3) morning (2) showers (2) areas (2) 

different (2) completely (2) silver (2) biggest (2) problem (2) practises (2) use (2) energy (2) sources (2) green (2) beautiful (2) using (2) start (2) errors (2) 

thank (2) much (2) likely (2) 

BF_CS14 5:13 min Africa → 

degrees (13) burkina (8) therefore (8) will (7) precipitation (6) also (6) system (5) 2050 (5) country (5) can (5) temperatures (5) 

faso (5) sector (4) territory (4) means (4) around (4) health (3) 28 (3) heavy (3) dory (3) gaoua (3) boromo (3) bobodioulasso (3) agriculture (3) phenomenon (3) 

observed (3) zone (3) mm (3) water (3) still (3) yes (2) particular (2) thank (2) known (2) organized (2) loaded (2) region (2) pau (2) flooding (2) 29 (2) 

ouagadougou (2) 26 (2) near (2) mention (2) go (2) us (2) 1 (2) floods (2) thousands (2) year (2) 2000 (2) 2050s (2) extreme (2) probability (2) drought (2) 

reality (2) risk (2) 34 (2) major (2) 

BE_CS14 5:18 min Europe → 

will (14) also (6) showers (5) wet (4) can (4) rain (4) now (4) get (4) still (4) air (4) water (3) really (3) christmas (3) 2050 (3) 

winter (3) lot (2) time (2) storms (2) hail (2) thunderstorms (2) know (2) want (2) year (2) new (2) cause (2) day (2) country (2) dry (2) least (2) degrees (2) 

long (2) already (2) warmest (2) warmer (2) just (2) 14 (2) respond (2) 

JP_CS14 5:43 min Asia → 

will (12) number (4) typhoon (4) japan (4) temperature (4) continue (3) meters (3) 10 (3) around (3) typhoons (3) rise (3) 2050 (3) due (3) autumn (3) 

never (2) stop (2) people (2) increases (2) nhk (2) issue (2) various (2) super (2) sea (2) wind (2) storm (2) surges (2) outages (2) become (2) serious (2) 

strong (2) possible (2) time (2) weather (2) september (2) heat (2) tokyo (2) summer (2) years (2) see (2) leaves (2) kyoto (2) year (2) okinawa (2) 

PH_CS14 6:34 min Asia → 

will (9) also (7) nation (7) ruby (5) possible (5) philippines (5) knowledge (4) still (4) according (4) natural (4) can (4) areas (4) especially (3) 

things (3) make (3) us (3) infrastructure (3) means (3) build (3) need (3) typhoon (3) pagasa (3) sea (3) morning (3) storm (3) resources (3) generation (3) great (3) 

signal (3) may (3) country (3) average (3) long (2) way (2) find (2) intersection (2) science (2) experience (2) emanates (2) grassroots (2) cubicle (2) indigenous (2) 

farmers (2) know (2) really (2) happening (2) existential (2) question (2) existence (2) steak (2) sense (2) fitting (2) preparation (2) issues (2) option (2) better (2) 

corruption (2) building (2) rollsroyce (2) phantom (2) 12 (2) standard (2) extreme (2) events (2) course (2) eliminating (2) leakage (2) funds (2) use (2) closer (2) 

kilometers (2) per (2) hour (2) mindanao (2) tomorrow (2) five (2) patient (2) care (2) one (2) made (2) number (2) 4 (2) surge (2) rise (2) cause (2) severe (2) 

flooding (2) strongest (2) systems (2) taking (2) affect (2) fishing (2) world (2) storms (2) recorded (2) global (2) cm (2) 

Series 2 - Lima COP20

CA_COP20 3:15 min North America → 

will (11) water (4) now (4) days (4) side (3) british (3) columbia (3) day (3) rain (3) atlantic (3) precipitation (3) receive (3) mm (3) say (3) 

drought (3) prairies (3) octave (3) evening (2) magdalen (2) islands (2) decades (2) also (2) rising (2) lot (2) flooding (2) already (2) see (2) northwest (2) 

passage (2) north (2) saw (2) without (2) passing (2) 20 (2) many (2) month (2) 100 (2) just (2) heat (2) wave (2) take (2) smoke (2) forest (2) fires (2) 

south (2) ontario (2) follow (2) hurricane (2) winds (2) bulletin (2) 

NO_COP20 3:40 min Europe → 

will (14) snow (7) weather (6) days (6) can (6) norway (5) also (5) 2050 (5) now (4) christmas (4) like (4) lot (3) meters (3) hit (3) 

expect (3) get (3) amounts (3) good (2) evening (2) first (2) winter (2) month (2) far (2) pictures (2) storm (2) way (2) see (2) year (2) strong (2) hurricane (2) 

last (2) country (2) hardest (2) central (2) severe (2) storms (2) rainfall (2) day (2) danger (2) avalanches (2) next (2) january (2) north (2) cabin (2) areas (2) 

huge (2) ski (2) probably (2) time (2) eastern (2) rain (2) many (2) may (2) degrees (2) summer (2) people (2) hot (2) hottest (2) contribute (2) improve (2) 

FR_COP20 4:08 min Europe → 

will (9) degrees (7) air (5) heat (4) wave (4) france (4) 2050 (3) lot (3) hot (3) disturbance (3) well (3) temperatures (3) tell (2) us (2) 

expected (2) august (2) september (2) recorded (2) land (2) remember (2) end (2) therefore (2) extremely (2) good (2) sun (2) still (2) much (2) cooler (2) behind (2) 

tomorrow (2) morning (2) veil (2) already (2) mass (2) 40 (2) 41 (2) 42 (2) 

VN_COP20 4:59 min Asia → 

vietnam (9) area (8) level (6) storm (6) south (5) sea (5) flood (5) water (4) well (4) scientists (4) m (4) century (4) high (3) can (3) now (3) 

glass (3) factors (3) will (3) mm (3) whole (3) city (3) half (3) 30 (3) first (3) including (3) 1 (3) increase (3) submerged (2) life (2) land (2) gentle (2) 

place (2) big (2) shore (2) torrential (2) storms (2) poured (2) plus (2) 2 (2) like (2) continue (2) lasting (2) coming (2) days (2) year (2) data (2) 

vietnamese (2) weather (2) country (2) one (2) day (2) strong (2) times (2) cm (2) natural (2) changing (2) solutions (2) km (2) new (2) forests (2) rise (2) 

entire (2) impact (2) story (2) changes (2) hundreds (2) coastal (2) large (2) ho (2) chi (2) minh (2) tide (2) higher (2) beginning (2) 2014 (2) rain (2) 

flooded (2) time (2) results (2) may (2) end (2) 

ES_COP20 5:39 min Europe → 

temperatures (21) will (18) heat (10) days (10) maximum (8) continue (8) high (6) rise (5) also (5) degrees (5) 

mediterranean (5) values (5) today (5) 10 (5) even (4) 45 (4) minimum (4) night (4) next (4) spain (4) end (4) last (3) hours (3) large (3) part (3) 

above (3) much (3) country (3) especially (3) increase (3) wave (3) points (3) warm (3) increased (3) south (3) moment (3) day (3) warnings (2) said (2) 

maintained (2) come (2) exceed (2) hot (2) cantabrian (2) see (2) temperature (2) good (2) august (2) remain (2) although (2) talk (2) lot (2) communities (2) 

forecasts (2) already (2) two (2) years (2) number (2) center (2) waves (2) row (2) say (2) forecast (2) continues (2) drop (2) begin (2) enter (2) little (2) 

sleep (2) area (2) 

PE_COP20 6:38 min South America →

today (10) will (7) water (7) part (6) good (5) raúl (5) let (5) rains (5) already (5) next (4) action (4) great (4) challenge (4) jungle (4) 

country (4) problem (3) us (3) take (3) suffering (3) phenomenon (3) years (3) peru (3) morning (3) temperature (3) also (3) severe (3) make (3) going (3) 2050 (3) 

consequences (3) companies (3) thank (3) minister (3) efficient (2) carbon (2) solve (2) better (2) generation (2) large (2) problems (2) turn (2) media (2) ambitious (2) 

el (2) niño (2) one (2) due (2) extreme (2) impacts (2) reason (2) seeing (2) glaciers (2) high (2) agriculture (2) especially (2) cities (2) coast (2) decisions (2) 

sea (2) loss (2) summer (2) five (2) cusco (2) southern (2) sierra (2) availability (2) catastrophic (2) measures (2) changes (2) mr (2) understand (2) act (2) 

Series 3 - UNWC Disaster Risk Reduction

CU_UNWC 2:28 min North America → 

areas (4) years (4) higher (3) planet (3) since (3) hurricane (3) entire (2) earth (2) 1880 (2) level (2) think (2) look (2) 2050 (2) hurricanes (2) mean (2) 

also (2) much (2) really (2) see (2) hypothetical (2) temperatures (2) little (2) rain (2) lot (2) heat (2) recent (2) next (2) per (2) 

SC_UNWC 3:15 min Africa → 

season (5) degrees (4) celsius (4) also (4) island (3) effects (3) weather (3) dry (3) conditions (3) expecting (3) will (3) small (2) august (2) continue (2) 

persist (2) can (2) first (2) last (2) race (2) still (2) temperature (2) sunny (2) much (2) lot (2) flooding (2) landslides (2) tropical (2) effect (2) within (2) 

houses (2) trend (2) high (2) kmh (2) times (2) next (2) according (2) wet (2) 

CL_UNWC 3:17 min South America →

degrees (5) heat (5) rain (4) open (4) intense (4) also (3) day (3) sky (3) interior (3) electricity (3) thermometers (3) rains (3) norte (2) grande (2) 

valleys (2) central (2) leaves (2) island (2) water (2) araucanía (2) magallanes (2) due (2) presence (2) cold (2) core (2) electrical (2) storms (2) floods (2) 

towards (2) 38 (2) coyhaique (2) maximum (2) will (2) clear (2) rationing (2) roof (2) wind (2) east (2) conditions (2) 39 (2) continues (2) stretch (2) forget (2) 

wave (2) affects (2) 

GH_UNWC 3:21 min Africa → 

fire (5) can (3) see (3) 10 (3) m (3) public (2) now (2) march (2) time (2) hamilton (2) weather (2) kmh (2) given (2) days (2) past (2) engine (2) today (2) 

start (2) atmosphere (2) going (2) range (2) 

NG_UNWC 4:22 min Africa → 

temperature (8) can (5) likely (5) increasing (4) trend (4) also (3) environment (3) future (3) country (3) atmosphere (3) global (3) degrees (3) 

energy (2) sources (2) like (2) safeguard (2) forecast (2) activities (2) conditions (2) humidity (2) shown (2) show (2) increase (2) continue (2) usually (2) part (2) 

IT_UNWC 6:17 min Europe → 

will (13) weather (7) next (6) air (5) force (5) meteorological (5) let (5) high (5) systems (5) intense (5) also (5) days (4) leonardo (4) 

expected (4) hours (4) water (4) already (4) service (3) conditions (3) data (3) good (3) stefania (3) now (3) energy (3) south (3) significant (3) phenomenon (3) 

yes (3) show (3) time (3) regions (3) hello (2) appointment (2) october (2) see (2) forecast (2) peninsula (2) usual (2) atmosphere (2) information (2) processing (2) 

center (2) morning (2) thanks (2) day (2) national (2) parameters (2) degradation (2) move (2) efficiency (2) activation (2) wind (2) production (2) week (2) images (2) 

available (2) possible (2) associated (2) frequent (2) short (2) adriatic (2) mainly (2) locally (2) strong (2) venice (2) foreseen (2) competent (2) authorities (2) 

episodes (2) well (2) archives (2) recorded (2) months (2) tuesday (2) present (2) sicily (2) cyclone (2) system (2) pressure (2) updates (2) 

MG_UNWC 10:13 min Africa → 

will (21) madagascar (12) also (11) part (8) cyclone (6) island (6) february (5) well (5) reality (5) celsius (5) come (5) region (5) 

time (5) global (5) already (4) dear (4) therefore (4) talk (4) warming (4) commitments (4) now (4) act (4) rain (4) alert (4) world (3) temperature (3) 

increase (3) cyclones (3) intensify (3) intense (3) tropical (3) weather (3) impacts (3) within (3) call (3) able (3) degrees (3) still (3) northern (3) notice (3) 

17 (2) fortunately (2) lille (2) sun (2) years (2) found (2) 1 (2) degree (2) average (2) want (2) géralda (2) 2 (2) landed (2) viewers (2) evening (2) 2050 (2) 

show (2) 30 (2) level (2) timone (2) continue (2) risks (2) 2004 (2) bulletin (2) malagasy (2) future (2) high (2) government (2) made (2) priority (2) tangible (2) 

rainy (2) southern (2) point (2) framework (2) adapting (2) forecast (2) intergovernmental (2) panel (2) planet (2) citizens (2) limit (2) adapt (2) century (2) 

months (2) date (2) stormy (2) day (2) regions (2) 

Series 4 - Paris COP21

IT_COP21 1:17 min Europe → 

glaciers (3) world (3) mont (2) blanc (2) increase (2) temperature (2) one (2) last (2) century (2) will (2) heritage (2) sites (2) 

CA_COP21a 1:29 min North America → 

canada (3) world (2) rocky (2) glacier (2) clearest (2) indications (2) retreat (2) western (2) going (2) respond (2) places (2) feeling (2) 

CZ_COP21 1:37 min Europe → 

will (11) today (3) january (3) tomorrow (3) snow (3) degrees (3) cloudy (3) sky (3) good (2) evening (2) start (2) two (2) days (2) skiing (2) 

practically (2) photos (2) also (2) czech (2) republic (2) morning (2) celsius (2) wind (2) day (2) clouds (2) even (2) weather (2) 

IE_COP21 2:07 min Europe → 

really (5) weather (4) ireland (4) will (4) perhaps (3) forecast (2) say (2) year (2) 2050 (2) pattern (2) coming (2) cold (2) many (2) going (2) 

turn (2) summer (2) help (2) 

US_COP21a 2:25 min North America → 

will (5) forecast (4) north (4) right (3) ice (3) arctic (3) across (2) pole (2) going (2) east (2) whether (2) us (2) passengers (2) put (2) place (2) 

now (2) look (2) 

MW_COP21 2:48 min Africa → 

will (8) rains (4) like (4) areas (4) heavy (3) country (3) shire (3) valley (3) conditions (3) lake (3) shore (3) southern (3) weather (2) experienced (2) 

mzuzu (2) salima (2) parts (2) around (2) one (2) warm (2) continue (2) raining (2) expected (2) along (2) tomorrow (2) 

CA_COP21b 2:58 min North America → 

will (9) obviously (6) going (5) degrees (4) hurricane (4) weather (3) lot (3) southern (3) quebec (3) moreover (3) years (3) one (3) temperatures (3) 

christmas (3) people (3) weeks (2) ontario (2) persists (2) autumn (2) know (2) thing (2) really (2) moment (2) 2000s (2) like (2) next (2) hours (2) especially (2) 

record (2) reached (2) end (2) increase (2) 3 (2) greenhouse (2) several (2) 11th (2) think (2) season (2) much (2) go (2) help (2) just (2) 

DK_COP21 3:00 min Europe → 

ice (7) will (3) active (2) world (2) dramatic (2) makes (2) north (2) water (2) surface (2) eyes (2) sea (2) 

NZ_COP21 3:39 min Oceania → 

today (6) south (6) fire (6) rain (5) just (5) drought (5) island (4) weather (4) north (4) ireland (4) now (4) showers (4) parts (4) warm (4) 

can (3) area (3) region (3) go (3) talk (3) extreme (3) around (3) canterbury (3) dry (3) risk (3) firefighters (3) weekend (3) northern (3) motorway (2) video (2) 

showing (2) mess (2) storms (2) roads (2) wet (2) month (2) far (2) another (2) moderate (2) springs (2) battling (2) stay (2) new (2) zealand (2) forecast (2) 

friday (2) move (2) across (2) part (2) meantime (2) stricken (2) areas (2) thunderstorms (2) auckland (2) hamilton (2) flooding (2) rains (2) break (2) 3 (2) day (2) 

make (2) storm (2) see (2) two (2) talking (2) rainfall (2) need (2) 

US_COP21b 3:44 min North America → 

now (6) trees (6) fire (5) sea (4) solar (4) area (4) fuel (4) years (4) see (4) million (4) acres (4) areas (3) 2015 (3) california (3) lot (3) 

can (3) sierra (3) nevada (3) delta (3) spend (2) water (2) pumping (2) stations (2) let (2) still (2) debate (2) since (2) back (2) sunshine (2) comes (2) way (2) 

energy (2) look (2) today (2) temperatures (2) national (2) forest (2) 35 (2) ago (2) devastating (2) lack (2) higher (2) pine (2) bark (2) beetle (2) like (2) 

12 (2) snow (2) next (2) 40 (2) park (2) rising (2) leading (2) another (2) leads (2) fires (2) money (2) level (2) huge (2) threat (2) 

RU_COP21 3:46 min Asia → 

temperature (7) will (7) ° (6) now (6) weather (6) russia (5) arctic (4) water (3) years (3) far (3) territory (3) today (3) east (3) 

conditions (2) coast (2) calm (2) air (2) rise (2) season (2) already (2) monitoring (2) changed (2) high (2) july (2) ocean (2) thank (2) changes (2) russians (2) 

good (2) afternoon (2) climatic (2) plus (2) updated (2) seaside (2) rains (2) thunderstorms (2) dangerous (2) european (2) heat (2) see (2) siberia (2) 

PR_COP21 3:47 min North America → 

changes (5) sea (4) loss (4) island (3) will (3) life (3) natural (3) planet (2) effects (2) environment (2) infrastructure (2) future (2) puerto (2) rico (2) 

caribbean (2) plants (2) marine (2) bioluminescent (2) way (2) cold (2) days (2) decrease (2) rainfall (2) wetlands (2) coral (2) reefs (2) requires (2) ocean (2) 

temperatures (2) 

BZ_COP21 4:11 min North America → 

will (9) degrees (7) rainfall (6) celsius (6) average (5) range (5) trend (4) may (4) air (4) temperatures (4) country (4) 

season (4) february (3) decrease (3) rise (2) april (2) strongest (2) january (2) month (2) central (2) 2050 (2) seasons (2) rainy (2) south (2) june (2) north (2) 

mm (2) much (2) july (2) temperature (2) higher (2) maximum (2) 

KE_COP21 4:32 min Africa → 

quite (9) year (7) able (6) degrees (6) years (5) country (5) however (5) today (5) can (5) temperature (5) high (4) especially (4) 

expected (4) celsius (4) june (3) electricity (3) throughout (3) entire (3) around (3) season (3) see (3) stop (3) mm (3) rainfall (3) will (3) morning (3) 

showers (3) temperatures (3) nairobi (3) average (3) minimum (3) 2050 (2) well (2) question (2) actually (2) 50 (2) ago (2) end (2) dry (2) needs (2) situation (2) 

low (2) many (2) mount (2) snow (2) use (2) renewable (2) energy (2) carbon (2) tell (2) 2020 (2) amounts (2) tomorrow (2) parts (2) 22 (2) afternoon (2) went (2) 

c (2) month (2) increase (2) 

CH_COP21 4:32 min Europe → 

now (6) last (6) snow (5) will (5) day (4) air (4) water (3) days (3) year (3) temperature (3) degrees (3) winter (3) just (3) still (2) protected (2) 

partly (2) always (2) look (2) moment (2) person (2) back (2) character (2) calm (2) live (2) got (2) many (2) per (2) also (2) century (2) weather (2) expected (2) 

high (2) already (2) like (2) meters (2) afternoon (2) course (2) extremely (2) less (2) example (2) welcome (2) time (2) see (2) army (2) tomorrow (2) 

TH_COP21 4:33 min Asia → 

will (10) weather (8) year (6) including (5) expected (4) wind (4) today (4) water (4) forecast (4) hello (4) region (3) sure (3) enough (3) 

greenhouse (3) carbon (3) dioxide (3) caused (3) us (3) flood (3) years (3) viewers (3) area (3) heavy (3) almost (3) 2050 (3) hot (3) past (3) severe (3) 

drought (3) bangkok (2) opportunity (2) experience (2) cold (2) global (2) warming (2) cause (2) atmosphere (2) gas (2) important (2) deforestation (2) happen (2) 

time (2) behavior (2) situation (2) lat (2) krabang (2) industrial (2) estate (2) currently (2) rain (2) high (2) people (2) use (2) can (2) already (2) conditions (2) 

extremely (2) floods (2) end (2) october (2) temperature (2) reducing (2) amount (2) sky (2) hotter (2) house (2) throughout (2) face (2) thailand (2) world (2) 

measured (2) many (2) also (2) consumption (2) areas (2) 

JP_COP21a 5:08 min Asia → 

will (17) sea (6) tokyo (5) global (5) level (5) caused (5) warming (4) water (4) cm (4) due (4) area (4) storm (4) million (3) current (3) 

pace (3) even (3) rise (3) japan (3) surges (3) sandy (3) city (2) people (2) great (2) damage (2) bay (2) high (2) 80 (2) case (2) 14 (2) 5 (2) meters (2) 

destructive (2) power (2) just (2) year (2) special (2) countermeasures (2) world (2) new (2) york (2) future (2) also (2) increase (2) increasing (2) like (2) 

possibility (2) coastal (2) erosion (2) 60 (2) centimeters (2) 

AR_COP21 5:11 min South America →

high (10) will (10) degrees (10) temperatures (9) country (7) summer (6) heat (5) due (5) days (5) maximum (5) center (4) celsius (4) 

good (3) today (3) expected (3) argentine (3) republic (3) corn (3) can (3) just (3) 38 (3) minimum (3) temperature (3) also (3) argentines (3) another (2) new (2) 

monday (2) happened (2) continue (2) north (2) second (2) longest (2) wave (2) history (2) storms (2) electrical (2) activity (2) next (2) news (2) drought (2) 

yields (2) prices (2) biofuels (2) going (2) 7 (2) thermal (2) sensation (2) see (2) tomorrow (2) around (2) weekend (2) 31 (2) rainfall (2) issue (2) looking (2) 

oil (2) water (2) global (2) less (2) region (2) cornproducing (2) area (2) affect (2) 50 (2) choose (2) patagonia (2) east (2) continues (2) affected (2) humidity (2) 

UG_COP21 6:24 min Africa → 

will (11) conditions (10) can (8) weather (7) now (7) see (7) also (7) western (7) uganda (7) country (6) region (6) homes (5) 

happening (5) cloudy (5) one (4) 2015 (4) today (4) eastern (4) sector (4) across (4) resulted (3) flooding (3) card (3) people (3) displaced (3) temperature (3) 

degrees (3) celsius (3) kind (3) dry (3) trying (3) well (3) rainfall (3) within (3) happened (3) maximum (3) another (2) station (2) report (2) future (2) 

expecting (2) take (2) look (2) thank (2) much (2) couple (2) continuation (2) cut (2) almost (2) floods (2) flooded (2) two (2) rise (2) 2 (2) side (2) 

prolonged (2) spells (2) likely (2) increase (2) according (2) projected (2) 2050 (2) till (2) extremes (2) nations (2) even (2) villages (2) happen (2) day (2) 

tomorrow (2) district (2) just (2) heavy (2) cross (2) roads (2) say (2) ocean (2) northern (2) promoter (2) lego (2) trailer (2) basin (2) morning (2) afternoon (2) 

places (2) still (2) drying (2) along (2) rest (2) partly (2) 

BG_COP21 6:42 min Europe → 

cultural (9) natural (7) heritage (7) world (6) water (6) included (5) list (5) unesco (5) sites (5) nessebar (5) europe (4) one (4) unique (4) 

lake (4) bulgaria (4) endangered (4) even (3) reserve (3) located (3) river (3) birds (3) species (3) islands (3) life (3) ancient (3) bulgarian (3) different (3) 

buildings (3) monuments (3) years (3) later (3) city (3) centuries (3) balance (2) mountains (2) thing (2) biosphere (2) srebarna (2) danube (2) hand (2) rare (2) 

thracians (2) extremely (2) architectural (2) also (2) nature (2) amazing (2) biodiversity (2) highly (2) culture (2) humanity (2) cities (2) human (2) many (2) coast (2) 

oceans (2) seas (2) negative (2) rise (2) level (2) including (2) erosion (2) ie (2) especially (2) processes (2) old (2) centuriesold (2) archaeological (2) declared (2) 

medieval (2) important (2) general (2) normal (2) related (2) sensitive (2) 

AE_COP21 7:00 min Asia → 

uae (8) rise (7) temperatures (6) water (6) energy (5) countries (4) light (4) coasts (4) areas (4) arab (3) considered (3) field (3) power (3) 

country (3) resulting (3) continues (3) due (3) severe (3) oman (3) capital (3) degrees (3) celsius (3) many (3) today (2) confront (2) challenge (2) including (2) 

united (2) projects (2) initiatives (2) first (2) global (2) project (2) latest (2) renewable (2) meet (2) electric (2) needs (2) next (2) two (2) also (2) improve (2) 

record (2) resources (2) sea (2) melting (2) ice (2) north (2) south (2) large (2) arabian (2) gulf (2) atmosphere (2) weather (2) saudi (2) sand (2) sultanate (2) 

conditions (2) years (2) swept (2) storm (2) levels (2) led (2) strongest (2) history (2) one (2) played (2) role (2) position (2) hurricane (2) hit (2) 

JP_COP21b 7:59 min Asia → 

japan (6) weather (5) days (5) will (5) year (4) now (4) typhoon (4) hot (3) temperature (3) rain (3) development (3) many (2) every (2) sora (2) 

jiro (2) clothes (2) wearing (2) called (2) people (2) time (2) like (2) 50 (2) years (2) world (2) average (2) expected (2) hit (2) kyoto (2) emergency (2) 

heavy (2) global (2) warming (2) rapidly (2) disasters (2) observations (2) clouds (2) cherry (2) blossoms (2) possible (2) able (2) making (2) autumn (2) see (2) 

exceeding (2) 

Series 5 - Climate Central collaboration

BE_17100 1:11 min Europe → 

will (5) reach (5) also (4) can (4) get (3) temperatures (3) summer (2) zaragoza (2) heat (2) episode (2) high (2) tomorrow (2) maximum (2) 

degrees (2) storms (2) 

UG_17100 1:53 min Africa → 

will (9) temperatures (8) degrees (7) centigrade (7) now (7) kampala (5) scenario (3) see (3) greenhouse (3) gases (3) warming (3) 

increase (3) need (3) look (2) emission (2) globally (2) 303 (2) already (2) seen (2) congo (2) think (2) currently (2) warmer (2) right (2) well (2) central (2) 

cities (2) world (2) others (2) can (2) reduce (2) emissions (2) 

CA_17100 2:44 min North America → 

will (10) heat (8) little (5) temperature (4) records (4) emissions (4) really (3) think (3) situation (3) quebec (3) see (3) side (3) broken (3) 

talking (3) get (3) greenhouse (3) gas (3) new (3) york (3) average (3) degrees (3) swimming (2) summer (2) sunday (2) monday (2) still (2) even (2) taken (2) 

record (2) southern (2) us (2) used (2) according (2) united (2) nations (2) hotter (2) find (2) temperatures (2) thing (2) reduce (2) lyme (2) disease (2) context (2) 

much (2) one (2) 2 (2) 

AR_17100 2:54 min South America →

will (6) greenhouse (3) measures (3) taken (3) gases (2) restricted (2) year (2) 2100 (2) cities (2) summers (2) today (2) longer (2) scenario (2) events (2) 

gas (2) reduction (2) century (2) increase (2) water (2) region (2) future (2) live (2) 

US_17100 2:56 min North America → 

south (4) will (4) summer (4) today (4) days (3) florida (3) going (3) emissions (3) miami (3) summers (3) temperatures (3) gas (3) atmosphere (3) degrees (2) 

may (2) years (2) temperature (2) increase (2) future (2) greenhouse (2) can (2) stay (2) trapping (2) heat (2) reach (2) 

DE_17100b 3:01 min Europe → 

heat (6) extreme (5) 2017 (5) now (4) temperature (4) berlin (4) year (3) summer (3) average (3) days (3) degrees (3) today (3) 2100 (2) back (2) 

early (2) cities (2) within (2) risen (2) hot (2) much (2) many (2) high (2) just (2) city (2) areas (2) adapt (2) level (2) already (2) changed (2) amounts (2) 

changing (2) faster (2) earth (2) time (2) 

ZA_17100 3:46 min Africa → 

average (8) temperatures (8) cape (7) town (7) degrees (6) celsius (4) south (3) african (3) summer (3) c (3) current (3) levels (3) 

water (3) conditions (3) frequent (3) severe (3) city (2) cities (2) time (2) vegetation (2) dry (2) high (2) end (2) temperature (2) need (2) disasters (2) 

already (2) much (2) less (2) years (2) climatic (2) emissions (2) central (2) weather (2) reduced (2) likely (2) periods (2) last (2) shortages (2) 

ES_17100 3:55 min Europe → 

temperature (10) behave (9) years (9) next (8) degrees (8) will (6) scenario (6) going (5) average (5) summer (5) according (5) 

barcelona (5) mediterranean (5) madrid (4) 2100 (4) well (4) 45 (4) 85 (4) continue (4) cities (3) scenarios (3) approximately (3) today (3) similar (3) 

case (3) planet (3) ecosystem (3) sea (3) example (2) models (2) indicate (2) one (2) hand (2) months (2) córdoba (2) occurs (2) future (2) rcp (2) know (2) 

city (2) chosen (2) shores (2) heat (2) two (2) indicates (2) increase (2) rise (2) especially (2) temperatures (2) may (2) global (2) fossil (2) fuels (2) happen (2) 

FR_17100 4:16 min Europe → 

degrees (7) see (6) will (6) 2100 (5) temperature (5) well (4) greenhouse (4) emissions (4) years (3) also (3) level (3) rise (3) 60 (3) 

animation (3) one (3) summer (3) paris (3) global (3) nothing (3) moreover (3) red (2) several (2) already (2) greenland (2) sea (2) m (2) example (2) can (2) 

even (2) come (2) today (2) 4 (2) able (2) scenario (2) warming (2) carbon (2) dioxide (2) quickly (2) done (2) gas (2) french (2) heat (2) heart (2) apricots (2) 

DE_17100a 4:16 min Europe → 

degrees (11) frankfurt (7) temperature (7) summer (5) rain (5) barcelona (5) can (4) weather (4) look (4) average (4) will (4) 

temperatures (4) water (4) clouds (4) large (4) even (4) air (4) 10 (3) years (3) like (3) rise (3) per (3) just (3) ml (3) full (3) since (2) take (2) 

little (2) months (2) quite (2) ones (2) madrid (2) way (2) liters (2) square (2) meter (2) summers (2) going (2) dry (2) small (2) heavy (2) flooding (2) may (2) 

humidity (2) fits (2) warm (2) explain (2) fit (2) 40 (2) 257 (2) 29 (2) day (2) 33 (2) 30 (2) tropical (2) 

BG_17100 4:58 min Europe → 

will (21) sofia (6) bulgaria (4) summer (4) changes (4) means (4) compared (3) year (3) global (3) rise (3) scenario (3) know (3) general (3) 

people (3) affected (3) temperatures (3) conditions (3) see (3) agriculture (3) food (2) used (2) providing (2) lead (2) population (2) let (2) action (2) greenhouse (2) 

2100 (2) temperature (2) celsius (2) health (2) can (2) diseases (2) four (2) southern (2) really (2) infrastructure (2) low (2) rainfall (2) particular (2) africa (2) 

practice (2) fires (2) daily (2) water (2) become (2) deficit (2) also (2) cities (2) mainly (2) moment (2) 

CU_17100 5:26 min North America → 

temperature (12) will (10) havana (8) scenario (7) less (5) see (4) two (4) going (4) summer (4) average (4) maximum (4) year (3) 

degrees (3) current (3) scenarios (3) look (3) talk (3) temperatures (3) let (3) rise (3) much (3) eh (2) 31 (2) today (2) take (2) world (2) arrive (2) pakistan (2) 

emission (2) greenhouse (2) gases (2) hot (2) however (2) observe (2) rest (2) different (2) first (2) months (2) area (2) minimum (2) city (2) must (2) continues (2) 

without (2) decrease (2) atmosphere (2) favorable (2) emissions (2) talking (2) 

VN_17100 6:17 min Asia → 

heat (15) will (14) degrees (11) temperature (9) people (8) hanoi (7) hot (6) also (6) can (5) environment (5) workers (5) 

like (4) higher (4) sun (4) even (4) number (4) air (4) future (3) live (3) average (3) 2100 (3) summer (3) capital (3) new (3) high (3) body (3) likely (2) 

add (2) two (2) need (2) weather (2) receive (2) children (2) work (2) hard (2) clean (2) scenarios (2) cut (2) delhi (2) india (2) reached (2) development (2) 

end (2) century (2) may (2) pakistan (2) cities (2) 48 (2) every (2) 2015 (2) record (2) asphalt (2) water (2) year (2) outdoor (2) last (2) night (2) years (2) 

affected (2) heavy (2) longer (2) without (2) increase (2) light (2) extreme (2) diseases (2) appeared (2) values (2) 

EXTRA

HU_000 6:24 min Europe → 

can (13) will (13) temperature (10) country (10) weather (10) degrees (8) precipitation (8) days (7) models (7) warming (7) extreme (6) 

century (5) summer (5) one (5) due (5) wind (5) even (5) become (5) based (5) however (4) increase (4) results (4) part (4) amount (4) heat (4) region (4) 

time (4) night (4) storms (4) accompanied (4) still (4) effect (4) also (4) middle (3) expected (3) warm (3) seasons (3) occur (3) may (3) fact (3) less (3) 

different (3) often (3) changes (3) northern (3) damage (3) torrential (3) increased (3) since (3) water (3) many (3) places (3) greenhouse (3) emissions (3) 

situations (3) average (3) high (3) today (3) almost (3) towards (3) thunderstorms (3) spring (3) years (3) frequent (3) simulations (3) increases (3) future (2) 

individual (2) annual (2) averages (2) leads (2) certain (2) occurrence (2) number (2) daily (2) according (2) model (2) areas (2) majority (2) indicate (2) 20 (2) 

extent (2) direction (2) causes (2) worldwide (2) rains (2) regions (2) increasing (2) living (2) people (2) cities (2) serious (2) waves (2) global (2) mean (2) 

warmer (2) usually (2) refreshment (2) example (2) lake (2) balaton (2) day (2) peak (2) around (2) 40 (2) great (2) hottest (2) friday (2) practically (2) 

everywhere (2) rise (2) hot (2) get (2) possible (2) next (2) dear (2) viewers (2) say (2) higher (2) environment (2) arctic (2) formed (2) rain (2) ice (2) 

hurricaneforce (2) air (2) danube (2) northeast (2) long (2) gusts (2) several (2) first (2) half (2) greater (2) winter (2) scenarios (2) human (2) sea (2) oceans (2) 

becoming (2) drier (2) periods (2) autumn (2) energy (2) 

A map of climate change representations across the online weather forecast landscape

Texts07

◈ P1 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 02

The following visualisation shows the two tag clouds resulting from the merged 

transcriptions from all reportsd

|{ final speeches excludedv

�{ final speeches only.


In order to make the comparison between the two tag clouds more immediate even 

if they have a different amount of words (500 versus 100), the longest one (final 

speeches-excluded) is broken into two pieces: words 1-100 and 101-500.


The proportion between word frequency and text size is consistent for the two tag 

clouds in the following visualisation, but it is different from the proportion in 

corresponding visualisations of protocol 2 and 3 (

and ) as well as in the previous 

visualisation ( ).

P2 → texts tag clouds → 

viz 02  P3 → texts tag clouds → viz 02

P1 → texts → tag clouds → viz 01

Final speeches excluded

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 

average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 

south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 

air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 

world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 

morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 

dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 

know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 

hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) 

wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 

hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 

2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 

happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 

cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 

west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 

far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 

use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 

live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) 

impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 

phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 

madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) 

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) 

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27)

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26)

Final speeches only

cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) 
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) 

local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 

let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 

challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 

negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 

already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 

safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 

risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 

fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15)



Tag clouds - categories

Climate (Communication) Emergency

PROTOCOL 1 08

Merged texts’ tag clouds were further investigated: the words they 

contain were grouped on the basis of their meaning and in accordance 

with the evaluation criteria previously set.


Meaningful comparisons between reports and final speeches were 

provided through categorisation and colour coding.

categorisation

Each word from the two merged tag clouds was categorised into 1 exclusive 

category of 15, according to its meaning. Categories are the same as in protocol 2 

and 3, and keep into consideration both the specific words in the tag clouds of all 

protocols and the evaluation criteria set prior to starting the analysis.


Each category can be made of 1, 2 or 3 specific subcategories. Categories and 

subcategories are listed and defined on the opposite page. However, the analysis 

initialy focused on first-level categories (highlighted in blue in the list).

colour coding

A colour for each category was estabilished, then the words in the merged texts’ 

tag clouds were coloured according to their category of belonging. Working 

directly with colour on the clouds allows to see�

� variety → how many words for each category�

� frequency → position and size of words for each category.

Report ↔ final speech

Comparing the distribution of each colour for the two tag clouds (final-speeches-

excluded and final-speeches-only) allows to go deeper into analysing how the 

intentions of the WMO initiative have been translated into the actual reports.

◈ P1 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 03

The visualisation on the right shows for each category the pair of tag clouds placed 

side by side, with the words falling in the category highlighted in colour.


In order to give more importance to the colours, words were replaced with 

rectangles through Dan Ross’ Flow Block font. The terms included in the category 

were made readable in an ordered list (most frequent to least frequent) that 

follows each tag cloud. 

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 

now (104) water (96) years (96)  today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71)  see (92)

average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 

south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 

air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 

world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 

morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 

dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 

city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years  (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) (96) see
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 
city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

will, see

1-500 ↓

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 
city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) 
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) 
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) 

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) 

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

1-100 ↓

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years  (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) (96) see
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 
city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

101-500 ↓

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) 
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) 
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 
amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 
ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 
september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 
problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 
bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 
tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) 

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) 

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

In order for the comparison to be as immediate as possible, the division of the 

final speeches-excluded tag cloud into two pieces introduced in the previous 

visualisation ( ) was kept.P1 → texts → tag clouds → viz 02

Weather

Final speech excluded

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147)  temperatures (130) can (120) weather (134)
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 
average (69) one (67) time (65)  2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) rain (64)
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45) forecast (44) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44)  many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37)  two (36) level (36) north (36) rainfall (37)
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) storm (30) flooding (30) emissions (31) higher (30)  come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30)  new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 
city (28)  northern (28)  first (27) number (27)  storms (28) drought (28)

weather, rain, air, forecast, 

Rainfall, dry, storm, flooding, 

storms, drought

precipitation (27) rains (26) wind (26) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25)  another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) showers (24) thunderstorms (24)
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23)  continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) snow (22)
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19)  problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) fire (19)
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16)  expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) floods (16)
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14)  towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14)  mediterranean (14) clouds (14) wet (14) fires (14) 
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13)  europe (13) case (13) report (13) flood (13)
phenomenon (13)  week (13) serious (13)  human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13)  heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) typhoon (13) sunny (13) winds (13)
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 
amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 
ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11)  second (11)   38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) cyclone (11) clear (11)sky (11)
september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11)  everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) meteorological (11)
problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11)  decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) cloudy (11)
bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10)  best (10) forecasts (10)

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) 

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9)  causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) humidity (9)

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9)  countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) rainy (9)

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8)  international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) flooded (8)

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) 

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

precipitation, rains, wind, showers, 

thunderstorms, snow, hurricane, fire, 

floods, clouds, wet, fires, flood, 

typhoon, sunny, winds, cyclone, 

clear, sky, meteorological, cloudy, 

forecasts, humidity, rainy, flooded

Final speech ONLY

cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) 
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52)  actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) weather (52)
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30)   gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) floods (30)droughts (29)
negative (26) impact (26) best (25)  seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24)  just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) storm (25) rainfall (24)
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) 

weather, floods, droughts, storm, 

rainfall

Causes

Final speech excluded

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43)  areas (41) heavy (41) due (42)
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39)  century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) greenhouse (39)
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31)  higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30)  scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) emissions (31) energy (30)
city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27)

due, greenhouse, emissions, energy

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) 
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21)  2015 (21) within (21) gases (21)
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20)  including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) gas (20)
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) caused (18) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16)  recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) carbon (16)
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) 
impacts (14) cape (14)  system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) affected (14)
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11)  60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) lead (11)

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10)  longer (10) special (10) consequences (10)

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10)  away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) dioxide (10)

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9)  stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) causing (9)

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9)  light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) leading (9)

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8)  given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) result (8)

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

gases, gas, caused, cause, carbon, 

affected, affect, lead, consequences, 

dioxide, causing, leading, results, 

result

Final speech ONLY

cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77)  together (62) emissions (72)
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) 
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31)  generations (30) gas (31)
challenge (30) new (30)  floods (30) droughts (29)  stable (27) inhabitants (27)  reality (26) carbon (30) gases (28) affect (27)
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24)  rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) dioxide (24)
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) 

emissions, greenhouse, gas, carbon, 

gases, affect, dioxide

Solutions

Final speech excluded

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 
city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

-

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22)  make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) able (22)
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14)  wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) action (14)
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14)  past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) act (14)
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10)  generation (10)  forecasts (10) best (10) work (10) behave (10)

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10)  weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10)highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) power (10)

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10)  must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) panel (10)

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9)  made (9) huge (9) hour (9) activities (9)

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8)  often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) agreement (8)

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) terms (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8)  c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) 

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

able, action, act, work, behave, 

power, panel, activities, agreement, 

activity, terms
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cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) 
greenhouse (60) today (59)  reduce (53)  weather (52)  planet (47) action (56) work (52) actions (49) resilient (45) 
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39)  global (37)  2050 (37) better (36) sustainable (37) join (37)
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33)   come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) development (32)achieve (32)
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22)   points (22)   arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) agreement (22)policy (22) green (22)investors (22) industry (22)
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20)  take (20)  power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) committed (20) responsibility (19)
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) 

action, work, actions, resilient, 

sustainable, join, development, 

achieve, lowcarbon, agreement, 

policy, green, investors, industry, 

committed, responsibility

Impacts

Final speech excluded

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 
average (69) rise (59) even (58) already (56) increase (54)  one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62)  next (59)  sea (57)  expected (55) 
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51)   continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45)  conditions (50)much (49)

city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28)  number (27) first (27)

air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44)  due (42) areas (41) many (43) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40)  warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38)  rainfall (37) two (36)  north (36) maximum (40) extreme (37) level (36)
morning (35) especially (35)  region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31)  get (31) lot (34) changes (31)
dry (31) emissions (31)  storm (30) come (30)  tomorrow (30) flooding (30)  energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) higher (30) really (30) new (30)

high, average, rise, even, already, 

increase, conditions, much, many, 

heavy, maximum, extreme, level, lot, 

changes, higher, really, new, first

precipitation (27) natural (27)  go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) severe (27)
know (26) atmosphere (25)  coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) intense (25)
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22)  winter (22) hello (22) events (22)
wave (22) different (21)   become (22)  little (21) example (21) likely (21)possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20)  life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) increased (20)
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19)   afternoon (19)  fire (19)  moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) reach (19)strong (19) great (19) problem (19)
happen (18) need (18)record (18) place (18)   range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17)  talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17)  along (17)  warmer (16) damage (17) frequent (17) effect (17)
west (16) sun (16) want (16)  coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16)  scenarios (16)  regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) rising (16) impact (16) increasing (16)
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16)  yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15)  trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) levels (15) important (15)
use (15)  show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) effects (15)
live (14) july (14) current (14)  scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14)  action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) hit (14) happening (14)
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 
phenomenon (13) serious (13) typhoon (13) week (13)  sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12)  put (12)  hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12)  m (12) big (12) challenge (12) experience (12)

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12)  7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) happened (12)

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) loss (11) 

problems (11) changing (11)attention (11) decrease (11) extremely (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11)   health (11) cloudy (11)  sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11)  christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10)  28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) changed (10)

tuesday (10) 12 (10)  models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10)significant (10) occur (10) records (10)  special (10) 

experienced (10) low (10) several (10) highest (10) northeast (10)  power (10) weekend (10)  km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10)  systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10)  glaciers (10)  diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) must (10) major (10)

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9)  hour (9) huge (9)

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9)  rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) compared (9)

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8)  8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8)   obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) cost (8) disasters (8)waves (8)

activity (8) resources (8)  service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) force (8)

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

severe, instense, events, wave, 

different, increased, reach, strong, 

great, problem, happen, need, record, 

damage, frequent, effect, rising, 

impact, increasing, levels, 

important, effects, hit, happening, 

impacts, phenomenon, serious, big, 

challenge, experience, happened, 

loss, problems, changing, attention, 

decrease, extremely, changed, 

significant, occur, records, special, 

experienced, low, several, highest, 

must, major, huge, compared, cost, 

disasters, waves, force
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cities (109)  world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) need (103)
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) 
local (43) make (41) also (40)  thank (39)  sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) must (39) many (39)
let (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30)  impacts (36) 
challenge (30)new (30)  carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) significantly (24) increasingly (24) best (25) storm (25) seen (25)  dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24)  wait (24) 
already (24) rapidly (23)experiencing (23) intense (23) regions (23) way (23)   minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) 

need, must, many, impacts, challenge, 

new, negative, impact, significantly, 

increasingly, already, rapidly, 

experiencing, intense, extreme

Anticipation
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will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130)  can (120)
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56)  increase (54) expected (55)
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 

city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40)  maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) around (40)
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33)  let (33)  end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) may (33) according (32)
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 

Can, expected, around, may, according

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25)  showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) risk (25)
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23)  therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) quite (23)
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21)   island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) likely (21)possible (21)
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18)  large (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) almost (18) think (18) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) expect (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) 
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10)  sure (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9)  news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9)  measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) open (9) question (9)

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8)  infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) often (8)

yet (8)  flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8)  remain (8) although (8) expecting (8) obviously (8)

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8)  result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8)  small (8)  addition (8) province (8) near (8) seem (8) maybe (8)

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

risk, quite, likely, possible, 

almost, think, expect, sure, open, 

question, often, expecting, 

obviously, near, seem, maybe
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cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87)  emissions (72) together (62) can (77)
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) 
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) 

can, risk

Locations

Final speech excluded

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87)  days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) country (86)
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) us (51)  just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45)  last (44) celsius (44)  hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42)  heavy (41) global (45)  area (44) areas (41)
world (40) north (36) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) 
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34)  take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31)  changes (31) get (31) region (34) cities (31)
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 
city (28) northern (28) storms (28)  drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

country, south, us, global, area, 

areas, world, north, region, cities, 

city, northern

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24)  10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) places (24)
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22)  30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) southern (22)
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21)  course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) island (21)western (21) 
hurricane (21)  increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20)  however (19) capital (20) earth (20)
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18)  need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18)  ocean (17) evening (17) place (18) planet (18)
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) coastal (16) regions (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16)  floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16)  forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) arctic (15) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15)  1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15)  meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) across (15) east (15)
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14)  happening (14) action (14) wet (14)  fires (14) eastern (14) mediterranean (14)
impacts (14)  affected (14) system (14) 50 (14)  move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) case (13) report (13) cape (14) national (14) europe (13) 
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) 25 (12) japan (13) 
madagascar (12) land (12) hanoi (12) every (12)  big (12) put (12) challenge (12)  decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11)  based (11) latest (11) nation (11)

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) atlantic (11) 

bulgaria (11) vietnam (10) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10)  sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10)  low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10)  ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10)  northeast (10) miami (10)

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) away (9) dioxide (10)  history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) 

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9)  leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8)  17 (8) countries (9) ireland (9) tokyo (8)

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8)  food (8)  havana (8)

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8)  ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8)  slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) international (8) iceland (8)

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) 

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 
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greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49)  resilient (45) planet (47)
local (43) global (37) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37)  join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 
already (24)  way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) regions (23)
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) 
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will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96)  today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) see (92)
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 
city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

see, look

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) 
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17)  center (17)  4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) talk (17) say (17)
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15)  right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15)  august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15)  june (15) show (15) talking (15) seen (15)
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) 
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10)  beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10)  looking (10)

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10)  january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) seeing (10)

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9)  leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) news (9)

town (9)  mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9)  species (9) said (9) tell (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8)  near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) service (8)

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 
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cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) 
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) 
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25)  significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) seen (25)
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) 

seen

People
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will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52)  us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) people (52)
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 
city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

people

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) 
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20)  less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) life (20)
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) 
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13)  stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) human (13)
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12)  recent (12) affect (12) hand (12)

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) taken (11) later (11) everyone (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11)  cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) health (11)

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10)  behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) generation (10)

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) beginning (10) diseases (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) 

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) 

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 
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local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35)  development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) societies (33) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27)  affect (27) reality (26) inhabitants (27)
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
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will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148)  weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) also (147)
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 
average (69)  time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) one (67)
south (54)   still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49)  look (45) just (54)like (53) well (48)
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44)   forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) good (44)part (44)
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37)  level (36) north (36) two (36)
morning (35)  lot (34) region (34)  may (33)  according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) especially (35) take (33) let (33) get (31) 

city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30)  really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) warm (28) come (30) way (28) 

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27)  ice (26) rains (26) wind (26)  go (26)
know (26)  intense (25)  risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24)   places (24)  since (24)  atmosphere (25) coming (25) another (24)thank (24) 10 (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23)  snow (22) continues (22) able (22)  southern (22)  events (22) winter (22)  therefore (23) make (22) 30 (22) hello (22) 
wave (22)  different (21)   likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21)  gases (21) 2015 (21) become (22) little (21)example (21) course (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20)   means (20)  gas (20)  months (20) earth (20) less (20)central (20) parts (20) including (20) however (19) 
2 (19) welcome (19)20 (19) per (18) environment (19)   reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18)  coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18)  caused (18) almost (18)  think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) reduce (18) large (18)
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17)  say (17) frequent (17)  effect (17) warmer (16) center (17) 4 (17) along (17)
west (16) sun (16)  rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16)  want (16) situation (16)
far (16)  carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15)  arctic (15)  important (15) trend (15)  cold (15)  without (16) entire (16) yes (15) 1 (15)  throughout (15) fact (15)
use (15) right (15) start (15) agriculture (15) effects (15) show (15)  across (15) east (15) meters (15)  talking (15) august (15)  tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) 
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14)   national (14)  act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13)  report (13) system (14)50 (14) move (14) case (13)
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13)   summers (13) winds (13)  japan (13) stop (13)wait (13) completely (13) heritage (13) 25 (12) 

madagascar (12) land (12) big (12)  challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12)     experience (12) every (12) put (12) side (12)find (12) 5 (12)thanks (12)long (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12)  happened (12)  keep (12) melting (12)   currently (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) thing (12)  7 (12) 3 (12)similar (12) short (12) 

ago (12) always (11)  cm (11) february (11) cyclone (11)  clear (11) sky (11)  nation (11)  latest (11) things (11) 35 (11) reality (11) second (11) 38 (11) based (11)

september (11)   times (11)  loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11)  later (11) getting (11)used (11)whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) actually (11) taken (11)

problems (11) atlantic (11)  changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11)  lead (11)  extremely (11) christmas (11) 100 (11) sector (11) 60 (11)

bulgaria (11)  changed (10)  2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10)  work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10)better (10) 28 (10) million (10) general (10)  best (10) 

tuesday (10)  significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10)  looking (10)   consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 12 (10) nothing (10) beautiful (10)45 (10)

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10)  amounts (10)  systems (10)

barcelona (10)  seeing (10) january (10)  panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) something (10) normal (10)vulnerable (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9)  question (9) measures (9) activities (9)  huge (9) hour (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) made (9)

town (9) said (9)   early (9) trees (9)  humidity (9) causing (9)  tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) mainly (9) mean (9)moreover (9) electricity (9) stay (9) three (9)

14 (9)drop (9) light (9) 26 (8) 17 (8)   lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9)  beach (8) tokyo (8) 

results (8)    information (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8)   havana (8) 23 (8)houses (8)particular (8) comes (8) infrastructure (8)practically (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8)  cost (8)  iceland (8)  disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) ones (8) 8 (8) slowly (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8)  terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8)  maybe (8)  province (8) given (8) small (8) addition (8)

late (8) friday (8)   1000 (8)space (8)bit (8) 

Final speech ONLY

cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) 
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) reduce (53) 
local (43)   must (39)  many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) make (41)also (40) thank (39) better (36) 
let (36) taking (35)    come (31) please (31)   impacts (36) societies (33)development (32)achieve (32) gas (31)generations (30) 
challenge (30)new (30)carbon (30)floods (30)droughts (29)gases (28) inhabitants (27)affect (27)      stable (27)   reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) storm (25)seen (25)significantly (24)dioxide (24)rainfall (24) increasingly (24) best (25)      just (24)  wait (24) 
already (24)regions (23) rapidly (23)experiencing (23) intense (23) day (23) lowcarbon (22)   way (23)   minimise (23)  witness (23) parts (23) 
safer (22) robust (22)   points (22)   arrive (22)  agreement (22)policy (22) green (22)investors (22) industry (22) heatwaves (22)extreme (21) 
risk (21)temperature (21)towards (20) committed (20) responsibility (19) people (18)    safe (20)  take (20)  power (19) road (19) convinced (18) 
fortunately (18)       every (15) scientific (18)humanity (17)will (17)now (17)human (16)know (16)

Time

Final speech excluded

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96)  see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86)  high (71) years (96) days (79) summer (77) year (74)
average (69) one (67)  rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) time (65)
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49)  well (48) look (45)  day (49)
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) century (38) 
morning (35) end (32)season (31) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32)   cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 
city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

years, days, summer, year, time, day, 

century, morning, end, season

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) winter (22) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22)  hello (22) 
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20)  earth (20) however (19) months (20)
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19)  great (19) fire (19) problem (19)  back (18) per (18) coast (18) afternoon (19) moment (18)
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17)  minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) month (17)
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15)  agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) august (15) june (15) 
live (14)  current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14)  july (14)
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13)  serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13)  completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) week (13) summers (13)
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12)  side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) decades (12)

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12)  things (11) cm (11)  35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) always (11) february (11)

september (11) times (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11)  actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10)  several (10) km (10)  miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) weekend (10) period (10)

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10)  normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10)  cultural (10) january (10) beginning (10)

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) 

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9)  trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) early (9)

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8)  agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) seasons (8)

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) 

late (8)friday (8)  1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

hours, night, winter, months, 

afternoon, moment, evening, month, 

august, june, july, week, summer, 

decades, always, february, september, 

times, christmas, tuesday, weekend, 

period, january, beginning, hour, 

early, seasons, late, friday

Final speech ONLY

cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) 
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) 
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23)  witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) day (23)
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) 

day

Past & present

Final speech excluded

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) today (92) water (96) years (96) see (92)  heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 

city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) just (54) like (53)  people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49)  day (49) well (48) look (45) still (52) continue (49)
air (45) global (45)  celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41)  last (44)
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 

now, today, still, continue, last

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24)  40 (23) since (24)
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22)  able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) continues (22)
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21)  within (21) 2015 (21)
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18)  per (18) coast (18) back (18)
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14)  hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) current (14)
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14)  degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) past (13)
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12)  thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12)  melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12)  short (12) hand (12)  affect (12)  autumn (12) keep (12) currently (12) recent (12)

ago (12) latest (11)  always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10)  vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 2014 (10)

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9)  open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) history (9)

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) remain (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8)  although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8)  seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) remember (8)

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

since, continues, 2015, back, 

current, past, autumn, keep, 

currently, recent, ago, latest, 2014, 

history, yet, remain, remember

Final speech ONLY

cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) 
greenhouse (60)  action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45)  today (59)
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17)  human (16) know (16) every (15) now (17)

today, now

Future

Final speech excluded

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64)  rise (59)  even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 2050 (62)  next (59)
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51)  conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) going (51)
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38)  extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) future (38)
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30)  way (28) warm (28) tomorrow (30) scenario (29)
city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

will, 2050, next, going, future, 

tomorrow, scenario

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23)  quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) 2100 (23)
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) scenarios (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15)  throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) trend (15)
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14)  eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) towards (14)
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10)  special (10) longer (10)

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) 

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) 

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

2100, scenarios, trend, towards, 

later, longer

Final speech ONLY

cities (109) need (103) world (94)  can (77) emissions (72) together (62) future (87)
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) 
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37)  better (36) 2050 (37)
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21)  safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) towards (20)
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17)  now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) will (17)

future, 2050, towards, will

Temperature

Final speech excluded

will (432)  also (147) weather (134)  can (120) degrees (188) temperature (148) temperatures (130)
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92)  country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) heat (87)
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45) global (45) last (44)  area (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) celsius (44) hot (44) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40)  greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) warming (39)
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 
city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

degrees, temperature, temperatures, 

heat, celsius, hot, warming, warm

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) 
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) 
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15)  fact (15) cold (15)
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15)  seen (15) june (15) tropical (15)
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) 
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13)  flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) degree (13)
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12)  3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) melting (12)

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9)  activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) measures (9)

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9)  mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) hottest (9)

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8)  remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) c (8)

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

warmer, cold, tropical, degree, 

melting, measures, hottest, c
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cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) 
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) 
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22)  extreme (21) heatwaves (22)
risk (21)  towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) temperature (21)
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) 

heatwaves, temperature

Natural environment

Final speech excluded

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104)  years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) water (96)
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58)  already (56) expected (55) increase (54) sea (57)
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 

city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 

water, sea

precipitation (27)  severe (27) go (26)  rains (26) wind (26) natural (27) ice (26)
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) 
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20) means (20) parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) 
2 (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) environment (19) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18) range (18) values (18) reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18)  evening (17) ocean (17)
cause (17) month (17) minimum (17) mm (17) half (17) damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) 
west (16)  want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16)  situation (16) sun (16) forest (16)
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16) recorded (16) levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) 
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15) meters (15) start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) 
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14) scientists (14) clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) 
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12) always (11) things (11) cm (11) february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) 

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10) models (10) nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) 

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10) km (10) period (10) miami (10) ipcc (10) highest (10) systems (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10)  major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) glaciers (10)

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) 

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9)  electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9)  viewers (9) trees (9) species (9)

14 (9) drop (9)  hottest (9)  compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8)  tokyo (8) 17 (8) lake (9) mountains (9) beach (8)

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8) information (8) comes (8) kmh (8) seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) 

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8) resources (8) force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) 

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

natural, ice, environment, ocean, 

sun, forest, glaciers, trees, 

species, lake, mountains, beach
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cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) 
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) 
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 
fortunately (18) scientific (18) humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16) know (16) every (15) 

-

Science
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will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96) see (92) today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71) 
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 

city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 
air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 
world (40) around (40)  warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) maximum (40)
morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 
dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 

maximum

precipitation (27) natural (27) severe (27) go (26) ice (26) rains (26) wind (26) 
know (26) atmosphere (25) intense (25) coming (25) risk (25) showers (24) thunderstorms (24) another (24) thank (24) places (24) 10 (24) since (24) 40 (23) 
hours (23) night (23) 2100 (23) quite (23) therefore (23) snow (22) continues (22) able (22) make (22) southern (22) 30 (22) events (22) winter (22) hello (22) 
wave (22) become (22) different (21) little (21) example (21) likely (21) possible (21) island (21) western (21) course (21) gases (21) 2015 (21) within (21) 
hurricane (21) capital (20) increased (20) life (20) less (20) central (20)  parts (20) gas (20) including (20) months (20) earth (20) however (19) means (20)
2 (19) environment (19) welcome (19) 20 (19) reach (19) strong (19) afternoon (19) great (19) fire (19) problem (19) moment (18) back (18) per (18) coast (18) 
happen (18) place (18) need (18) record (18)  reduce (18) caused (18) almost (18) large (18) think (18) planet (18) ocean (17) evening (17) range (18) values (18)
cause (17) month (17)   damage (17) talk (17) center (17) say (17) 4 (17) frequent (17) along (17) effect (17) warmer (16) minimum (17)mm (17) half (17)
west (16) sun (16) want (16) rising (16) coastal (16) floods (16) expect (16) impact (16) scenarios (16) increasing (16) regions (16) forest (16) situation (16) 
far (16) without (16) entire (16) carbon (16)  levels (15) yes (15) arctic (15) 1 (15) important (15) trend (15) throughout (15) cold (15) fact (15) recorded (16)
use (15) effects (15) show (15) right (15) across (15) east (15)  start (15) talking (15) august (15) agriculture (15) tropical (15) seen (15) june (15) meters (15)
live (14) july (14) current (14) hit (14)  clouds (14) towards (14) eastern (14) happening (14) action (14) wet (14) mediterranean (14) fires (14) scientists (14)
impacts (14) cape (14) affected (14) system (14) 50 (14) national (14) move (14) act (14) past (13) degree (13) flood (13) europe (13) case (13) report (13) 
phenomenon (13) typhoon (13) week (13) serious (13) sunny (13) human (13) stop (13) wait (13) summers (13) completely (13) winds (13) heritage (13) japan (13) 25 (12) 
madagascar (12) every (12) land (12) big (12) put (12) challenge (12) hanoi (12) decades (12) side (12) find (12) 5 (12) thanks (12) long (12) experience (12) m (12) 

amount (12) autumn (12) thing (12) happened (12) 7 (12) keep (12) melting (12) 3 (12) similar (12) currently (12) short (12) hand (12) recent (12) affect (12) 

ago (12) always (11) things (11)  february (11) 35 (11) reality (11) cyclone (11) second (11) clear (11) sky (11) 38 (11) nation (11) based (11) latest (11) cm (11)

september (11) getting (11) used (11) whole (11) 29 (11) done (11) times (11) actually (11) loss (11) meteorological (11) everyone (11) taken (11) later (11) 

problems (11) atlantic (11) 100 (11) changing (11) attention (11) health (11) cloudy (11) decrease (11) sector (11) lead (11) 60 (11) extremely (11) christmas (11) 

bulgaria (11) better (10) changed (10) 28 (10) million (10) 2014 (10) vietnam (10) sure (10) general (10) work (10) generation (10) behave (10) forecasts (10) best (10) 

tuesday (10) 12 (10) significant (10) occur (10) records (10)  nothing (10) looking (10) beautiful (10) 45 (10) consequences (10) longer (10) special (10) models (10)

experienced (10) northeast (10) low (10) power (10) weekend (10) several (10)  period (10) miami (10)  highest (10) systems (10) km (10) ipcc (10) amounts (10) 

barcelona (10) something (10) seeing (10) january (10) normal (10) vulnerable (10) panel (10) must (10) glaciers (10) major (10) diseases (10) beginning (10) cultural (10) 

brazil (10) dioxide (10) away (9) history (9) open (9) news (9) leave (9) 22 (9) middle (9) question (9) measures (9) activities (9) made (9) huge (9) hour (9) 

town (9) said (9) mainly (9) mean (9) moreover (9) early (9) trees (9) electricity (9) humidity (9) causing (9) stay (9) three (9) tell (9) species (9) viewers (9) 

14 (9) drop (9) lake (9) hottest (9) mountains (9) compared (9) rainy (9) countries (9) ireland (9) leading (9) light (9) 26 (8) beach (8) tokyo (8) 17 (8) 

results (8) 23 (8) houses (8) particular (8)  comes (8)  seasons (8) agreement (8) often (8) infrastructure (8) practically (8) havana (8) food (8) information (8) kmh (8)

yet (8) expecting (8) flooded (8) international (8) ones (8) cost (8) 8 (8) iceland (8) slowly (8) disasters (8) waves (8) obviously (8) remain (8) although (8) 

activity (8)  force (8) service (8) near (8) result (8) given (8) terms (8) c (8) remember (8) seem (8) small (8) maybe (8) addition (8) province (8) resources (8)

late (8) friday (8) 1000 (8) space (8) bit (8) 

know, means, range, values, minimum, 

mm, half, recorded, meters, 

scientists, amount, cm, models, km, 

ipcc, amounts, information, kmh, 

resources

Final speech ONLY

cities (109) need (103) world (94) future (87) can (77) emissions (72) together (62) 
greenhouse (60) today (59) action (56) reduce (53) work (52) weather (52) actions (49) planet (47) resilient (45) 
local (43) make (41) also (40) must (39) thank (39) many (39) sustainable (37) global (37) join (37) 2050 (37) better (36) 
let (36) impacts (36) taking (35) societies (33) development (32) achieve (32) come (31) please (31) gas (31) generations (30) 
challenge (30) new (30) carbon (30) floods (30) droughts (29) gases (28) stable (27) inhabitants (27) affect (27) reality (26) 
negative (26) impact (26) best (25) storm (25) seen (25) significantly (24) dioxide (24) rainfall (24) just (24) increasingly (24) wait (24) 
already (24) regions (23) way (23) rapidly (23) experiencing (23) intense (23) minimise (23) day (23) witness (23) parts (23) lowcarbon (22) 
safer (22) robust (22) agreement (22) policy (22) points (22) green (22) investors (22) industry (22) arrive (22) heatwaves (22) extreme (21) 
risk (21) temperature (21) towards (20) safe (20) committed (20) take (20) responsibility (19) power (19) road (19) convinced (18) people (18) 
fortunately (18)  humanity (17) will (17) now (17) human (16)  every (15) scientific (18) know (16)

scientific, know

A map of climate change representations across the online weather forecast landscape
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Categories and subcategories with their explanations

ef N

�f Forecasts → words referring to weather and weather forecasting  

(e.g. meteorological)k

Xf Phenomena → words referring to weather phenomena and events  

(e.g. rain)k

�f

�f General → words generally related to causation (e.g. due)k

Xf Climate change →words referring to specific causes of climate change  

(e.g. greenhouse)k

>f

�f Action → words conveying the general idea of action/reaction (e.g. fight)k

Xf Institutions → words related to institutions or governments, supposed to 

act against climate change (e.g. intergovernmental)k

yf Climate change → words related to specific behaviours connected with 

climate change savviness (e.g. sustainability)k

Uf

�f Extreme → words conveying a sense of out of the ordinary (e.g. extreme)k

Xf Effects → words generally related to effects (e.g. impacts)k

yf Threats → words related to clearly negative effects (e.g. disasters)k

Bf

�f Time → words expressing general time periods and intervals (e.g. winter)k

�f

�f Past → words expressing specific moments in the past, specifically before 

the moment when the data was collected (e.g. 2019)k

Xf Present → words generally addressing the present moment (e.g. now)k

nf

�f General → words generally related to future (e.g. projections)k

Xf Specific moment → words expressing specific moments in future time  

(e.g. 2050)k

Df

�f Uncertainty → words expressing uncertainty or doubt (e.g. might)k

Xf Certainty → words expressing certainty or confident expectancy  

(e.g. sure)k

bf

�f General → general geographical terms (e.g. longitude)k

Xf Global → words related to earth as a whole (e.g. global)k

yf Local → words referring to specific locations (e.g. greenland)k

e.f

�f Temperature → words related to temperature (e.g. heat)k

eef

�f Natural environment → words related to natural environments, 

ecosystems and/or their elements (e.g. mountain)k

e�f

�f Institutions → words related to scientists and scientific institutions  

(e.g. ipcc)k

Xf Studies → words related to scientific studies and measurements (e.g. data)k

yf Information → words related to scientific communications  (e.g. report)k

e>f

�f Media → words generally related to formats and channels (e.g. photo)k

eUf

�f People → words connected with humanity as a group (e.g. human)k

eBf

�f Others → everything else;

Weather

Cause�

Solution�

Impact�

Tim¦

Past and presen�

Futur¦

Anticipatio�

Location�

Temperatur¦

Natural environmen�

Scienc¦

Medi 

Peopl¦

Other�



Tag clouds - subcategories

The last textual analysis focused on reports only (final speeches 

excluded): its purpose was to inquire deeper the representation of climate 

change made by weather forecast companies. To do that, words from the 

tag cloud were rearranged according to second-level categories.

Final speeches excluded

Finally, only the final speeches-excluded tag cloud was taken into consideration. 

Previous analysis had already provided a satisfying comparison between the 

declared intentions of the initiative and the way the media companies 

implemented them. The focus shifted then to a more detailed exploration of 

textual representations of the climate crisis in the reports.

categorisation

The focus shifted on subcategories (second-level categorisation) from the ones 

previously listed and defined (complete list available on the right, subcategories 

highlighted in blue).

CluStering

The tag cloud was broken into single words, which were then positioned according 

to the subcategory they belong to. The information available through this kind of 

display is�

� variety → how many words for each subcategory·

� frequency → size of words for each subcategory.

◈ P1 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 04

The visualisation on the right shows the words from the tag cloud grouped 

according to the category and subcategory they belong to. Words are readable, and 

their size is linked to their frequency as in the original tag cloud. Furthermore, 

each word is followed by its absolute frequency (in brackets).


The colour coding previously estabilished is mantained in order to strengthen the 

visual clustering of subcategories in higher-level groups.

will (432) degrees (188) temperature (148) also (147) weather (134) temperatures (130) can (120) 
now (104) water (96) years (96)  today (92) heat (87) country (86) days (79) summer (77) year (74) high (71)  see (92)
average (69) one (67) time (65) rain (64) 2050 (62) rise (59) next (59) even (58) sea (57) already (56) expected (55) increase (54) 
south (54) just (54) like (53) still (52) people (52) us (51) going (51) conditions (50) much (49) continue (49) day (49) well (48) look (45) 

air (45) global (45) last (44) celsius (44) area (44) hot (44) good (44) part (44) forecast (44) many (43) due (42) areas (41) heavy (41) 

world (40) around (40) maximum (40) warming (39) greenhouse (39) century (38) future (38) extreme (37) rainfall (37) two (36) level (36) north (36) 

morning (35) especially (35) lot (34) region (34) take (33) may (33) let (33) according (32) end (32) season (31) cities (31) changes (31) get (31) 

dry (31) emissions (31) higher (30) storm (30) come (30) really (30) tomorrow (30) flooding (30) new (30) energy (30) scenario (29) way (28) warm (28) 

city (28) storms (28) northern (28) drought (28) first (27) number (27) 

will (432) see (92)

Climate (Communication) Emergency
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Impacts

Extreme

high (71) 
average (69)
rise (59)
even (58)
already (56)
increase (54) 
much (49)
many (43) heavy (41) 
extreme (37) level (36)

lot (34) higher (30)

really (30) first (27)

new (30) severe (27)

intense (25) different (21)

increased (20) great (19)

strong (19) reach (19) record (18)

frequent (17) rising (16)

increasing (16) levels (15)

important (15) serious (13) big (12)

loss (11) attention (11) decrease (11)

extremely (11) records (10) significant (10)

special (10) low (10) several (10) highest (10)

major (10) huge (9) compared (9) force (8)

Effects

conditions (50)
wave (22) happen (18) effect (17)

impact (16) effects (15) happening (14)

impacts (14) phenomenon (13)

happened (12) experience (12) changed (10)

experienced (10) changing (11) occur (10)

waves (8)

Threats

problem (19) need (18)

damage (17) hit (14) challenge (12)

problems (11) disasters (8) cost (8) must (10)

Time

General

years (96) days (79) summer (77) year (74)
time (65) day (49) century (38) morning (35) end (32) season (31) winter (22)

night (23) hours (23) months (20) moment (18) afternoon (19) evening (17) month (17) june (15) august (15) july (14)

summers (13) week (13) decades (12) february (11) always (11) september (11) times (11) christmas (11) tuesday (10) period (10) weekend (10) january (10)

beginning (10) hour (9) early (9) seasons (8) friday (8) late (8)

Past & present

Past

last (44) since (24) 2015 (21) back (18) past (13)

recent (12) autumn (12) ago (12) latest (11) 2014 (10) history (9)

yet (8) remember (8)

Present

now (104)
today (92) still (52)
continue (49) continues (22) current (14)

currently (12) keep (12) remain (8)

Future

General

will (432) next (59)
going (51) future (38) scenario (29)
scenarios (16) trend (15) towards (14) later (11) longer (10)

Specific moment

2050 (62) tomorrow (30) 2100 (23)

Anticipation

Uncertainty

can (120) around (40)
may (33) risk (25) quite (23) possible (21)

almost (18) think (18) question (9) open (9) often (8) near (8)

seem (8) maybe (8)

Certainty

expected (55) according (32)
likely (21) expect (16) sure (10) obviously (8) expecting (8)

Locations

General

country (86)
south (54)
area (44) areas (41)
north (36) region (34)

cities (31) city (28)

northern (28) places (24)

southern (22) western (21)

island (21) capital (20) coast (18) 

place (18) coastal (16) regions (16)

west (16) far (16) across (15)

east (15) eastern (14) cape (14)

national (14) land (12) nation (11)

northeast (10) away (9) town (9) countries (9)

international (8) province (8) 

Global

global (45)
world (40) earth (20)

planet (18)

Local

us (51) arctic (15)

mediterranean (14) europe (13)

japan (13) madagascar (12) hanoi (12)

atlantic (11) bulgaria (11) vietnam (10)

miami (10) barcelona (10) brazil (10) ireland (9)

tokyo (8) havana (8) iceland (8) 

Temperature

General

degrees (188) temperature (148)
temperatures (130) heat (87) celsius (44)
hot (44) warming (39)  warm (28) warmer (16) cold (15) tropical (15) degree (13) melting (12) measures (9) hottest (9)

c (8)

Natural environment

General

water (96) sea (57) natural (27) ice (26) environment (19) ocean (17) sun (16)

forest (16) glaciers (10) species (9) trees (9) lake (9) mountains (9) beach (8)

Science

Who

scientists (14)

What

maximum (40) values (18)

range (18) minimum (17) mm (17)

half (17) recorded (16) meters (15)

amount (12) cm (11) models (10) km (10)

amounts (10) kmh (8)

Information

know (26) means (20)

information (8) resources (8)

Media

General

see (92) look (45) say (17) talk (17) seen (15) talking (15) show (15) report (13) looking (10) seeing (10)

news (9) said (9) tell (9) viewers (9) service (8)

People

General

people (52) life (20) live (14) human (13) hand (12) everyone (11) health (11) generation (10) diseases (10) cultural (10) 
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Categories and  with their explanationssubcategories

mn Weather6

Un  → words referring to weather and weather forecasting  

(e.g. meteorological)`

>n  → words referring to weather phenomena and events  

(e.g. rain)`

Tn Cause(

Un  → words generally related to causation (e.g. due)`

>n  → words referring to specific causes of climate change  

(e.g. greenhouse)`

�n Solution(

Un  → words conveying the general idea of action/reaction (e.g. fight)`

>n  → words related to institutions or governments, supposed to 

act against climate change (e.g. intergovernmental)`

Gn  → words related to specific behaviours connected with 

climate change savviness (e.g. sustainability)`

<n Impact(

Un  → words conveying a sense of out of the ordinary (e.g. extreme)`

>n  → words generally related to effects (e.g. impacts)`

Gn  → words related to clearly negative effects (e.g. disasters)`

!n Tim4

Un  → words expressing general time periods and intervals (e.g. winter)`

�n Past and presenW

Un  → words expressing specific moments in the past, specifically before 

the moment when I collected the data (e.g. 2019)`

>n  → words generally addressing the present moment (e.g. now)`

Rn Futur4

Un  → words generally related to future (e.g. projections)`

>n  → words expressing specific moments in future time  

(e.g. 2050)`

�n Anticipatio�

Un  → words expressing uncertainty or doubt (e.g. might)`

>n  → words expressing certainty or confident expectancy  

(e.g. sure)`

Jn Location(

Un  → general geographical terms (e.g. longitude)`

>n  → words related to earth as a whole (e.g. global)`

Gn  → words referring to specific locations (e.g. greenland)`

mLn Temperatur4

Un  → words related to temperature (e.g. heat)`

mmn Natural environmenW

Un  → words related to natural environments, 

ecosystems and/or their elements (e.g. mountain)`

mTn Scienc4

Un  → words related to scientists and scientific institutions  

(e.g. ipcc)`

>n  → words related to scientific studies and measurements (e.g. data)`

Gn  → words related to scientific communications  (e.g. report)`

m�n Medii

Un  → words generally related to formats and channels (e.g. photo)`

m<n Peopl4

Un  → words connected with humanity as a group (e.g. human)`

m!n Other(

Un  → everything else;

Forecasts

Phenomena

General

Climate change

Action

Institutions

Climate change

Extreme

Effects

Threats

Time

Past

Present

General

Specific moment

Uncertainty

Certainty

General

Global

Local

Temperature

Natural environment

Institutions

Studies

Information

Media

People

Others

Weather

Forecasts

weather (134)
air (45) forecast (44) sky (11)

meteorological (11) forecasts (10)

PHENOMENA

rain (64) rainfall (37) dry (31)

storm (30) flooding (30) storms (28)

drought (28) precipitation (27) rains (26)

wind (26) showers (24) thunderstorms (24)

snow (22) hurricane (21) fire (19) floods (16) clouds (14)

wet (14) fires (14) flood (13) typhoon (13) sunny (13) winds (13)

cyclone (11) clear (11) cloudy (11) humidity (9) rainy (9) flooded (8)

Causes

General

due (42) caused (18) cause (17) affected (14)

affect (12) lead (11) consequences (10) causing (9) leading (9) results (8)

result (8)

Climate change

greenhouse (39) emissions (31)

energy (30) gases (21) gas (20) carbon (16) dioxide (10)

Solutions

Actions

able (22) action (14) act (14)

behave (10) work (10) power (10) activities (9)

activity (8)

Institutions

panel (10) agreement (8) terms (8)

Climate change



Images
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Each report was reduced to a sampling of its frames (one frame every 

half a second of video). In order to analyse both quantitatively and 

qualitatively the images, sampled frames were considered in their 

totality as well as through a selection of unique images.

Frame sampling

The frame rate for all videos was set to 30 fps through Adobe Premiere Pro.

---------------------------- 1 SECOND ----------------------------

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

VLC Media Player was used to extract every 15th frame: it means 2 sampled 

frames every second of video.

---------------------------- 1 SECOND ----------------------------

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

The frame sampling resulted in 42,077 total images.

Unique images selection

From the totality of the frames, unique images were manually selected. The 

criteria used for the definition of a unique image were the following7

4 Each shot (“single sequence of a motion picture or a television program shot 

by one camera without interruption”, Merriam-Webster) corresponds to at 

least one unique image�

4 Inside the same shot there can be more than one unique image only if there is a 

significant change in the meaning and/or content of the frame. 

e.g 1 → When a map turns from showing temperatures to showing wind 

directions, it’s two unique images. 

e.g. 2 → When the same visualisation is used first for the weather forecast of 

today and then for the weather forecast of tomorrow, it’s just one unique 

image (the meaning doesn’t change). 

e.g. 3  → When the same visualisation is used first for the weather forecast of 

today and then for the weather forecast of 2050, it’s two unique images.


Out of 42,077 total frames, 2,413 unique images were selected. 



Network
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Unique images were arranged into a network based on AI image 

captioning. The network provided the base for mapping the visual 

representations of climate change in the reports.

VISUAL SIMILARITY

The 2,413 unique images were fed to Yale DHLab’s PixPlot in order to get an 

interactive image network based on similarity: each frame is captioned from a 

previosly trained neural network model, then all frames are arranged in the space 

according to their content similarity.


The network can be explored through panning and zooming in the space or 

jumping to hotspots (image clusters). PixPlot automatically identifies some 

default hotspots, but they can also be created and curated by the user.

Tagging

A static screenshot of the network was taken and manually tagged according to 

groups and clusters visually identified while exploring the interactive model and 

with the help of automatically identified hotspots.

◈ P1 → IMAGES → NETWORK → viz 00

The visualisation on the right shows the 2,413 unique images (selected from the 

sampled frames as previously described) displayed in the space on the basis of 

similarity (according to PixPlot’s process of image captioning and positioning 

through a pre-trained convolutional neural network model).


Areas characterised by the predominance of a specific subject are outlined and 

tagged, even if subject clusters are often more spread around and less localised 

than they appear.


A straight diagonal line separates the upper-left portion of the map (majority of 

images including people) from the lower-right portion (majority of images 

without people).

CluStering

The network mapping was expanded into a detailed clustering of the images 

through  the creation of a hierarchy of manually curated hotspots. The 

categorisation process kept into consideration the actual images’ features and 

subjects as well as the evaluation criteria previously set. The hierarchy of (not 

exclusive) image clusters is visible on the opposite page.

Interactive network

PixPlot P1


Interactive network including all the 2,413 unique frames, 

displayed according to image similarity and with hotspots 

based on images’ subjects.

Globes

Crowd

Diagrams

Cartoon

PE
OP
LE
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EO
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E

WMO


spokespeople

Weather


presenters

Technology

Water and


glaciers

Flora


and fauna

Title sequences

◈ P1 → IMAGES → NETWORK → viz 01

The visualisation on the right displays the cluster hierarchy and the quantity of 

images for each cluster and subcluster. It builds on the grid display provided by 

PixPlot and uses colour to distinguish one category from the others as well as for 

highlighting the links in the hierarchy.


Clusters are ordered from the most populated to the least populated. Quantities 

are always expressed as percentages, since the most interesting comparison in that 

sense is that between child clusters belonging to the same parent cluster (or that of 

parent clusters between each other).


A single cluster is visualised as follows:

Subcluster 1XX%

Subcluster 2XX%

bothX%

2,413 total unique images 

included in the network

Image not belonging to the cluster

Image belonging to both subclusters

Image belonging to subcluster 2

Image belonging to subcluster 1

Bar chart comparing the 

number of images in each 

subcluster

Subcluster 1XX%

Subcluster 2XX%

bothX%

List of subclusters with 

respective percentages 

(relative to the total number 

of images in the parent 

cluster)

A family of clusters is visualised as a series of cluster visualisations connected 

through dashed lines and colour coding according to their hierarchy.

ClusterXX%

SubclusterXX%

SubclusterXX%

bothX%

Sub-subcluster

Sub-subcluster

XX%

XX%

Seashores43%

Glaciers24%

Rivers & streams12%

Wetlands13%

Reefs8%

Water landscapes11%

People51%

Weather presenters64% In studio92%

Citizens75%

Elsewhere8%

WMO personnel19%

Politicians6%

Others34%

both2%

Text*48%

* excluded�

	 subtitle�

	 environmental texts (i.e. 

street signs�

	 broadcaster logos

Globes15%

Other maps85%

3D scenarios38%

Line & bar charts31%

Tables31%

both3%

Maps72%

Other diagrams19%

both9%

Diagrams25%

Cities5%

Aerial views72%

Heritage27%

both1%

Title sequences8%

Extreme weather7%

Wildfires13%

Dry soil12%

Destroyed buildings16%

Flooded landscapes33%

Stormy clouds19%

both7%

Planes4%

Cars48%

Boats & ships48%

Transportation5%

Sun0.7%

Crops86%

Groceries14%

Agriculture5%

Solar panels70%

Wind turbines26%

Wave converters4%Nuclear plants6%

Electric stations3%

Smokestack68%

Renewables 23%

Energy4%

Insects15%

Other animals85%

Animals2%
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Hierarchy of image clusters

People      

Text  

Diagrams      

Water 
landscapes      

Title sequences  

Extreme 
weather     

Transportation    

Cities   

Agriculture   

EnergY       

Animals   

SUN

) Weather presenter�

) Other�

) Map�

) Other diagram�

) Seashore�
) Glacier�
) Wetland�
) Rivers & stream�
) Reef�

) Flooded landscape�
) Destroyed building�
) Stormy cloud�
) Wildfire�
) Dry soi�

) Car�
) Boats & ship�
) Plane�

) Aerial view�
) Heritag,

) Crop�
) Grocerie�

) Smokestac�
) Renewable�

) Nuclear plant�
) Electric station�

) Insect�
) Other animals

) In studiH
) Elsewher,
) Citizen�
) WMO personne�
) Politician�

) Globe�
) Other map�
) 3D scenario�
) Table�
) Line & bar chart�

) Solar panel�
) Wind turbine�
) Wave converters



Network - images

Clustered images were reconnected with their visual appeareance 

through cluster-specific wall of images based on the grouping hierarchy.

Child cluster

All images in each low-level-cluster (clusters which don’t contain other clusters) 

were downloaded and arranged together in creating cluster-specific image walls. 

The purpose of this operation was to connect the abstraction of the network with 

the qualitative appearence of the frames, providing samples of the distinctive 

visual qualities in each image group.


The complete hierarchy of clusters with the low-level-clusters highlighted in blue 

is available on the right.

◈ P1 → IMAGES → NETWORK → viz 02

The visualisation on the right covers all low-level-clusters in the previously 

defined hierarchy. For each cluster are shown�

� the hierarchy of its parent clusters (if any)o

� the number of images in the clustero

� the position of the images in the networko

� a sample of images from the cluster (image wall).


Colours are mantained from the previous visualisation (

). A single cluster is visualised as follows:

P1 → images → network 

→ viz 01

Cluster ↳ Subcluster ↳ Sub-subcluster XX IMAGES

↓ Cluster hierarchy Number of images ↓

↑ Images in the network Wall of images ↑

The sequence of low-level-clusters’ displays is followed by a miniature of the 

tagged network ( ), in order to provide an 

easy-to-consult map of the network areas.

P1 → images → network → viz 00

Climate (Communication) Emergency

PROTOCOL 1 16

People ↳ Others ↳ Politicians 26 IMAGES

Text 1,154 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Maps ↳ Globes 72 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Maps ↳   Other maps  490 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Other diagrams ↳ 3D scenarios 69 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Other diagrams ↳ Tables 54 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Other diagrams ↳ Line & bar charts 53 IMAGES

Water landscapes ↳ Seashores 116 IMAGES

Title sequences 203 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Flooded landscapes 72 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Destroyed buildings 41 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Stormy clouds 34 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Planes 4 IMAGES

Cities ↳ Aerial views 88 IMAGES

Cities ↳ Heritage 35 IMAGES

Agriculture ↳ Crops 100 IMAGES

Water landscapes ↳ Glaciers 63 IMAGES

Water landscapes ↳ Wetlands 35 IMAGES

Water landscapes ↳ Rivers & streams 31 IMAGES

Water landscapes ↳ Reefs 34 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Wildfires 23 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Dry soil 21 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Cars 60 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Boats & ships 60 IMAGES

Agriculture ↳ Groceries 18 IMAGES

Energy ↳ Smokestack 66 IMAGES

Energy ↳ Renewables ↳ Solar panels 16 IMAGES

Energy ↳ Renewables ↳ Wind turbines 6 IMAGES

People ↳ Weather presenters ↳ In studio 752 IMAGES

People ↳ Weather presenters ↳ Elsewhere 68 IMAGES

People ↳ Others ↳ Citizens 339 IMAGES

People ↳ Others ↳ WMO personnel 84 IMAGES

Energy ↳ Renewables ↳ Wave converters 1 IMAGE

Energy ↳ Nuclear plants 6 IMAGES

Energy ↳ Electric stations 3 IMAGES

Animals ↳ Insects 7 IMAGES

Animals ↳ Other animals 48 IMAGES

Sun 18 IMAGES

Globes

Crowd

Diagrams

Cartoon

PE
OP
LE

NO
 P
EO
PL
E

WMO

spokespeople

Weather

presenters

Technology

Water 
and


glaciers

Flora

and 
fauna

Title 
sequences

P1 → images → network → viz 00
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Hierarchy of image clusters (  highlighted)child clusters
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Reef;
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Wave converters



Image plot

PROTOCOL 1 18

Climate (Communication) Emergency

The visual space of the reports was also examined in regard to hue and 

brightness values in the pictures, to detect trends and tendencies in the 

use of colours of climate crisis’ representations.

Image measuring

Colour values in each of the 2’413 unique images were measured through 

ImageMeasure for ImageJ. In particular, the process returned for each pictureL

K median of brightness values\

K standard deviation of brightness values\

K median of saturation values\

K standard deviation of saturation values\

K median of hue values\

K standard deviation of hue values.

Plot dimensions

The measures of brightness and hue were used to build a plot of images through 

ImagePlot for ImageJ. The axis of the plot were mapped as belowL

K X axis → median of hue values (hue_median)\

K Y axis → standard deviation of brightness values (brightness_stdev).


Each image was positioned in the plot according to its measured values.

Plot evaluation

The distribution in the plot was analysed mainly in regard to the hue values, 

considering image density as well as recurring subjects across the x axis.

◈ P1 → IMAGES → IMAGE PLOT → viz 01

The visualisation on the right shows the 2,413 unique images distributed in the 

space according to their hue values (median mapped on X axis) and brightness 

values (standard deviation mapped on Y axis), as previously explained.


The plot is split vertically into 4 portions of equal width, according to hue valuesL

%� red to green (X1)\

�� green to light blue (X2)\

�� light blue to purple (X3)\


� purple to red (X4).


The purpose of those portions is to facilitate the evaluation of image density in 

relation to hue values.


Recurring subjects for specific hue areas are noted above the plot.

A map of climate change representations across the online weather forecast landscape
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Frame grids

Climate (Communication) Emergency

PROTOCOL 1 20

The total sampled frames were rearranged in grids, providing static 

reductions of the reports. The grids were mapped according to the series 

to which the report belonged, its continent of production and duration.

FRAME UNIFORMATION

All 42,077 frames were uniformed in their ratio, so that they could be more easily 

aggregated and compared. The uniformation process had the following settingsQ

O ratio → 16:9Z

O image → fill ratioZ

O squashing and stretching → allowed.


Frames from videos which had an original ratio different from the output ratio 

(16:9) were deformed, but their content remained in all cases recognisable.

GRID CONSTRUCTION

Frames were rearranged to build an image grid for each report. Every row of the 

grid displays 20 frames, which correspond to 10 seconds of the original report: as 

previously explained, the sampling extracted 2 frames each second of screen time.

---------------- 10 SECONDS ----------------

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Consequently, 6 rows correspond to 1 minute of screen time.

----------------- 1 MINUTE -----------------

1
2
3
4
5
6

◈ P1 → IMAGES → FRAME GRIDS → viz 00

The visualisation on the right shows the 63 image grids resulting, one for every 

report. They are grouped according toQ

O series to which they belong (horizontal grouping)Z

O continent where they were set and produced (vertical grouping);


Inside each series/continent unit, the reports are ordered according to their 

duration, from the shortest to the longest (final speech included).
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Frame grids - subjects and people

Climate (Communication) Emergency

PROTOCOL 1 22

Images in the grids were categorised on the basis of subjects and people 

represented, using respectively colours and patterns in order to 

implement cross classification. Pictures in each category were then 

counted to provide quantitative comparisons of the identified typologies.

Categorisation

The frames in the grid were mapped on the basis of both the main subject 

represented (8 exclusive categories) and the role of the people framed (5 non-

exclusive categories). In either cases the categories resulted from the previous 

analysis of unique images and the evaluation criteria set prior to the analysis.


Main subjectsl

at → synthesised images of earth from above (satellite views included)i

^t  → charts including bar and line charts, tables, 3D scenariosi

\t  → all images of environments or people experiencing 

extreme weather (floods, droughts, wildfires, storms, heatwaves)t

�t  → images centered on some piece of technologyt

et  → images of natural environments that don’t show clear 

modifications due to human activity (such as buildings, infrastructures, 

crops); pictures of extreme weather are excludedi

dt  → all images of environments that show clear 

modifications due to human activity; pictures of extreme weather are excludedi

Yt  → all frames of title sequences (recurring as openings and 

endings in most videos)i

{t  → pictures centered on people talking (giving a speech, interviewing, 

…) where the context is not visible or not relevant.


People framedl

at  → nobody is visible (only exclusive category of the 5)i

^t  → weather presenters, meteorologists and scientists or internal 

personnel of the media companyi

\t  → as in most final speechesi

�t  → on all levels, from local to nationali

et  → basically anyone else.


Categories are associated to colours and textures as in the table below:

Map

Chart

Extreme weather

Technology

Natural landscape

Artificial landscape

Title sequence

Speech

No people

Presenters

WMO personnel

Politicians

Citizens

N
o
 
p
e
o
p
l
e

P
r
e
s
e
n
t
e
r
s

C
i
t
i
z
e
n
s

P
o
l
i
t
i
c
i
a
n
s

Artificial landscape

Map

Title sequence

W
M
O
 
p
e
r
s
o
n
n
e
l

Technology

Chart

Speech

Extreme weather

Natural landscape

...

+
 
C
o
m
b
i
n
a
t
i
o
n
s

Presenters


& citizens: 

+ =

WMO spokespeople


& Politicians:

+ =

◈ P1 → IMAGES → FRAME GRIDS → viz 01

In the following visualisation the images in the grids are replaced with rectangles 

characterised byl

U a colour → according to the main subject represented (8 colours)i

U a texture → according to the people framed (5 textures + their combinations).


As mapped in the table on the left.


The grids are grouped according to the report series. Inside each series the reports 

are ordered on the basis of their duration (from the shortest to the longest - final 

speech included). The visualisation is designed as follows:

Series

Report ID Continent → [flag]

0:00

1:00

[Image grid]

Series 1 to 5 plus extra

Report ID
ISOCountryCode_ 

seriesIdentifier

Continent Of production

[flag] Country of production

Series 1 - Climate Summit 

2014

DE_CS14 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

ZA_CS14 Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

ZM_CS14 Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

DK_CS14 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

BR_CS14 South America →

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

US_CS14b North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

A map of climate change representations across the online weather forecast landscape
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◈ P1 → IMAGES → FRAME GRIDS → viz 02

The visualisation below uses bars to show the quantity of screen time dedicated in 

total by the reports to each subject/people unit (e.g. maps including weather 

presenters). The time is calculated from the number of frames in the considered 

unit, knowing that every 2 frames correspond to a second.


Bars are both grouped according to the main subject represented (above), and  

according to the people framed (below). Inside each group they are ordered from 

the longest to the shortest. The total screentime of each group is also visualised.

Total group screen time (without repetitions)

The colour and pattern code is the same as in the table on the left.

GROUPED BY MAIN SUBJECT

0:00:00
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GROUPED BY PEOPLE FRAMED

2:45:00
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No
 p
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s

Ci
ti
ze
ns

0:00:00

0:15:00

0:30:00

0:45:00

1:00:00

1:15:00

1:30:00

1:45:00

SC_UNWC Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

CL_UNWC South America →

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

PE_COP20 South America →

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

Series 3 - UNWC Disaster 

Risk Reduction

CU_UNWC North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

Series 2 - Lima COP20

CA_COP20 North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

FR_COP20 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

VN_COP20 Asia → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

ES_COP20 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

UG_COP21 Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

BG_COP21 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

AE_COP21 Asia → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

CH_COP21 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

TH_COP21 Asia → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

AR_COP21 South America →

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

JP_COP21a Asia → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

RU_COP21 Asia → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

PR_COP21 North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

US_COP21b North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

BZ_COP21 North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

KE_COP21 Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

US_COP21a North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

MW_COP21 Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

CA_COP21b North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

DK_COP21 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

NZ_COP21 Oceania → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

BF_CS14 Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

JP_CS14 Asia → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

PH_CS14 Asia → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

NO_COP20 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

IS_CS14 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

TZ_CS14 Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

US_CS14a North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

BG_CS14 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

BE_CS14 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

AR_17100 South America →

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

US_17100 North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

DE_17100b Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

ZA_17100 Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

ES_17100 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

JP_COP21b Asia → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

Series 5 - Climate 

Central collaboration

BE_17100 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

UG_17100 Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

CA_17100 North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

MG_UNWC Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

10:00

11:00

12:00

Series 4 - Paris COP21

IE_COP21 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

IT_COP21 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

CA_COP21a North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

CZ_COP21 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

GH_UNWC Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

NG_UNWC Africa → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

IT_UNWC Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

VN_17100 Asia → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

Extra

HU_000 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

10:00

FR_17100 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

DE_17100a Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

BG_17100 Europe → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

CU_17100 North America → 

0:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

4:00

5:00

6:00

7:00
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Climate (Communication) Emergency

Protocol 2 02

Data collection

Protocol 2 analyses the communication and interfaces of the 50 most 

visited weather websites worldwide according to Similarweb.


Pages, articles and general contents concerning climate change on each 

website were retrieved through web scraping and search operators on 

both Google Search and Google Images.

SOURCES

Similarweb is a software and data company specialysing in web analytics, web 

traffic and performance. They gather traffic data from public sources, 

partnerships, analytics services and contributors and use them to provide 

websites’ rankings. The rankings include a list of the “most visited weather 

websites worldwide” from 1 to 50.

SELECTION

A spreadsheet (Dataset P2_websites) was manually compiled, mapping key 

metrics for the 50 weather websites in the list (accessed on Feb 11, 2023). The 

saved information includesx

w rank → 1 to 50v

w website → e.g. bom.gov.auv

w country → where the website is basedv

w continent → in which the country is located.

Scraping

A custom python script based on Selenium was used to scrape Google Search and 

Google Images through advanced queries. Every query is designed to return 

results which include “climate change” (or its translation) only from a specific 

website. A single query has the following structure:


site:website.domain “climate change (or translation)”


Scraping was performed for each of the 50 websites, using a VPN as well as 

Windows and Chrome settings to simulate as much as possible being in the 

country where the website is based, in order to influence the results accordingly.


Google results were loaded until reaching the end (or until Google displayed a 

message such as “the rest of the results might not be what you’re looking for” or 

“in order to show you the most relevant results, we have omitted some entries very 

similar to the one already displayed”), and information for all of them was saved in 

one of two distinct spreadsheets: the first for Google Search (Dataset 

P2_GoogleSrc), the second for Google Images (Dataset P2_GoogleImg). 
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Data Collection03

Datasets

Dataset P2_websites


Including the 50 most visited weather websites worldwide at 

the moment of the analysis (according to similarweb).

Dataset P2_GoogleSrc


Spreadsheet with detailed information on Google Search 

results including “climate change” for each website.

Dataset P2_GoogleImg


Spreadsheet with detailed information on Google Images 

results including “climate change” for each website.

◈ P2 → data collection → circle packing → viz 01

The visualisation to the left shows the number of results for each website from 

each scraping (Google Search and Google Images). Websites are grouped 

according to country and continent where they are based, the number of results is 

mapped to size and the type of scraping is connected to colour.

Scraping from ↓

Google Search

Google Images

Scraped results ↓

↓

1

↓

0

↓

799
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Texts05

A map of climate change representations across the online weather forecast landscape

The text entries resulting from both Google Search and Google Images 

scrapings were gathered and translated to English  (when in a different 

language) in order to allow comparison.

Selection

The textual entries resulting from the Google Search scraping arey

s titlesf

s meta descriptions.


While the textual entries resulting from Google Images scraping are onlyy

s alt texts.

Translation

A custom Python script based on GoogleTrans was used to translate all the 

extracted texts into a single language: English. The code ran through all the 

entries mentioned above and saved the translations into a new csv file.


Each row of the csv file (Dataset P2_translations) includes bothy

s the original textf

s its translation to English.


And for each translation it indicatesy

s the website from which it was extractedf

s the type of text (e.g. title).

Dataset

Dataset P2_translations


Spreadsheet resulting from the translation of the textual 

entries from Google Search and Google Images scrapings.
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The analysis of translated texts started with detecting the predominant 

words in the websites, and later visualising them with sizes proportional 

to their frequencies.

Word count

A Python-based tool was used to process a word count on the translated texts of 

each website. The the following conditions were setf

v Language → English�

v Custom stopwords → Climate, Change + the website’s name�

v Saved words → most frequent 100.


The tool was also run on merged translations from all websites, three timesf

Sw Only on texts from Google Search scrapingw

Pw Only on texts from Google Images scrapingw

mw On all texts, from both Google Search and Google Images scrapings.


All three times with the following conditionsf

v Language → English�

v Custom stopwords → Climate, Change + all websites’ names�

v Saved words → most frequent 500.


For each word count process the tool produced a csv file with the list of most 

frequent words, their rank and their frequency.

Tag clouds

The tag cloud generator tool from Digital Methods Initiative was used to create 

tag cloud visualisations out of all the word counts. From each word count list the 

generator produced an svg file in which the text sizes are associated to absolute 

frequency ranges (e.g. 61-65 times → 18px).

Individual ↔ GLOBAL

The purpose of individual websites’ tag clouds is to give an horizontal mapping of 

the words used in each website. On the other hand, the merged texts’ tag clouds 

provide insights on general trends and patterns.

GOOGLE search ↔ GOOGLE IMAGES 

Differentiating between Google Search and Google Images is functional to detect 

relevant differences between texts clearly visible - titles and meta descriptions - 

and texts generally hidden - alt texts. The tag cloud centered on all texts from both 

scrapings, instead, provides the most comprehensive picture.

◈ P2 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 01

The following visualisation shows all tag clouds from individual websites, grouped 

according to the continent where they are based. Inside each continent the reports 

are ordered on the basis of the number of their total results.


The proportion between word frequency and text size is consistent for all tag 

clouds inside the following visualisation, but it is different from the proportion in 

corresponding visualisations of protocol 1 and 3 (

 and ).


The visualisation is designed as follows:

P1 → texts → tag clouds → 

viz 01 P3 → texts → tag clouds → viz 01

Continent

Website GS results | GI results Continent → [flag]

[Tag cloud]

Continent Where the website is based

Website Domain

Saved results from Google Search scrapingGS results

Saved results from Google Images scrapingGI results

Country where the website is based[flag]

[Tag cloud] Each word followed by its absolute frequency

Europe

gismeteo.ua 000 | 000 Europe → 

sinoptik.ua 000 | 000 Europe → 

windguru.cz 000 | 000 Europe → 

ventusky.com 000 | 000 Europe → 

gismeteo.by 000 | 000 Europe → 

shmu.sk 004 | 003 Europe → 

every (4) drop (4) shmú (3) slovakia (3) adaptation (3) strategy (3) adverse (3) consequences (3) counts (2) count (2) news (2) eg (2) earth (2) 5 (2) 

will (2) cool (1) climatological (1) terms (1) taking (1) place (1) relatively (1) long (1) time (1) one (1) direction (1) cover (1) billion (1) affects (1) whole (1) 

various (1) also (1) affecting (1) mountainous (1) warm (1) quarter (1) surface (1) home (1) 11 (1) dictionary (1) introduction (1) people (1) important (1) probably (1) 

result (1) extinction (1) mass (1) migration (1) animal (1) plant (1) species (1) page (1) 16 (1) lead (1) regions (1) increased (1) incidence (1) mold (1) fodder (1) 

diseases (1) therefore (1) research (1) focuses (1) resistant (1) varieties (1) issue (1) genetically (1) 

meteociel.fr 012 | 007 Europe → 

forums (18) météociel (15) archives (9) evolution (6) simply (5) 13100 (4) aixenprovence (4) trends (4) welcome (4) 

williams (4) announcement (4) forum (4) pack (3) ice (3) module (3) global (3) 23 (2) 738 (2) saintpierred (2) oléron (2) 17310 (2) de (2) 

“announcement” (2) warming (2) temperatures (2) september (2) 22 (2) 737 (2) pm (2) questions (2) thunderstorms (2) earth (2) 2013 (2) remove (1) variations (1) 

question (1) minimize (1) announcements (1) move (1) title” (1) “page (1) reading (1) forecast (1) healthy (1) le (1) reduce (1) la (1) solar (1) 2012 (1) 

tornado (1) cooling (1) havre (1) breaks (1) event (1) nina (1) records (1) activity (1) 

meteoam.it 009 | 011 Europe → 

m (12) d (7) sea (7) 45 (6) level (6) rome (5) aula (5) city (5) meteorological (4) news (4) dynamics (3) pdf (3) water (3) university (3) 

pzza (3) 5 (3) magna (3) moro (3) 23 (2) march (2) sapienza (2) giacomini (2) floods (2) friday (2) droughts (2) rovereto (2) 2018 (2) festival (2) land (2) 

international (2) impacts (2) – (2) recent (2) global (2) service (2) air (2) also (2) julyseptember (1) years (1) challenge (1) theme (1) central (1) become (1) 

strongly (1) indicate (1) coin (1) sides (1) existence (1) magazine (1) 2022 (1) two (1) mask (1) perception (1) reality (1) search (1) research (1) nato (1) 

policing (1) visit (1) chief (1) staff (1) environmental (1) intelligence (1) security (1) decisionmaker (1) force (1) editorial (1) listed (1) otherwise (1) 20 (1) 

sensitive (1) regional (1) 20802099 (1) period (1) simulation (1) index (1) climatologia (1) rcci (1) presentation (1) powerpoint (1) 9 (1) scenarios (1) regardless (1) 

rain (1) events (1) winter (1) wind (1) kt (1) 37 (1) km (1) h (1) spring (1) climatology (1) main (1) topics (1) conference (1) warming (1) areas (1) world (1) 

engineering (1) 

weerplaza.nl 069 | 029 Europe → 

warming (21) share (15) netherlands (14) due (14) year (14) warmest (13) will (13) warm (11) new (10) global (10) cold (10) 

heat (10) record (10) years (9) drought (9) oceans (8) extreme (8) ice (8) degrees (8) effect (7) season (7) worldwide (7) also (7) day (7) 

records (7) role (6) ipcc (6) fast (6) can (6) increasingly (6) 2016 (6) warmer (6) heating (5) top (5) ozone (5) summer (5) time (5) 2020 (5) sea (5) 

happening (4) insights (4) everywhere (4) getting (4) tangible (4) summit (4) goal (4) globally (4) april (4) century (4) solution (4) 2021 (4) begins (4) deficit (4) 

10 (4) become (4) europe (4) fact (4) focus (4) average (4) date (4) important (4) special (4) becoming (4) winter (4) temperature (4) days (4) co2 (4) 

precipitation (4) june (4) world (4) photo (4) presented (3) latest (3) scientists (3) current (3) another (3) take (3) hole (3) forms (3) school (3) weatherman (3) 

7 (3) air (3) clear (3) according (3) wmo (3) mediterranean (3) niña (3) la (3) december (3) atmosphere (3) cover (3) accelerating (3) already (3) different (3) 

expected (3) united (3) niño (3) el (3) measured (3) 

sinoptik.bg 073 | 032 Europe → 

earth (23) world (15) day (13) last (11) will (10) celebrate (10) mechanisms (8) create (8) people (8) due (8) video (8) threat (7) 

international (7) control (7) health (7) highest (6) increasingly (6) years (6) new (6) become (6) effects (6) monitor (6) started (6) experts (5) 

many (5) photo (5) serious (5) 10 (5) un (5) scientists (5) glacier (5) nasa (5) australia (5) attribute (5) planet (5) national (5) nextgeneration (5) 

satellite (5) 0600 (5) 40 (5) year (5) one (4) need (4) dollars (4) adapting (4) million (4) 3 (4) nations (4) action (4) glasgow (4) global (4) according (4) 

caused (4) week (4) united (4) part (4) adaptation (4) assembly (4) deforestation (4) sea (4) flooding (4) melting (4) now (4) news (4) harvest (4) earlier (4) 

votes (4) cabinet (4) april (4) floods (4) today (3) group (3) prove (3) midnight (3) minute (3) since (3) fact (3) warn (3) also (3) exactly (3) know (3) 

problem (3) emissions (3) said (3) save (3) plan (3) conference (3) reached (3) fight (3) gas (3) storms (3) salmon (3) greenhouse (3) bangladesh (3) study (3) 

deaths (3) 1 (3) cop26 (3) south (3) cacti (3) 

idokep.hu 155 | 023 Europe → 

time (91) picture (82) can (53) year (42) labels (40) may (39) login (38) 

articles (34) older (34) half (34) observers (33) timeline (32) read (31) registered (31) ice (30) due (29) 

winter (28) caused (27) borders (25) also (25) methane (24) snow (23) luminous (23) clouds (23) global (22) country (21) 

emissions (21) spread (20) increased (20) behind (20) recently (19) discovered (18) warming (18) melting (18) panel (18) presumably (18) 

craters (18) housesized (18) record (15) will (15) shifting (14) interested (14) ad (13) national (12) wind (12) spectacularly (12) huge (12) 

conflicts (11) predicts (11) antarctica (11) extreme (11) changes (11) northeastern (11) decrease (11) terrain (11) next (11) suitable (11) lake (11) időkép (11) 

summer (10) earth (10) territorial (10) mitigating (10) world (10) dawn (10) islands (10) days (10) image (10) cloud (10) anvil (10) sky (10) frost (10) sea (10) 

back (9) storm (9) america (9) forests (9) week (9) bükk (9) plateau (9) frozen (9) predators (8) first (8) hungary (8) fight (8) green (8) dioxide (8) 

disappeared (8) degrees (8) monday (8) forest (8) glacier (7) bringing (7) fierce (7) windstorms (7) siberia (7) bring (7) increasing (7) chile (7) iceberg (7) 

meteo.gr 169 | 028 Europe → 

new (239) data (79) year (79) month (75) meteopedia (75) variations (74) cloud (74) 

atlas (74) dictionary (74) meteographics (67) n (26) archive (21) temperature (20) news (16) effects (15) national (14) years (12) 

meteorological (12) greece (11) 2019 (11) global (11) meteoeduhome (10) intergovernmental (10) network (10) will (10) research (9) 2020 (9) copernicus (9) 30 (8) 

entitled (8) temperatures (8) europe (8) 2022 (8) panel (8) world (7) educational (7) action (7) 3 (7) ipcc (7) program (7) now (7) service (7) forecasts (7) 

summit (7) end (7) friday (7) nations (7) nasa (7) scientific (7) increase (6) 18 (6) application (6) transatlantic (6) future (6) days (6) deviation (6) although (6) 

context (6) greenhouse (6) water (6) maximum (6) 10 (6) degrees (6) heat (6) another (5) 02 (5) january (5) flights (5) crossword (5) scientists (5) study (5) 

people (5) delays (5) earth (5) mediterranean (5) comes (5) snow (5) un (5) growth (5) activities (5) average (5) november (5) biggest (4) developed (4) subproject (4) 

according (4) begins (4) euronews (4) ski (4) resorts (4) responsible (4) fire (4) events (4) agree (4) 1 (4) wave (4) effect (4) project (4) agency (4) resources (4) 

buienradar.nl 172 | 049 Europe → 

forecast (112) radar (93) current (65) precipitation (59) will (56) 
snow (56) due (52) satellite (49) images (49) rain (47) become (44) winters (41) common (40) 

trend (40) milder (38) line (38) ice (22) also (20) heat (20) water (20) can (18) years (18) extreme (17) winter (17) 

warming (15) cold (14) earth (13) sea (12) now (11) new (10) earlier (10) nature (10) year (10) global (10) australia (10) recent (10) increasingly (10) 

netherlands (9) warm (9) pakistan (9) mainly (9) frost (9) period (8) getting (8) record (8) temperature (8) records (7) longer (7) often (7) waves (7) 2020 (7) 

summer (7) chance (7) news (7) becoming (6) temperatures (6) two (6) see (6) like (6) average (6) the… (6) north (6) us (6) last (6) first (6) increasing (6) 

day (6) blog (5) report (5) result (5) read (5) season (5) drought (5) air (5) high (5) still (5) degrees (5) causes (5) one (5) time (5) arctic (5) april (5) 

europe (5) 09012023 (5) 2021 (5) however (5) later (5) autumn (5) warmer (5) 2054 (5) countries (5) days (5) course (5) seems (5) bit (5) times (4) major (4) 

oceans (4) land (4) changing (4) 

meteoblue.com 203 | 021 Europe → 

see (161) can (160) charts (143) following (115) 
uniform (81) around (81) world (81) affecting (81) regions (81) others (81) 
40 (79) affected (79) years (79) already (79) region (70) temperature (63) past (52) 
precipitation (44) monthly (31) anomalies (31) last (27) annual (24) shows (20) global (20) graph (19) top (19) month (19) 

anomaly (19) 1979 (17) diagrams (17) present (11) paris (10) agreement (10) 2015 (10) framework (10) limit (10) warming (10) well (10) establishes (9) 

area (9) since (8) city (7) la (7) 2c (7) de (6) san (5) everywhere (5) aalen (4) bilbao (4) cairo (4) aachen (4) new (4) turin (4) chicago (4) melbourne (4) 

koblenz (4) airport (4) poland (4) lakselv (4) dublin (4) review (4) surrounding (4) webcams (4) split (4) klimawandel (3) oberkirch (3) nevada (3) im (3) francisco (3) 

antalya (3) 2022 (3) heat (3) forecast (3) malta (2) angola (2) avignon (2) florence (2) johannesburg (2) sicily (2) palma (2) mexico (2) romania (2) london (2) 

gomera (2) heiligenblut (2) oviedo (2) mykonos (2) mauritius (2) bologna (2) izmir (2) guadeloupe (2) comillas (2) aschaffenburg (2) hanover (2) puglia (2) c (2) 2 (2) 

breisgau (2) freiburg (2) athens (2) 

ipma.pt 231 | 033 Europe → 

news (91) detail (86) project (48) portugal (43) sea (41) portal (34) division (34) 

atmosphere (25) institute (23) portuguese (21) details (19) marine (18) noticia (18) resources (17) navigation (17) ip (17) quiz (16) 

data (16) adaptation (16) site (15) water (15) management (15) context (14) meteorological (14) 2022 (14) will (13) select (13) language (13) 

fisheries (13) observation (13) changes (12) parasites (12) azores (12) report (12) area (12) effect (12) date (12) pt (12) – (11) en (11) summary (11) 

methodology (11) adapt (11) lisbon (11) webinar (10) session (10) global (10) impact (10) ipcc (10) meteorology (10) impacts (10) world (10) c (10) seasonal (10) 

biodiversity (10) ozone (9) seminar (9) clima (9) program (9) also (9) sheet (9) media (9) day (9) — (9) forecasting (9) bulletin (9) 351 (9) 218 (9) fish (9) 

notices (8) aquaculture (8) risks (8) human (8) 1 (8) future (8) links (8) assessment (8) ocean (8) risk (8) list (8) areas (8) health (8) divca (8) application (8) 

legal (8) 2015 (7) increase (7) events (7) “climate (7) 2019 (7) scientific (7) tender (7) may (7) services (7) name (7) contaminants (7) research (7) madeira (7) 

part (7) region (7) 

Ilmeteo.it 222 | 085 Europe → 

will (57) also (56) increasingly (55) italy (55) even (30) effects (27) video (27) 

global (24) heat (24) summer (24) years (23) us (23) due (23) environment (22) hot (21) new (20) alarm (20) go (20) 

risk (19) 2022 (19) problem (19) planet (19) august (19) now (18) can (17) progress (17) warming (17) something (17) increase (15) 

one (15) article (14) risks (14) make (14) temperatures (14) time (14) two (14) man (13) fault (13) dated (13) coin (13) scientists (13) becoming (13) 

evident (13) according (13) recent (12) extreme (12) world (12) serious (12) cnr (12) consequences (12) pressing (12) many (11) let (11) like (11) 

report (11) north (11) never (10) november (10) ongoing (10) sides (10) strike (10) rain (10) think (10) hotter (10) ipcc (10) news (10) pole (10) just (10) 

point (9) intense (9) really (9) study (9) caused (9) live (9) ask (9) ever (9) bears (9) intensification (9) phenomena (9) t (9) situation (9) greenhouse (9) 

still (8) underway (8) europe (8) see (8) air (8) danger (8) waves (8) high (8) month (8) gases (8) conditioned (8) confirmed (8) however (8) wrong (8) doesn (8) 

already (8) future (8) coronavirus (8) 

foreca.fi 249 | 067 Europe → 

blog (336) finland (232) bring (190) published (180) 
can (178) recordbreaking (178) 1953 (178) news (154) yesterday (132) 
heat (119) forecast (116) waves (109) driving (85) map (83) cameras (81) show (81) location (81) 

forecasts (77) thickets (72) today (45) behind (42) snow (24) 15 (24) satellite (24) will (23) day (23) observations (22) information (22) 

traffic (22) record (22) updated (21) may (20) median (18) ie (18) likely (18) value (18) rain (17) europe (16) report (15) affected (15) winters (15) 

radar (15) image (14) ipcc (13) people (13) number (13) winter (12) 1612 (12) warming (11) page (10) increases (10) way (10) christmas (10) already (10) southern (10) 

1512 (10) see (10) adaptation (9) alarming (9) message (9) nature (9) thick (9) one (9) – (9) sea (9) finnish (9) measures (8) temperatures (8) forecan (8) 

serious (8) get (8) urgent (8) season (8) storms (8) started (8) cover (8) world (7) sääpedia (7) new (7) parts (7) country (7) level (7) 2 (7) degrees (7) 

affect (7) topic (7) water (7) capital (7) region (7) temperature (7) 0017 (7) meteorologist (6) extreme (6) cold (6) snowy (6) delays (6) january (6) records (6) 

rainfall (6) year (6) 

meteogiornale.it 229 | 110 Europe → 

newspaper (156) archives (71) page (54) italy (40) global (35) will (35) winter (35) 

heat (31) extreme (30) climatic (28) earth (27) warming (24) 2022 (23) new (21) europe (21) cold (20) journal (20) effects (19) also (18) 

summer (18) years (17) temperature (17) 12 (16) tags (16) snow (16) degrees (16) 350x250 (15) stop (15) risk (15) news (15) frost (15) anticyclone (15) 

european (15) generation (14) 2 (14) ice (14) 1 (14) north (13) federico (13) de (13) michelis (13) environment (12) planet (12) time (12) times (12) 

increase (12) events (12) z (11) future (11) arctic (11) even (11) october (11) categories (11) wave (10) co2 (10) possible (10) now (10) last (10) author (10) 

according (10) 2021 (10) drought (10) average (10) infinite (10) drama (10) giornale (10) like (10) ago (9) fluctuations (9) human (9) greenhouse (9) siberia (9) rain (9) 

first (9) vortex (9) seasons (9) methane (9) african (9) killer (8) important (8) may (8) olympics (8) world (8) high (8) part (8) towards (8) sudden (8) us (8) 

happening (8) can (8) canada (8) changing (8) impact (8) often (8) produced (8) bad (8) hour (8) lake (8) 30 (8) polar (8) 

wetter.com 220 | 106 Europe → 

germany (58) consequences (48) heat (41) due (32) new (31) will (29) also (27) extreme (24) 

sea (24) global (23) already (22) world (22) year (22) water (22) arctic (21) winter (21) can (20) changing (20) summer (19) 

many (18) future (18) fact (18) source (18) drought (18) dpa (17) news (17) threatens (17) threatened (17) according (17) record (17) 

increase (16) polar (16) ice (16) study (16) us (16) now (15) shows (15) nature (15) glaciers (15) pollen (14) one (13) 2022 (13) affected (13) 

check (13) risk (13) melting (13) rise (12) protection (12) ticker (12) published (12) soon (12) temperatures (12) crisis (11) report (11) waves (11) 

affects (11) wed (11) 15 (11) become (11) explained (11) dramatic (11) stream (11) people (11) levels (10) health (10) years (10) becoming (10) much (10) 

since (10) getting (10) warming (10) effects (10) rain (10) impact (10) lake (10) snow (10) rising (10) researchers (10) humanity (9) affect (9) reality (9) 

mon (9) shifting (9) bears (9) spring (9) trees (9) blame (9) warm (9) warmer (9) simply (9) makes (9) meteorologist (9) mins (9) trump (9) experts (8) mean (8) 

intergovernmental (8) panel (8) problem (8) five (8) 

3bmeteo.com 283 | 065 Europe → 

photo (650) trambileno (441) 2023 (300) 22 (298) 1 (297) 
costa (288) volpino (287) 0913 (149) signaling (147) 0911 (147) 3b (98) report (77) will (28) 

global (26) warming (26) forecast (24) europe (23) heat (22) also (16) extreme (15) earth (15) new (14) summer (14) 2022 (13) one (13) us (13) causes (12) 

due (12) last (12) world (12) arctic (12) ice (12) environment (12) ipcc (11) even (11) day (11) events (10) fight (10) drought (10) study (10) greenhouse (10) 

analysis (10) recent (10) santa (10) maria (10) italy (9) persistent (9) still (9) anomaly (9) hot (9) years (9) snow (9) video (9) connections (8) record (8) 

geoengineering (8) year (8) average (8) vico (8) according (7) like (7) rainfall (7) paris (7) agreements (7) caused (7) event (7) human (7) mountains (7) effects (7) 

first (7) now (7) waves (6) billion (6) flowers (6) case (6) risk (6) water (6) comes (6) future (6) africa (6) domodossola (6) clouds (6) nature (6) horn (6) 

planet (5) 10 (5) published (5) october (5) sign (5) resort (5) hottest (5) makes (5) failure (5) wave (5) environmental (5) intense (5) connection (5) mediterranean (5) 

situation (5) fighting (5) 

tameteo.com 308 | 046 Europe → 

day (93) 14 (90) region (86) risk (86) french (85) 
forecast (85) weathered (82) yourweathercouk (81) impacts (78) 
analysis (70) company (68) specializing (68) australian (67) global (57) 
warming (52) will (51) us (33) new (30) save (27) another (24) crazy (24) idea (24) reduce (24) moon (23) 

dust (22) france (22) sun (22) space (22) send (22) radiation (22) study (20) world (20) according (19) summer (18) heat (18) due (18) 

drought (16) soon (16) temperatures (16) consequences (15) report (13) one (13) scientists (12) effects (12) many (12) extreme (12) glaciers (12) 

planet (11) future (11) current (11) year (11) arctic (11) snow (11) towards (11) affected (10) made (10) times (10) rise (9) sea (9) increase (9) winter (9) 

also (9) ice (9) air (8) 4 (8) research (8) can (8) years (8) causing (8) 20 (8) increasingly (8) fires (8) earth (8) wave (8) contribute (8) records (8) europe (8) 

trees (8) people (7) part (7) faster (7) regions (7) children (7) likely (7) news (7) cold (7) published (7) role (7) rising (7) uninhabitable (7) de (7) melting (7) 

becoming (7) alps (7) 2050 (7) end (7) linked (7) danger (7) natural (7) must (7) 

Ilmatieteenlaitos.fi 279 | 106 Europe → 

institute (262) meteorological (247) finnish (127) 
finland (68) research (62) arctic (56) phenomena (52) future (51) extreme (50) sea (45) service (42) will (40) 

affects (39) meteorology (36) new (33) cities (32) also (31) development (30) ice (30) applications (29) increases (29) northern (28) 

ozone (28) report (28) information (28) temperature (27) ipcc (24) risks (24) region (24) forest (23) can (23) project (23) snow (23) affect (22) 

facebook (22) baltic (22) effects (21) twitter (20) clouds (20) risk (19) humidity (19) release (19) global (18) increase (17) layer (17) whatsapp (17) 

linkedin (17) rain (16) study (16) atmospheric (16) science (16) application (16) changing (15) mobile (15) lights (15) forecast (15) changes (15) lightning (14) 

react (14) atmosphere (14) thunder (14) regions (14) winter (14) heating (14) earth (13) years (13) according (13) caused (13) share (13) areas (13) carbon (12) 

season (12) society (12) energy (12) projects (11) air (11) year (11) emissions (11) conditions (11) many (11) journalists (10) countries (10) average (10) different (10) 

may (10) warming (10) services (10) lapland (10) bulletin (10) must (10) temperatures (9) adaptation (9) training (9) europe (9) scientific (9) acclim (9) allowed (9) 

cookies (9) recent (9) data (9) 

snow-forecast.com 373 | 022 Europe → 

snow (426) forecast (346) fis (329) mountain (287) 
protect (274) mid (179) winters (142) world (140) much (137) urge (135) pow (133) 
global (132) used (131) current (131) winter (130) focus (130) biannual (129) alpine (129) 
roles (111) connected (111) well (111) whiteroom (109) responded (109) athlete (109) letter (109) 

online (109) media (109) release (109) focuses (109) british (109) government (109) athletes (91) 

fight (89) increase (85) calls (84) ski (64) top (54) lifestyle (44) bottom (43) fitness (43) gear (42) icon (42) focusing (41) 

travel (35) history (35) resort (29) adventures (29) technique (29) mostly (23) average (23) sunny (23) wind (23) light (23) daily (15) source (15) 

related (15) goodness (15) north (12) m (12) les (12) major (11) snowfalls (10) archives (10) chacaltaya (10) america (10) brits (10) across (10) areas (9) white (9) 

impact (9) un (8) resorts (8) shapes (8) including (7) superstars (7) glaciers (7) raise (7) highest (7) 420 (7) la (7) like (7) shiffrin (7) usa (7) glacier (7) 

6 (7) mikaela (7) bolivia (7) uk (6) study (6) ischgl (6) alps (6) award (6) reports (6) season (6) wins (6) aleksander (6) val (6) conditions (6) due (6) d (6) 

weeronline.nl 303 | 108 Europe → 

due (225) warm (91) winter (90) 2022 (89) getting (81) winters (73) november (72) 

13 (70) degrees (67) now (65) read (63) know (61) 716 (57) heat (55) forecast (51) warmed (47) will (41) 

photo (40) ice (37) less (37) also (36) january (36) spring (34) de (33) february (31) 2021 (31) 2023 (30) can (30) netherlands (27) 

warming (26) details (25) 48hour (24) record (23) pm (22) anp (22) year (22) glaciers (21) south (21) warmer (21) one (20) ever (20) temperature (20) 

summer (20) news (19) years (19) average (19) meteovista (19) epa (18) may (18) high (18) increased (17) pole (17) warmest (17) day (17) global (16) 

temperatures (16) extreme (16) new (16) days (16) emissions (15) march (14) number (14) waves (14) melting (14) weer (14) cold (14) rise (14) decline (14) 09 (14) 

october (13) sea (13) cities (13) 28 (13) water (13) worldwide (13) break (13) earlier (13) 5year (13) drought (12) 18 (12) snow (12) 16 (12) half (12) often (11) 

increasing (11) risk (11) records (11) june (11) view (11) 2020 (11) future (11) become (11) items (11) nextarrowblue (11) increasingly (11) autumn (10) faster (10) 

earth (10) country (10) many (10) 

wetteronline.de 235 | 228 Europe → 

news (132) global (106) time (88) editorial (85) topic (84) 
ice (83) specialist (82) staff (82) devotes (79) record (55) arctic (55) new (53) 

wetternews (50) extreme (44) study (38) sea (37) earth (30) researchers (30) warming (29) consequences (27) warm (24) 

facts (23) snow (23) heat (23) year (22) worldwide (22) melting (22) ozone (21) greenland (21) cause (20) day (20) due (19) stream (19) 

minimum (19) conference (19) also (18) getting (18) report (18) world (17) warmer (17) glaciers (17) cold (17) co2 (17) protection (16) earlier (15) 

special (15) summer (14) will (14) 2022 (14) glacier (14) review (14) causes (14) water (14) topics (13) astro (13) jet (13) balance (13) free (13) 

seas (12) disrupts (12) high (12) becoming (12) years (12) methane (11) antarctic (11) pole (11) el (11) niño (11) pollen (11) droughts (11) can (11) flood (10) 

almost (10) ever (10) despite (10) hole (10) verifiable (10) winters (10) since (10) ipcc (10) caused (9) first (9) less (9) germany (9) emissions (9) colder (9) 

extremes (9) winter (9) headlines (9) dictionary (8) z (8) europe (8) video (8) now (8) axis (8) alpine (8) starts (8) slow (8) conditions (8) promotes (8) 

tiempo.com 323 | 678 Europe → 

will (86) el (65) new (63) global (59) effects (58) due (42) spain (41) 

impacts (38) warming (36) extreme (34) heat (34) health (33) world (32) us (31) future (29) face (29) europe (28) 

can (25) earth (25) waves (24) air (23) science (23) adaptation (23) natural (22) impact (22) study (22) report (21) spanish (21) 

agreement (21) agriculture (21) scientific (21) tropical (21) time (20) one (20) may (19) quality (19) storms (19) temperatures (19) 

events (18) energy (18) course (18) fight (17) international (17) affect (17) food (17) environment (17) mediterranean (17) trees (17) security (17) 

state (16) know (16) causes (16) first (16) ram (16) book (16) influence (16) cities (15) year (15) european (15) ipcc (14) consequences (14) news (14) 

crisis (14) reality (14) risk (14) paris (14) glaciers (14) interact (14) plants (14) increase (13) already (13) office (13) conference (13) problem (13) 

magazine (13) attribution (13) summer (12) current (12) planet (12) floods (12) increasing (12) questions (12) risks (12) wine (12) day (12) like (11) much (11) 

recent (11) action (11) years (11) activity (11) countries (11) consequence (11) de (11) challenges (11) related (11) fires (11) data (11) understand (10) united (10) 

wetter.de 389 | 700 Europe → 

days (291) germany (142) severe (135) heat (132) update (117) 
forecast (116) videos (110) today (99) crisis (95) will (93) 7 (93) reports (91) 3 (91) 

top (90) topics (90) 42 (89) rain (86) extreme (85) drought (77) sea (68) warming (68) global (68) due (56) 

summer (55) us (54) degrees (53) also (47) new (47) north (46) winter (46) record (45) cloud (45) can (44) world (43) polar (43) 

film (43) arctic (40) consequences (39) earth (38) year (37) snow (37) storms (36) 2020 (36) waves (35) animals (35) blame (34) co2 (34) 

europe (34) heavy (33) stream (33) warm (32) ice (32) fewer (29) water (29) warmer (29) study (28) species (27) less (26) cities (26) temperatures (25) 

gulf (25) already (25) warmest (24) suffer (24) years (23) getting (23) threatened (22) 2022 (22) birds (21) forest (21) fires (21) baltic (20) longer (20) 

makes (20) much (20) future (20) researchers (20) may (19) earlier (19) faster (19) now (19) affecting (18) rise (18) happen (18) warms (18) people (18) one (18) 

brings (18) facts (18) cold (18) protection (18) like (17) becoming (17) food (17) soon (17) wildlife (17) threatens (17) dry (17) ever (17) corona (17) 

metoffice.gov.uk 387 | 741 Europe → 

met (919) office (919) uk (264) blog (200) news (198) official (189) 

team (189) science (187) impacts (135) causes (120) global (119) effects (112) questions (111) explained (107) projections (90) 

– (74) extreme (69) page (53) events (51) centre (51) hadley (50) report (47) data (40) observations (40) future (38) ukcp (38) risk (36) human (35) 

temperature (35) can (33) food (32) sea (32) warming (32) information (29) rainfall (29) changing (29) project (28) new (28) ukcp18 (27) 2021 (26) research (26) 

world (25) ipcc (24) using (24) will (24) datasets (24) services (23) regional (22) risks (21) changes (21) ukraine (21) scientists (21) assessment (21) 2 (20) level (20) 

year (19) dynamics (19) adaptation (19) results (18) action (18) record (18) study (18) key (18) temperatures (18) 2c (17) across (17) rise (16) water (16) land (16) 

greenhouse (16) programme (16) increasing (15) understanding (15) continues (15) heat (15) activities (15) models (15) cities (15) patterns (15) india (15) workshop (15) 

earth (14) first (14) summer (14) state (14) resilience (14) dashboard (14) insecurity (14) emissions (14) precis (14) city (14) increase (14) explore (14) may (14) 

cop26 (13) bristol (13) evidence (13) flooding (13) heatwaves (13) model (13) 

eltiempo.es 394 | 777 Europe → 

time (794) will (151) global (138) warming (131) planet (118) spain (105) due (102) greenhouse (101) 

effect (90) dana (90) tsunami (86) news (53) el (51) days (49) behind (47) 14 (46) fight (41) can (40) new (40) heat (39) latest (38) already (38) 

year (36) increase (34) sustainability (33) 27 (32) extreme (32) earth (31) page (31) europe (30) effects (29) 5 (29) fires (29) affect (29) consequences (28) 

day (28) role (28) 2022 (27) glossary (27) 2023 (26) cop27 (26) world (26) united (25) us (25) snow (25) 10 (24) cold (24) intense (23) causes (23) children (23) 

agreement (23) sea (22) risk (22) temperatures (22) colors (22) paris (21) future (21) stars (21) galaxy (21) rainbow (21) relationship (20) years (20) 2021 (20) 

stop (20) emissions (19) atmosphere (19) 2050 (19) first (19) conference (19) affecting (19) impact (19) study (19) islands (19) niño (19) ipcc (18) climatechange (18) 

today (18) one (18) floods (18) last (17) great (17) mediterranean (17) record (17) carbon (17) like (17) many (17) phenomena (17) trees (17) increasingly (16) key (16) 

current (16) meat (16) natural (16) weekend (16) rise (16) make (15) cause (15) nations (15) summer (15) 2020 (15) 

North America

weatherbug.com 142 | 020 North America → 

story (198) image (198) read (109) report (105) lake (104) 
fueling (103) conflict (103) chad (103) basin (103) weekend (98) 
preview (98) 012123 (98) alerts (77) hourly (20) news (14) forecast (13) forecasts (13) national (11) study (10) likely (10) new (8) — (8) 

scientists (8) local (7) la (7) flooding (6) made (6) heat (6) cold (6) heating (6) current (6) live (6) safety (6) worse (6) warming (6) home (5) said (5) 

radar (5) california (5) record (5) struggle (4) humancaused (4) river (4) extreme (4) trees (4) cities (4) progresses (4) west (4) il (4) safely (4) wv (4) 

pennsylvania (4) de (4) coral (4) winter (3) asthma (3) water (3) global (3) drought (3) world (3) severe (3) storms (3) zealand (3) experts (3) ap (3) may (3) 

say (3) carbon (3) floods (3) wave (3) last (3) week (3) northeast (3) european (3) making (3) us (3) will (3) makes (3) valley (3) million (3) area (3) default (3) 

ad (3) today (3) outlook (3) bleaching (3) ma (3) wi (3) md (3) ny (3) see (3) fl (3) ca (3) nc (3) co (3) oh (3) northern (3) future (3) increasing (2) 

air (2) 

weather.gc.ca 224 | 020 North America → 

averages (273) extremes (272) almanac (261) 
february (170) latitude (159) n (158) 2022 (154) data (138) 
longitude (124) w (124) daily (99) report (93) — (80) december (72) 17 (65) canada (55) 

aug (51) environment (47) 23 (46) january (44) station (43) ontario (42) temperature (39) 1 (39) dec (38) november (37) 26 (35) 

current (32) 24 (32) british (31) columbia (31) operator (30) 00000 (29) average (27) 06 (26) 49 (26) normals (24) 25 (23) 19 (23) canadian (22) 

msc (20) 53 (17) eccc (16) maximum (16) 43 (16) 13 (15) navcan (15) 55 (15) 22 (15) 51 (14) 46 (14) period (14) minimum (14) 20 (14) 07 (14) nunavut (14) 

27 (14) aut (14) record (14) information (13) category (13) value (13) year (13) 58 (13) 50 (13) 50000 (12) 18 (12) 10 (12) lake (12) 48 (12) 11 (12) 

historical (11) precipitation (11) 31 (11) 16 (11) 79 (11) quebec (11) 15 (10) c (10) manitoba (10) 45 (10) territories (10) northwest (10) 21 (10) cs (10) 12 (10) 

47 (10) april (9) 05 (9) 56 (9) saskatchewan (9) 41 (9) 52 (9) 08 (9) 44 (9) yukon (9) territory (9) 2018 (8) site (8) 19812010 (8) 

meteomedia.com 269 | 048 North America → 

heat (402) exceptional (394) autumn (390) 
question (254) network (227) causes (140) forecast (100) 14 (84) day (82) trend (79) 

report (59) 36 (44) hour (40) quebec (31) hourly (29) local (22) great (19) canada (18) italy (18) first (16) will (15) environment (15) last (13) 

ontario (12) hours (12) weekend (11) united (11) surprise (11) india (10) days (10) school (9) disappointment (9) november (9) 7 (9) warming (8) autumnal (8) spain (8) 

kingdom (8) tropical (7) increase (7) years (7) winter (7) snows (7) record (7) portugal (7) nov (7) 24 (7) photos (6) navigating (6) earth (6) 20 (6) la (6) 

warnings (6) ukraine (6) t (6) according (5) four (5) public (5) impacts (5) adapting (5) records (5) models (5) allergies (5) sunset (5) park (5) week (5) mexico (5) 

snow (5) felt (5) météomédia (5) issued (5) future (4) cyclones (4) fall (4) storms (4) tornadoes (4) atmosphere (4) solutions (4) arctic (4) 2021 (4) large (4) 

like (4) risk (4) many (4) extreme (4) increased (4) good (4) monitor (4) global (4) previous (4) de (4) factor (4) el (4) météo (4) taking (4) norway (4) 

second (4) forecasts (4) next (4) night (4) 

weather.gov 284 | 106 North America → 

forecast (173) national (150) picture (149) 
service (146) photo (146) contest (146) 7day (138) 
student (112) nws (102) 5th (58) 12th (53) grade (53) 2023 (53) global (48) prediction (45) 

information (44) training (43) winter (43) jacksonville (43) new (42) us (41) 5 (41) students (40) duluth (40) 

safety (40) 12 (40) skywarn (39) grades (39) enter (39) workshop (38) la (38) marine (38) nina (37) spotter (36) 

extreme (36) briefing (36) classes (36) events (35) will (35) outlook (35) hawaiipacific (34) aviation (34) june (34) call (33) 

speakers (33) improve (32) launch (32) satellite (32) continues (32) advisory (32) updated (32) normals (29) summary (29) seeks (28) 

volunteer (28) observers (28) better (28) predict (28) flooding (28) waters (28) update (27) feedback (26) coastal (25) experimental (24) 

wave (24) component (24) needed (24) fl (22) data (21) 19912020 (21) 2022 (21) variability (19) world (19) awareness (18) changes (16) lcat (16) 

additional (15) education (14) services (14) page (14) 6 (13) severe (13) local (13) headlines (13) el (12) resources (12) nino (11) al (11) ga (11) extremes (11) 

released (10) analysis (10) impacts (10) temperatures (10) storm (10) feb (10) click (10) launched (10) series (9) lubbock (9) 

wunderground.com 281 | 147 North America → 

keyboard (192) arrow (192) underground (170) top (109) 
right (98) video (98) see (98) forecast (97) left (97) stories (95) hourly (94) 
rise (77) contributing (70) superbugs (70) 000130 (69) new (49) global (48) canada (48) extreme (46) 

heat (39) likely (34) warming (32) events (31) – (29) us (27) record (26) years (25) will (25) now (24) study (24) sea (24) cold (24) 

severe (24) environment (24) say (23) 2023 (23) snow (22) alert (22) year (21) ice (21) hurricane (21) storm (19) drought (19) may (18) 

temperatures (18) level (18) stopping (18) experts (18) action (18) national (17) individual (17) key (17) today (16) rising (16) expected (16) impact (16) 

2018 (15) states (15) earth (15) un (15) united (15) 000056 (15) category (15) made (14) warmest (14) increase (14) increasing (14) wind (14) ca (14) since (13) 

arctic (13) assessment (13) atlantic (13) many (13) destructive (13) research (13) guide (12) temperature (12) scientists (12) wave (12) report (12) intense (12) time (12) 

frequent (12) book (11) thinking (11) times (11) 2016 (11) ten (11) diminishing (11) person (10) 5 (10) part (10) must (10) hurricanes (10) air (10) 97 (10) 

snowless (10) alps (10) ski (10) 

accuweather.com 276 | 176 North America → 

global (85) report (57) brett (51) anderson (51) us (49) new (45) impacts (44) 
impact (32) heat (30) may (30) rise (29) world (28) sea (28) experts (27) will (26) research (25) years (25) risk (24) 

warming (24) extreme (23) said (23) says (23) hurricanes (23) ice (23) due (23) temperatures (22) study (21) scientists (21) 

latest (20) various (20) year (19) record (19) t (18) business (18) earth (17) arctic (17) water (17) ocean (17) commentary (17) analyzes (17) 

discusses (17) mitigation (16) people (16) can (16) increased (15) un (15) increase (15) published (15) storm (15) great (15) read (14) temperature (14) 

significant (14) 2021 (14) now (14) past (14) lake (14) fight (13) ipcc (13) future (13) save (13) winter (13) emissions (13) 2022 (12) season (12) 

rising (12) 3 (12) drought (12) salt (11) planet (11) causing (11) hurricane (11) contributing (11) say (11) likely (11) show (11) north (11) cryosphere (11) 

featured (11) biden (10) 2023 (10) accuclimate (10) trending (10) way (10) greenhouse (10) 2020 (10) key (9) forecast (9) potential (9) warns (9) panel (9) bill (9) 

across (9) warmest (9) affect (9) changes (9) one (9) released (9) region (9) longer (9) 

theweathernetwork.com 365 | 285 North America → 

network (353) canada (115) new (67) explore (64) stories (63) will (59) heat (52) world (50) 

learn (50) global (48) day (43) says (42) study (41) impacts (41) across (41) extreme (40) ontario (40) years (36) forecast (36) 7 (33) 

now (31) warming (31) environment (31) facebook (31) twitter (30) view (30) impact (29) report (29) videos (29) health (28) ice (28) scientists (28) 

snow (28) radar (26) icon (26) can (24) say (23) due (23) may (23) current (23) arctic (22) bc (22) india (22) carbon (21) photos (21) risks (20) fight (20) 

winter (20) southern (20) year (19) storm (19) roads (19) cars (19) icy (19) future (19) record (18) wave (18) emissions (18) sustainability (18) result (18) 

ditch (18) waves (17) atlantic (17) un (17) canadian (17) see (17) ways (17) flooding (16) 2021 (16) stance (16) way (15) floods (15) us (15) human (15) travel (15) 

facts (15) sea (14) 2022 (14) gas (14) said (14) youth (14) cop26 (13) thousands (13) found (13) tropical (13) time (13) strike (13) first (13) changing (13) rain (12) 

activity (12) events (12) water (12) experts (12) species (12) threat (12) severe (12) north (12) published (12) greenhouse (12) 

Weather.com 304 | 767 North America → 

channel (760) videos (238) study (132) global (93) says (91) new (90) states (84) united (83) 

world (69) will (66) report (56) warming (53) scientists (48) due (48) may (47) us (47) india (44) making (43) say (37) earth (37) heat (32) 

impacts (32) t (31) finds (31) fight (31) year (31) un (30) can (28) effects (27) extreme (27) impact (26) water (26) years (26) future (24) trump (24) 

worse (24) california (24) americans (23) hurricanes (23) now (22) threat (22) one (22) drought (22) national (21) risk (21) winter (21) sea (21) trees (21) articles (21) 

dire (20) season (20) rise (20) stronger (19) flooding (19) events (19) thanks (19) help (18) make (18) wildfires (18) action (18) — (18) made (17) likely (17) 

5 (17) photos (16) cost (16) already (16) 25 (16) people (16) west (16) 101 (15) percent (15) day (15) changing (15) like (15) research (15) 10 (15) 2021 (15) 

north (15) environmental (15) natural (15) president (15) show (14) cop26 (14) experts (14) carbon (14) collateral (14) linked (14) role (14) threatens (14) just (14) 

temperatures (14) across (14) become (14) researchers (14) panel (13) severe (13) major (13) vulnerable (13) epa (13) 

Noaa.gov 330 | 799 North America → 

national (265) global (173) us (134) impacts (130) marine (119) 
fisheries (116) resilience (113) atmospheric (111) ocean (106) report (104) 
climategov (103) administration (101) oceanic (99) laboratory (96) research (84) warming (83) 

sea (79) science (78) toolkit (78) new (76) environmental (68) – (64) information (61) arctic (60) coastal (56) 

education (55) ncei (53) geophysical (53) fluid (53) dynamics (53) centers (52) study (48) news (45) welcome (43) sanctuaries (43) 

assessment (42) temperature (42) state (42) coral (41) effects (39) changing (38) office (38) sphere (36) acidification (36) scientists (34) 

extreme (34) communities (34) vulnerability (33) adaptation (33) ecosystems (33) earth (33) carbon (32) model (31) level (31) will (30) sanctuary (30) 

portal (29) physical (29) web (28) water (28) sciences (27) coast (27) understanding (26) changes (26) rise (26) data (25) events (25) can (25) great (25) 

heat (24) planet (24) 2022 (23) alaska (23) activities (23) impact (22) ice (22) resources (22) may (22) hurricanes (21) areas (21) human (21) program (21) 

regional (21) 2100 (20) natural (20) united (20) lakes (20) reef (20) cause (19) health (19) 2015 (18) risk (18) states (18) salmon (18) time (18) finds (17) 

species (17) system (17) service (17) due (17) 

Asia

weather.naver.com 000 | 000 Asia → 

rp5.ru 000 | 001 Asia → 

site (1)

havadurumu15gunluk.xyz 004 | 000 Asia → 

days (5) forecast (4) 15 (3) central (3) konya (2) mountains (2) mardin (2) annual (2) rainy (2) anatolia (2) average (2) continental (1) north (1) one (1) 

important (1) factors (1) change (1) districts (1) eastern (1) region (1) 115c (1) popular (1) air (1) temperature (1) measured (1) cities (1) due (1) fact (1) 

prevent (1) maritime (1) effect (1) influence (1) seen (1) taurus (1) october (1) 11 (1) çanakkale (1) constantly (1) changing (1) observed (1) continued (1) 64 (1) 

months (1) peculiar (1) probability (1) cankiri (1) 21 (1) çankırı (1) characteristics (1) canakkale (1) generally (1) temperatures (1) range (1) 6c (1) 30c (1) 

weather.yahoo.co.jp 001 | 018 Asia → 

yahoo (19) meguroku (7) city (6) town (4) fukushima (3) fujieda (2) nagaizumi (2) oyama (2) disasters (2) tue (2) 28 (2) village (1) kai (1) 

western (1) nagoya (1) numazu (1) kashiwa (1) collaborate (1) “adaptation (1) prefecture (1) establish (1) response (1) kitashiobara (1) university (1) spread (1) 

fujinomiya (1) prefectures (1) measures” (1) 1st (1) afternoon (1) shimbun (1) 2 (1) 1117 (1) temperature (1) rise (1) central (1) agency (1) tokyo (1) 19 (1) 

 (1) wednesday (1) also (1) minyu (1) hot (1) 

cwb.gov.tw 288 | 041 Asia → 

meteorological (236) central (219) taiwan (208) 
bureau (139) changes (103) global (77) analysis (76) temperature (74) report (73) model (65) 

administration (63) ministry (62) forecasting (60) research (58) communications (55) rainfall (55) years (53) data (52) 

longterm (48) system (47) forecast (45) ocean (41) warming (40) characteristics (39) monsoon (38) also (36) regional (36) impact (35) 

science (34) earth (34) can (34) development (34) sea (33) annual (33) models (32) precipitation (32) atmosphere (31) study (31) shortterm (31) 

extreme (30) 1 (30) circulation (30) east (30) summer (30) observation (30) future (29) atmospheric (29) pacific (29) statistical (28) 2 (28) area (28) 

3 (27) download (26) past (26) ipcc (25) important (25) assessment (25) used (24) service (24) information (24) station (24) land (23) average (23) winter (22) 

surface (22) world (22) united (22) results (22) largescale (22) affected (22) monitoring (22) digital (21) relationship (21) application (21) will (21) convention (20) 

time (20) simulation (20) downscaling (20) nations (19) greenhouse (19) human (19) different (19) framework (19) people (19) therefore (19) china (19) water (19) 

complete (18) century (18) carbon (18) trend (18) one (18) phenomena (17) use (17) period (17) region (17) season (17) stations (17) technology (17) 

Gismeteo.ru 298 | 079 Asia → 

news (80) scientists (74) will (73) global (72) warming (48) new (31) 

study (30) earth (29) ice (29) arctic (29) impact (27) sea (27) planet (26) world (25) events (25) according (24) 

due (24) species (24) can (23) may (22) years (21) one (20) natural (19) water (19) human (18) also (18) people (17) threat (17) 

affect (17) increase (16) main (16) experts (16) cause (16) affected (15) pollution (15) reason (15) nature (13) make (13) dangerous (13) russia (13) 

fires (13) threatens (13) found (13) say (12) lead (12) air (12) melting (12) heat (12) us (12) polar (12) regions (11) caused (11) changes (11) 

temperatures (11) extinction (11) causing (11) number (11) un (11) carbon (11) emissions (10) health (10) affects (10) biggest (10) blame (10) help (10) 

temperature (10) extreme (9) level (9) american (9) coffee (9) rise (9) future (9) © (9) countries (9) gas (9) become (9) however (9) bears (9) faster (9) 

increased (9) affecting (9) populations (9) year (9) region (9) consequences (8) believe (8) factor (8) significant (8) led (8) times (8) past (8) animals (8) history (8) 

glaciers (8) earlier (7) report (7) already (7) many (7) leads (7) two (7) 

weather.com.cn 289 | 355 Asia → 

china (412) network (298) meteorological (132) global (99) science (89) 

carbon (84) will (82) report (71) conference (67) news (61) world (58) administration (56) chinese (51) human (48) released (46) 

development (46) national (46) warming (45) green (44) public (43) united (43) xinhua (43) 2021 (42) video (41) englishnewscn (41) may (40) 

country (39) address (38) greenhouse (36) tour (36) research (34) years (34) health (34) extreme (33) energy (33) nations (33) center (33) day (33) 

paper (33) channel (32) 2022 (32) officially (32) earth (29) response (29) impact (29) action (29) new (28) changes (28) can (28) ecological (28) scientific (28) 

popular (27) temperature (27) stories (27) changerecording (27) rise (26) information (26) events (26) held (26) communication (26) emissions (25) large (25) 

guangxi (25) sea (24) environment (24) also (24) international (24) water (24) data (23) one (23) neutral (23) source (23) people (23) blue (23) year (22) important (22) 

responding (22) gas (22) channelchina (22) first (21) 1 (21) social (21) due (21) beijing (21) ocean (20) service (20) countries (20) group (19) natural (19) experts (19) 

home (19) ipcc (19) book (19) disasters (19) addressing (19) director (19) story (19) activity (19) chinaweathercom (19) time (18) 

Oceania

metservice.com 033 | 020 Oceania → 

blog (18) meteorological (17) severe (11) world (11) day (11) warnings (10) new (9) tropical (9) cyclone (9) monitoring (9) 

events (8) zealand (8) clouds (8) regional (7) specialised (7) centre (7) watches (7) 2017 (6) report (6) understanding (6) tropics (6) 

heat (5) annual (5) three (5) research (5) people (4) trial (4) us (4) red (4) effects (3) says (3) scientific (3) important (3) extreme (3) alert (3) 

2021 (3) national (3) observations (3) 2022 (3) 2015 (3) impacts (3) one (3) due (3) changes (3) project (3) years (3) humaninduced (2) increasing (2) ocean (2) 

summer (2) worsening (2) severity (2) data (2) led (2) rainfall (2) made (2) may (2) canterbury (2) looks (2) air (2) breathe (2) warming (2) surprising (2) 

personal (2) see (2) 2011 (2) response (2) forecasting (2) west (2) coast (2) tells (2) ○ (2) use (2) development (2) warning (2) study (2) moana (2) expertise (2) 

poster (2) downloads (2) frost (2) related (2) system (1) intensity (1) frequency (1) causing (1) sea (1) level (1) rise (1) acidification (1) really (1) longterm (1) 

– (1) consulting (1) scientists (1) believe (1) driving (1) escalation (1) studies (1) vital (1) 

weatherzone.com 289 | 092 Oceania → 

australia (126) also (67) will (60) record (48) background (48) heat (47) extreme (46) 

influence (46) autumn (44) caused (43) affected (41) report (40) said (38) 2023 (37) generally (37) 

temperatures (36) events (29) tropical (24) 2022 (23) rain (23) new (23) likely (22) year (22) years (22) world (22) hot (21) 

frequent (21) warming (21) scientists (19) summer (19) dry (18) cyclone (18) season (18) australian (18) south (17) increasing (17) snow (17) 

according (17) heatwaves (17) rainfall (17) el (16) nino (16) state (15) farmers (15) days (15) need (15) forecast (15) says (15) intense (15) effects (15) 

global (15) winter (14) cyclones (14) warmest (14) due (14) research (14) temperature (14) update (14) one (14) changes (14) csiro (13) week (13) floods (13) 

nsw (13) hottest (13) see (12) storms (12) us (12) know (12) ipcc (12) less (12) sea (12) can (12) much (12) mr (12) rise (12) impact (12) ocean (12) 

changing (11) making (11) warm (11) statement (11) last (11) water (11) perth (11) warmer (11) longer (11) fire (10) heatwave (10) hotter (10) weatherpulse (10) 

across (10) wet (10) trend (10) big (10) recent (10) canberra (10) southern (9) outlook (9) means (9) 

bom.gov.au 232 | 231 Oceania → 

timeseries (302) maps (301) global (295) 
trend (295) bureau (173) meteorology (159) australian (154) 
site (152) networks (146) data (137) statistics (131) acornsat (128) 
expand (125) menu (125) details (123) locations (104) state (79) australia (55) extremes (32) 

rainfall (29) temperature (24) 2022 (23) media (20) risk (20) monthly (20) extreme (19) research (19) science (19) pacific (18) variability (17) 2020 (16) 

social (16) blog (16) guide (16) records (16) annual (15) graphs (15) projections (14) events (14) airport (14) report (14) information (14) 2018 (13) – (12) 

year (11) water (11) space (11) impact (11) regional (11) longrange (10) el (10) 2016 (10) changes (10) statement (10) update (10) portal (10) trends (9) driver (9) 

adaptation (9) program (9) summary (9) csiro (9) website (8) tropical (8) niño (8) surface (8) part (8) pacificaustralia (8) southern (8) monitoring (8) location (8) 

datasets (8) natural (8) la (8) droughts (7) recent (7) every (7) matters (7) future (7) 1 (7) longterm (7) home (7) map (7) victoria (7) ocean (7) antarctica (7) 

conditions (7) mount (7) forecasts (7) likely (7) untitled (6) sea (6) 2014 (6) warming (6) various (6) record (6) air (6) comparison (6) planning (6) eastern (6) 

South America

Meteored.cl 013 | 234 South America →

chile (30) global (20) due (18) will (16) warming (13) day (13) planet (12) years (12) extreme (10) world (10) sea (9) 

less (9) report (8) 2020 (8) international (8) reveals (8) fight (7) heat (7) must (7) may (7) crisis (7) look (7) new (7) like (6) antarctic (6) 

warns (6) much (6) half (6) influence (6) future (6) study (6) country (6) record (6) one (5) help (5) animals (5) earth (5) relationship (5) methane (5) 

way (5) drought (5) difference (5) extinction (5) rise (5) penguins (5) lakes (5) price (5) without (5) inflation (5) chileans (5) level (5) 53 (5) affecting (4) 

ocean (4) covid19 (4) megadrought (4) water (4) even (4) central (4) south (4) blue (4) pay (4) rain (4) mass (4) jeopardizes (4) humans (4) areas (4) appearance (4) 

news (4) atmosphere (4) melting (4) us (4) 2050 (4) viruses (4) increase (4) ice (4) la (4) niña (4) carbon (4) neutral (4) law (4) willing (4) meat (4) 

shocking (4) needs (4) qualifies (3) consequences (3) pandemic (3) gain (3) four (3) anatomical (3) end (3) high (3) strength (3) arctic (3) intense (3) heatwaves (3) 

evidence (3) performance (3) dangerous (3) 

Meteored.com.ar 309 | 529 South America →

will (92) global (84) heat (80) warming (64) due (56) new (53) planet (51) 
world (48) min (47) extreme (44) day (42) can (40) years (40) drought (33) earth (33) waves (32) 

increase (29) record (29) wave (28) argentina (28) report (28) 4 (28) temperatures (26) 5 (26) 2022 (26) affect (25) events (24) 

ice (24) future (23) one (22) temperature (22) time (22) us (21) fernández (21) 2021 (21) study (20) may (20) human (20) current (20) 

effects (19) glaciers (19) crisis (18) frequent (18) cindy (18) fight (18) risk (18) carbon (18) ipcc (18) la (17) rise (17) sea (17) cop26 (17) 

el (16) affected (16) stop (16) fires (16) 2019 (16) 2020 (16) first (15) level (15) cities (15) year (15) un (15) disaster (15) co2 (15) europe (15) 

green (15) threat (14) consequences (14) impacts (14) without (14) niño (14) health (14) emissions (14) united (14) arctic (14) water (14) forecast (14) antarctica (14) 

species (14) warmest (14) south (13) guilty (13) innocent (13) niña (13) weathered (13) people (13) face (13) science (13) impact (13) half (12) large (12) towards (12) 

trees (12) areas (12) become (12) recent (12) snow (12) 2050 (12) news (12) 

A map of climate change representations across the online weather forecast landscape

Data Collection07

◈ P2→ Texts → tag clouds → viz 02

The following visualisation shows the three tag clouds resulting from the merged 

texts from all websitesf

Sw Google Search scraping only�

Pw Google Images scraping only�

mw Google Search and Google Images scrapings merged.


The proportion between word frequency and text size is consistent for the first two 

tag clouds in the following visualisation, but it is different for the third one. Both 

ratios are also different from the proportion in corresponding visualisations of 

protocol 1 and 3 ( and

) as well as in the previous visualisation (

).

P1 → texts tag clouds → viz 02  P3 → texts tag 

clouds → viz 02 P2 → texts → tag 

clouds → viz 01

Google search

global (1619) forecast (1291) heat (1061) will (1047) 
new (910) photo (878) report (813) can (803) snow (723) warming (712) 
due (699) world (673) extreme (626) data (550) meteorological (534) 2023 (527) winter (524) 
also (513) 2022 (507) trend (504) news (493) years (485) temperature (474) 1 (472) autumn (471) 
days (465) time (463) sea (454) year (449) impacts (444) trambileno (441) day (434) network (433) 
exceptional (410) effects (407) us (401) office (387) study (376) ice (366) china (366) see (362) earth (360) 
research (357) met (356) causes (352) increase (351) national (351) 22 (346) extremes (340) may (337) future (336) 
blog (333) science (332) mountain (332) maps (328) fis (328) current (322) changes (317) temperatures (316) 
winters (308) top (308) greenhouse (305) impact (303) events (301) timeseries (300) scientists (299) one (297) water (297) 
costa (294) published (294) protect (291) volpino (287) question (285) severe (285) record (284) risk (284) service (284) 
averages (279) summer (278) region (274) now (273) finland (270) rain (269) 14 (268) affected (266) waves (263) almanac (261) 
much (260) today (257) already (254) planet (254) february (253) environment (252) arctic (250) read (250) picture (247) 

image (247) rise (246) according (241) video (237) drought (235) uk (234) human (232) bureau (232) fight (230) story (230) 

bring (229) carbon (228) united (225) central (221) australian (221) 2021 (218) ocean (214) canada (214) first (211) used (210) 

caused (206) lake (204) average (203) people (202) many (201) recordbreaking (200) taiwan (200) ipcc (199) november (199) el (199) 

emissions (198) effect (197) australia (197) analysis (196) well (194) details (193) arrow (193) institute (192) keyboard (192) 

information (191) warm (185) affecting (185) cold (184) n (184) rainfall (183) stories (183) mid (183) 3 (182) regions (182) site (182) 

7 (180) air (179) 1953 (178) recent (177) last (176) health (172) consequences (171) past (171) natural (170) increasing (167) europe (166) 

videos (166) become (165) around (165) government (165) meteorology (165) affect (163) level (162) latitude (161) british (161) update (160) 

north (159) daily (159) focus (159) experts (158) 2020 (157) likely (156) media (156) precipitation (156) atmosphere (154) networks (153) month (152) 

forecasts (152) development (152) show (151) release (151) getting (150) hourly (150) conference (149) changing (149) high (149) 0913 (149) contest (149) 

0911 (148) germany (148) country (148) signaling (147) questions (147) charts (147) yesterday (147) like (146) increasingly (146) degrees (146) 

december (146) statistics (146) alpine (146) cloud (144) urge (143) t (142) said (142) 5 (142) increased (141) important (140) following (140) 

marine (139) 7day (139) know (138) panel (138) since (137) rising (136) weekend (136) cause (135) explained (135) project (135) 10 (134) january (134) 

influence (134) tropical (134) wave (133) great (133) states (133) warmer (133) state (133) pow (133) even (132) online (132) 40 (132) cities (131) 

— (131) reports (130) action (130) menu (130) biannual (130) la (129) topics (129) map (129) affects (128) expand (128) w (128) latest (127) 

acornsat (127) topic (126) adaptation (125) longitude (125) spring (124) scientific (123) storms (123) right (123) energy (123) areas (122) focuses (122) 

species (121) area (121) floods (120) less (120) records (120) part (119) flooding (119) nations (118) italy (117) role (117) administration (117) basin (117) 

student (116) melting (115) un (115) storm (115) connected (115) atmospheric (114) left (114) gas (113) intergovernmental (113) risks (113) across (113) 

letter (113) roles (113) assessment (113) related (112) glaciers (112) say (112) researchers (112) season (112) wind (112) two (111) main (111) longterm (111) 

make (111) environmental (110) 13 (110) conflict (110) shows (109) annual (109) locations (109) page (109) responded (109) athlete (109) south (108) nature (106) 

gases (106) number (106) fueling (106) system (106) phenomena (106) driving (106) 2 (105) threat (105) levels (105) however (105) 12 (105) regional (104) 

radar (104) calls (104) becoming (103) chad (103) model (102) warmest (102) help (102) editorial (101) countries (101) period (101) ski (101) coastal (101) 

fires (101) satellite (101) tsunami (101) trees (101) still (100) international (100) conditions (100) behind (100) crisis (98) 2019 (98) june (98) hot (98) 

others (98) alerts (98) preview (98) 012123 (98) making (98) made (97) result (97) weathered (97) de (97) french (97) activities (97) continues (96) 

contributing (95) intense (95) food (95) key (95) location (95) 15 (95) models (95) 42 (95) says (94) found (94) ontario (94) frequent (93) polar (93) 

explore (93) land (92) spain (92) staff (92) possible (92) large (91) century (91) athletes (91) nws (91) dioxide (90) 17 (90) dana (90) forest (90) reduce (90) 

station (90) march (89) half (89) week (89) green (89) common (89) 23 (89) whiteroom (89) causing (88) 4 (88) oceans (88) center (88) disasters (87) different (87) 

use (86) clouds (86) view (86) end (86) pacific (86) another (85) longer (85) northern (85) way (85) southern (85) heavy (85) co2 (84) next (84) specialist (84) 

local (83) face (83) droughts (83) updated (82) resources (82) atlas (82) variations (82) cameras (82) uniform (82) hurricanes (82) major (82) 20 (81) just (81) 

yourweathercouk (81) increases (81) times (81) released (80) agriculture (80) company (79) history (79) need (79) results (79) take (79) 27 (79) source (79) 

forecasting (79) dictionary (79) devotes (79) three (78) european (78) mean (78) studies (78) university (77) detail (77) event (76) problem (76) response (76) 

without (76) superbugs (76) expected (76) surface (76) meteopedia (76) channel (76) decades (75) 6 (75) threatens (75) learn (75) antarctica (75) activity (75) better (75) 

glacier (74) 2018 (74) 25 (74) projections (74) finnish (74) must (73) city (73) long (73) group (72) significant (72) get (72) july (72) sun (72) april (72) 

including (72) thickets (72) special (72) faster (71) earlier (71) ozone (71) background (71) icon (71) makes (70) life (70) various (70) often (70) newspaper (70) 

variability (69) ever (69) archives (69) 000130 (69) every (68) 5th (68) prediction (68) 24 (68) specializing (68) hurricane (67) alps (67) disaster (67) hour (67) 

ecosystems (67) animals (67) worldwide (67) 

Google images 

time (762) channel (723) office (587) met (583) news (495) 
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Tag clouds - categories

Climate (Communication) Emergency

Protocol 2 08

The merged texts’ tag cloud including both Google Search and Google 

Images entries was further investigated: the words it contains were 

grouped on the basis of their meaning and in accordance with the 

evaluation criteria previously set.

categorisation

Each word from the merged tag cloud was categorised into 1 exclusive category of 

15, according to its meaning. Categories are the same as in protocol 1 and 3, and 

keep into consideration both the specific words in the tag clouds of all protocols 

and the evaluation criteria set prior to starting the analysis.


Each category can be made of 1, 2 or 3 specific subcategories. Categories and 

subcategories are listed and defined on the opposite page. However, the analysis 

initialy focused on first-level categories (highlighted in green in the list).

colour coding

A colour for each category was estabilished, then the words in the merged texts’ 

tag cloud were coloured according to their category of belonging. Working directly 

with colour on the clouds allows to see�

� variety → how many words for each category�

� frequency → position and size of words for each category.

◈ P2 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 03

The visualisation on the right shows for each category the tag cloud, with the 

words falling in the category highlighted in colour.


In order to give more importance to the colours, words were replaced with 

rectangles through Dan Ross’ Flow Block font. The terms included in the category 

were made readable in an ordered list (most frequent to least frequent) that 

follows each tag cloud. 
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affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) 
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) 
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) 

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) 

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

snow, meteorological

Weather

global (1983)  will (1392) heat (1359)  forecast (1439)
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873)  channel (799)  sea (629) snow (836) meteorological (727)
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) 
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344)  top (343) drought (343)
mountain (342) maps (341)  winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) rain (339)
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) 
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262)  people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) almanac (261)
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 
health (226)  lake (225)  last (223)  says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) rainfall (225) precipitation (224) air (223)
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) 
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177)  t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) floods (176)
know (172)  daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) development (168) warmest (168)  storms (172) forecasts (170) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166)  focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) flooding (165)
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) 
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154)  behind (154) season (153)  hourly (152) storm (154) fires (152)
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) 
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131)  menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) wind (131)
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115)  period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113)  droughts (114)
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112)  european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) clouds (112)
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105)  others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) tsunami (105)

niño (102)nws (102)  makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97)  42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94)  weathered (97)

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) 

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) 

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

Forecast, Snow, Meteorological, 

Drought, Rain, Almanac, Meteorology, 

Rainfall, Precipitation, Air, Floods, 

Storms, Forecasts, Flooding, Storm, 

Fires, Cloud, Wind, Droughts, Clouds, 

Hurricane, Tsunami, Nino, Weathered

Causes

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939)  can (928) network (920) world (900) due (935)
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415)  increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) causes (412)
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) 
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333)  fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) greenhouse (330)
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) 
protect (301) service (301)  region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292)  affected (300) carbon (291)
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) 
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 
meteorology (238) information (237)  level (232)  germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) caused (236) emissions (232)
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) 
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210)  official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) affecting (210)
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) 1953 (178)  glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) cause (177)
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 
affects (167) energy (167) influence (163)  la (167)  10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) 
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140)  co2 (139)
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137)  reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) gas (137)
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128)  longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) related (127)
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) gases (120) 
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110)  just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) fueling (110)

causing (108) dioxide (107)  result (106)  land (108) ever (107) however (107)  station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104)  found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) contributing (103)

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93)  decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) blame (93)

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90)  nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) pollution (90) methane (88) 

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87)  trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) responsible (86)

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

Due, Causes, Greenhouse, affected, 

Carbon, Caused, Emissions, affecting, 

affect, Cause, Affects, Energy, 

Influence, CO2, Gas, Related, Gases, 

Fueling, Causing, Dioxide, Result, 

Contributing, Blame, Pollution, 

Methane

Solutions

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) 
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) 
severe (324) already (318) uk (317)  environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) fight (307)
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) 
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) 
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) 
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 
states (187)  increasing (186) n (184)  mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) un (186) government (186) action (183)
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) 
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163)adaptation (161)  role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) 
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145)   making (145) nations (145)help (145)
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) 
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) atmospheric (128) left (128)  expand (128) right (128) administration (129) intergovernmental (128)

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121)  12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) green (121)
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98)  3b (98) different (97) explore (97) agreement (98)

resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) 

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86)  sustainability (85)

results (85) california (85) space (85) response (85) 

Bureau, Fight, Protect, Un, 

Government, Action, Project, 

Adaptation, Nations, Help, 

Administration, Intergovernmental, 

Green, Agreement, Sustainability, 

response

Impacts

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225)  report (992) news (988) warming (978) new (1176)
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884)  snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) extreme (873)
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493)  china (483) science (460) may (444) effects (484) record (472) 
trambileno (441) future (438)   causes (412)  arctic (409) videos (407) exceptional (420)events (415) increase (412)
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388)  scientists (381) national (376) impact (386)
extremes (375) changes (366) rise (344) top (343)  temperatures (374)  summer (365) one (356) 22 (352)  drought (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334)  planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) waves (333)
severe (324)already (318)  uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) 
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258)  first (255) bring (255) consequences (257)
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236)  emissions (232) germany (232)  team (229) north (227) level (232) average (229) many (227) 
health (226)rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221)  state (219) degrees (218)  effect (220) changing (217) 
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209)  taiwan (206) stories (205) recordbreaking (208)
affect (204) become (204) likely (203)  3 (202)  getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) crisis (203) wave (202)
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 
states (187) un (186) government (186)  n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178)  increasing (186)
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175)  around (175) warmer (174) increasingly (175)
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160)  panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) increased (158)
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150)  polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) records (150)
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147)  yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) urge (147)
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142)  map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) threat (142)
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) 
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127)  regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) threatens (126) disasters (124) 
focuses (123)  number (122)  2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) frequent (122) phenomena (122)
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114)  june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) faster (113)
end (113) heavy (112) increases (111) conflict (111) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112)  three (112) face (111)  

india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109)  history (108) century (108) need (108)

causing (108) land (108)  however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) ever (107)

paris (105)  southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) must (105)

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99)   012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) alerts (99)major (98)
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) problem (93) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90)  2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) threatened (90)

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) 

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

new, Extreme, Impacts, Effects, 

Record, Exceptional, Events, 

Increase, Impact, Extremes, Changes, 

Rise, Top, Waves, Severe, Already, 

Much, Consequences, Level, Average, 

Many, Effect, Changing, 

Recordbreaking, Crisis, Wave, 

Increasing, Increasingly, Increased, 

Rising, Records, Urge, Threat, 

Intense, Threatens, Disasters, 

Frequent, Phenomena, Faster, End, 

Heavy, Increases, Conflict, Need, 

Ever, Must, Alerts, Major, Problem, 

Threatened

Time

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) winter (613) year (577) 2022 (615)  data (611) blog (591) study (590)  impacts (576) 
temperature (552)  also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) day (550)
days (499) autumn (493) 1 (498)  effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) 
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366)  one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) summer (365)
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339)  waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) winters (334)
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303)  timeseries (302)
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 
central (264) ocean (263)  australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) february (263)
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) 
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) 
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) 
know (172) storms (172)  british (172)  underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) daily (172) month (171)
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) 
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155)  storm (154) behind (154)  fires (152)january (154) december (154)  season (153)  hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151)  risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149)  italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) spring (150) weekend (149)
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139)  oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) 7day (139)
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129)  assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) annual (129)

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118)  calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) week (118)
times (115) period (114)  june (113) march (113)way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) city (114) faster (113)  stream (113)  conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96)  local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) july (96)

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93)  problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) decades (93)

april (91) october (88) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89)  methane (88) 

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88)  forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) seasons (88)

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

Time, Years, Winter, Year, Day, Days, 

Autumn, Summer, Winters, Timeseries, 

February, November, Daily, Month, 

January, December, Season, Hourly, 

Spring, Weekend, 7day, Biannual, 

Annual, Week, Times, Period, June, 

March, July, Decades, April, October, 

seasons

Past & present

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621)  winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 2022 (615)
temperature (552) day (550) also (548)  earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 2023 (543)
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) 
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329)  bureau (326) now (327)
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304)  timeseries (302) 2021 (303)
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282)  14 (276) human (268) video (266) today (277)
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) 
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252)  according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 2020 (251)
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) 
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) 
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197)  well (196) recent (196)
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192)  keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) past (192)
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178)  cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) 1953 (178)
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166)  flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) since (166)
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) 
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147)  said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) yesterday (147)
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136)  — (136) intense (135) 2019 (136)
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122)  green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 2018 (121)
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113)  clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) continues (112)
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108)  history (108)century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) 

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86)  sustainability (85) 2015 (86)

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

2022, 2023, Current, Now, 2021, 

Today, 2020, Recent, Past, 1953, 

Since, Yesterday, 2019, 2018, 

continues, History, Century, Earlier, 

2016, 2015

Future

global (1983) forecast (1439)  heat (1359) will (1392)
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533)  ice (511) trend (512)
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441)  exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) future (438)
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) 
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) 
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) 
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) 
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) 
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) 
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) 
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) 
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) 
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131)  wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) projections (131)
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127)  half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) longterm (127)
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113)continues (112)clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102)  20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) next (101)

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90)  event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) 2050 (90)

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86)  2015 (86) sustainability (85) trends (86)

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

Will, Trend, Future, Projections, 

Longterm, Longer, Next, 2050, trends
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global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939) due (935)  network (920) world (900) can (928)
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403)  water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) risk (393)
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) 
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) 
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295)  carbon (291) question (292)
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) 
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) 
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) 
affect (204) become (204)  crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) likely (203)
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175)  warmer (174) around (175)
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161)  latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) questions (161)
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150)  records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) risks (150)
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) 
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118)  antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) possible (117)
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) 

updated (88)  studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) variability (88)

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

Can, May, Risk, Question, Likely, 

Around, Questions, Risks, possible, 
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Media

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992)  warming (978) news (988)
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) channel (799) extreme (873) snow (836)  meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611)  study (590) year (577) impacts (576) blog (591)
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) 
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) 
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) 
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) 
australian (254)  warm (253)   2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244)  picture (254) read (252)image (252) story (244)
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) 
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) 
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199)  recent (196) well (196) details (197) update (197)
experts (195) 7 (193)  arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191)  cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) page (193) site (191)
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183)  country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) media (180)
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) 
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161)  increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) newspaper (160)
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138)  finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) online (138)
topics (135) topic (132) menu (131) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133)  levels (131) projections (131) wind (131)  area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101)  french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) editorial (101)

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93)   staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) images (93)archives (93)

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) 

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) 

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

News, Photo, Channel, Blog, Videos, 
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Topic, Menu, Editorial, Images, 
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global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) 
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) 
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) 
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276)  video (266) human (268)
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261)  consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) people (258)
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) 
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) 
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) 
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) 
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) 
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) 

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) 

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

Human, People, health

Others

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974)met (939) network (920)  due (935) can (928)  world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550)  2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) also (548)
days (499)  autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 1 (498)
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389)  impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) see (388)
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365)  rise (344) drought (343) top (343) one (356) 22 (352)
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330)  now (327) bureau (326) fis (329)
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) 
protect (301)  affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) service (301)
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277)  human (268) video (266) 14 (276)
central (264) first (255)bring (255)  ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257)  
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249)  cold (244) story (244) el (248)
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229)  north (227) many (227)  team (229)
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224)  air (223)  effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) last (223) says (221)
november (216) natural (216)  regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) used (214)
affect (204)  likely (203) crisis (203) wave (202)  details (197) update (197) recent (196) become (204) 3 (202) getting (199) well (196) 
experts (195)  page (193)  conference (192) past (192)  site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) 7 (193) arrow (193) keyboard (192) 5 (191) like (188) 
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186)  action (183)  media (180) country (180) n (184) mid (183) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) t (176)high (175) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176)   increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) 
know (172) underground (171) great (170) development (168) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171)  melting (170)  forecasts (170)  warmest (168) 
affects (167)  energy (167)   since (166) flooding (165)  species (164)  influence (163) la (167) 10 (166)even (166) focus (165) important (163) less (163)
project (163) adaptation (161)  questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) role (161) release (158) make (157) 
rising (155)   statistics (155)  january (154) december (154) storm (154)  season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) say (155)networks (155) radar (155) behind (154)
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150)  weekend (149) italy (149) contest (150) 40 (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) said (146) part (145) making (145) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147)  nations (145) help (145)  
explained (143) food (142)latest (142) across (140) following (140) trees (143)   south (142) threat (142) map (142)  international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136)  intense (135) — (136)
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133)  topic (132)  projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) biannual (130) pow (133)  levels (131) w (130) 

environmental (129)  annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129)  intergovernmental (128) two (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) half (127) becoming (125) ski (125) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) threatens (126) regional (126)  longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) number (122) 12 (121) models (120) system (120)  made (119) key (119)  frequent (122)  phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121)  gases (120)  basin (120)
13 (119) connected (119) still (119) main (118) calls (118)coastal (119) glacier (118)  week (118)  possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115)  locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) way (115) driving (115) conditions (113) 
end (113)  continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) increases (111) conflict (111) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) three (112) face (111) 
india (111)  fueling (110)  whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) model (111) reduce (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109)

causing (108) land (108)   dioxide (107)  northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) ever (107)however (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106)

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105)  contributing (103)  ozone (103) chad (103)  animals (102) location (102) others (104) found (103) expected (102)

niño (102) nws (102)  next (101)  ontario (101)  editorial (101) french (101)  earlier (100) 2016 (100) makes (102) activities (102) 20 (101) stop (101)  common (100)

mean (100) preview (100) take (99) agriculture (99) 012123 (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97)  observations (100)  pacific (99)  alerts (99) major (98) agreement (98) 

resources (97) activity (97)  42 (97) life (96) get (96)    23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94)  weathered (97) july (96)local (95)greenland (95)

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) released (93)  staff (92)long (92) dana (92) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93)  images (93) archives (93)   worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90)  alps (89) october (88) methane (88) athletes (91) 25 (90) event (89) company (89)

updated (88) special (87) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88)  east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) 

results (85)  space (85)  response (85) california (85)

Locations

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920)  world (900)
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543)   trend (512) ice (511) earth (534)us (533)
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484)  record (472) science (460) may (444) china (483)
trambileno (441) arctic (409) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412)  videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381)  national (376)
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333)  greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) planet (333)
severe (324) already (318)  fight (307) environment (304) institute (304)  2021 (303) timeseries (302) uk (317) finland (304)
protect (301) service (301) affected (300)  much (300) published (296)  question (292) carbon (291) region (300) costa (295)
europe (290)united (289)canada (288)volpino (287)    ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 
central (264) ocean (263) february (263)  almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) australia (262)
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232)  average (229) team (229)  many (227) germany (232) north (227)
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220)  degrees (218) changing (217) state (219)
november (216) natural (216) used (214) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208)  stories (205) regions (212) taiwan (206)
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) tropical (189) like (188) cities (189) 
states (187) country (180) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180)  show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177)  floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) spain (177)
know (172) storms (172) daily (172)  month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) british (172)
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161)  newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157)  latitude (161)
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150)  contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149)  0913 (149) 2 (148) areas (150) italy (149)
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142)  threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140)  co2 (139) south (142) international (140)
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138)  hot (137) gas (137) reports (137)  2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) finnish (138) countries (136)
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131)  w (130) biannual (130) area (130)

environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126)  becoming (125) ski (125)  disasters (124) regional (126) longitude (125)
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 
13 (119)  connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) coastal (119)
times (115) way (115) driving (115)  droughts (114) period (114)  faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) locations (115) city (114)
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112)  heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111)  european (112)
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108)  ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106)  result (106) hurricane (105) land (108) northern (106)

paris (105) southern (105) chad (103) location (102) must (105)  tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103)  expected (102) animals (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101)  stop (101) editorial (101)  common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) ontario (101) french (101)

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100)  take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) pacific (99)
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96)   23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) local (95)greenland (95)

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89)  october (88) methane (88) alps (89)

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87)  atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) east (87)

results (85) response (85)  space (85) california (85)

Global, World, Earth, US, China, 

Trambileno, arctic, National, Planet, 

Uk, Finland, Region, Costa, Europe, 

United, Canada, Volpino, Australia, 

Australian, Germany, North, State, 

Regions, Taiwan, Cities, States, 

Country, Spain, British, Latitude, 

Areas, Italy, South, International, 

Finnish, Countries, Area, Regional, 

Longitude, Locations, City, European, 

India, Land, Northern, Paris, 

Southern, Chad, coastal, Location, 

Ontario, French, Pacific, Local, 

Greenland, Worldwide, alps, East, 

california

Temperature

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392)  heat (1359)
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988)  warming (978)
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) 
extremes (375)  changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) temperatures (374)
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) 
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) 
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285)  today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) averages (282)
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) 
australian (254) picture (254)  read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248)  story (244) warm (253) cold (244)
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219)  changing (217) degrees (218)
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) 
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189)  like (188) tropical (189)
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) 
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171)  great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) melting (170) warmest (168) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) 
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 
researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) hot (137) 
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93)  blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) hottest (93)

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) 

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) 

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

Heat, Warming, Temperature, 

Temperatures, Averages, Warm, Cold, 

Degrees, Tropical, Warmer, Melting, 

Warmest, Hot, Hottest

Natural environment

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727)  sea (629)
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393)  see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) water (389)
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) 
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307)  institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) environment (304)
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 
central (264) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) ocean (263) 
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 
meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 
health (226) rainfall (225)  precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) lake (225)
november (216)  used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) natural (216)
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 
experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177)  spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) glaciers (177)
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165)  important (163) less (163) influence (163) species (164)
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158)  release (158) make (157) marine (158)
rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 
cloud (151)  spring (150) risks (150) records (150)  areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) alpine (151) polar (150)
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 
explained (143)  food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) trees (143)
researchers (139) 7day (139)  online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) oceans (138)
topics (135)  hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) nature (135)
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128)  related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) forest (128)
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120)  made (119) key (119) basin (120)
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119)  main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117)  student (116) longer (115) glacier (118) antarctica (116)
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113)  march (113) conditions (113) stream (113)
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102)  location (102) animals (102)

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91)  athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88)  lakes (91)

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88)  special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) forests (88)

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

Sea, Ice, Water, Mountain, 

Environment, Ocean, Lake, Natural, 

Glaciers, Species, Marine, Alpine, 

Polar, Trees, Oceans, Nature, 

Environmental, Forest, Basin, 

Glacier, Antarctica, Stream, Animals, 

Lakes, forests

Science

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176)  news (988) warming (978) report (992)
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873) snow (836) channel (799) meteorological (727) sea (629) 
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613)  blog (591)  year (577) impacts (576) data (611) study (590)
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472)  may (444) science (460)
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386)  national (376) research (403) scientists (381)
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342)  rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) maps (341)
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304)  finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) institute (304)
protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300)  costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) published (296)
europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287)  averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) ipcc (285)
central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) 
australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251)  el (248) cold (244) story (244) according (249)
meteorology (238)  caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) information (237)
health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) 
november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212)  affecting (210)  recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) analysis (210) official (209)
affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 
experts (195) conference (192) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193)  past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 
states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 
satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) 
know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 
affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 
project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158)  marine (158) release (158) make (157) panel (158)
rising (155) say (155) networks (155)  radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) statistics (155)
cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 
signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147)  urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) scientific (147) charts (147)
explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142)  across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) map (142)
researchers (139) reports (137) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137)  countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) 
topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 
environmental (129) two (129) annual (129)  administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) assessment (129)

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 
focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 
13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116)  longer (115) student (116)
times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 
end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 
india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109)  need (108) history (108) century (108) whiteroom (109)

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103)  chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) ozone (103)

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100)  preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) observations (100)
resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91)  lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90)  threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) dictionary (91) nasa (90)

updated (88) variability (88)  seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87)  responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) studies (88) atlas (87)

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

Report, Data, Study, Science, 

Research, Scientists, Maps, 

Institute, Published, Ipcc, 

According, Information, Analysis, 

Official, Experts, Conference, Panel, 

Statistics, Scientific, Charts, Map, 

Researchers, reports, Assessment, 

Student, Whiteroom, Ozone, 

Observations, Dictionary, Nasa, 

Studies, atlas

A map of climate change representations across the online weather forecast landscape

Texts09

Categories and subcategories with their explanations

¥� ¦

®� Forecasts → words referring to weather and weather forecasting  

(e.g. meteorological)~

x� Phenomena → words referring to weather phenomena and events  

(e.g. rain)~

s�

®� General → words generally related to causation (e.g. due)~

x� Climate change →words referring to specific causes of climate change  

(e.g. greenhouse)~

��

®� Action → words conveying the general idea of action/reaction (e.g. fight)~

x� Institutions → words related to institutions or governments, supposed to 

act against climate change (e.g. intergovernmental)~

�� Climate change → words related to specific behaviours connected with 

climate change savviness (e.g. sustainability)~

c�

®� Extreme → words conveying a sense of out of the ordinary (e.g. extreme)~

x� Effects → words generally related to effects (e.g. impacts)~

�� Threats → words related to clearly negative effects (e.g. disasters)~

Z�

®� Time → words expressing general time periods and intervals (e.g. winter)~

�̀

®� Past → words expressing specific moments in the past, specifically before 

the moment when the data was collected (e.g. 2019)~

x� Present → words generally addressing the present moment (e.g. now)~

|�

®� General → words generally related to future (e.g. projections)~

x� Specific moment → words expressing specific moments in future time  

(e.g. 2050)~

\�

®� Uncertainty → words expressing uncertainty or doubt (e.g. might)~

x� Certainty → words expressing certainty or confident expectancy  

(e.g. sure)~

U�

®� General → general geographical terms (e.g. longitude)~

x� Global → words related to earth as a whole (e.g. global)~

�� Local → words referring to specific locations (e.g. greenland)~

¥S�

®� Temperature → words related to temperature (e.g. heat)~

¥¥�

®� Natural environment → words related to natural environments, 

ecosystems and/or their elements (e.g. mountain)~

¥s�

®� Institutions → words related to scientists and scientific institutions  

(e.g. ipcc)~

x� Studies → words related to scientific studies and measurements (e.g. data)~

�� Information → words related to scientific communications  (e.g. report)~

¥��

®� Media → words generally related to formats and channels (e.g. photo)~

¥c�

®� People → words connected with humanity as a group (e.g. human)~

¥Z�

®� Others → everything else;

Weather

CauseÁ

SolutionÁ

ImpactÁ

TimÏ

Past and presenÈ

FuturÏ

Anticipatio¼

LocationÁ

TemperaturÏ

Natural environmenÈ

SciencÏ

MediÆ

PeoplÏ

OtherÁ



Tag clouds - subcategories

The last textual analysis also focused on the merged texts’ tag cloud 

(Google Search & Google Images together): its purpose was to inquire 

deeper the representation of climate change made by weather forecast 

platforms. To do that, words from the tag cloud were rearranged 

according to second-level categories.

categorisation

The focus shifted on subcategories (second-level categorisation) from the ones 

previously listed and defined (complete list available on the right, subcategories 

highlighted in green).

CluStering

The tag cloud was broken into single words, which were then positioned according 

to the subcategory they belong to. The information available through this kind of 

display isg

u variety → how many words for each subcategoryr

u frequency → size of words for each subcategory.

◈ P2 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 04

The visualisation on the right shows the words from the tag cloud grouped 

according to the category and subcategory they belong to. Words are readable, and 

their size is linked to their frequency as in the original tag cloud. Furthermore, 

each word is followed by its absolute frequency (in brackets).


The colour coding previously estabilished is mantained in order to strengthen the 

visual clustering of subcategories in higher-level groups.

global (1983) forecast (1439) will (1392) heat (1359) 
time (1225) new (1176) report (992) news (988) warming (978) 
office (974) met (939) due (935) can (928) network (920) world (900) 
photo (884) extreme (873)  channel (799)  sea (629) snow (836) meteorological (727)
years (621) 2022 (615) winter (613) data (611) blog (591) study (590) year (577) impacts (576) 
temperature (552) day (550) also (548) 2023 (543) earth (534) us (533) trend (512) ice (511) 
days (499) 1 (498) autumn (493) effects (484) china (483) record (472) science (460) may (444) 
trambileno (441) future (438) exceptional (420) events (415) causes (412) increase (412) arctic (409) videos (407) 
current (406) research (403) risk (393) water (389) see (388) impact (386) scientists (381) national (376) 
extremes (375) temperatures (374) changes (366) summer (365) one (356) 22 (352) rise (344) drought (343) top (343) 
mountain (342) maps (341) rain (339) winters (334) waves (333) planet (333) greenhouse (330) fis (329) now (327) bureau (326) 
severe (324) already (318) uk (317) fight (307) environment (304) institute (304) finland (304) 2021 (303) timeseries (302) 

protect (301) service (301) affected (300) region (300) much (300) published (296) costa (295) question (292) carbon (291) 

europe (290) united (289) canada (288) volpino (287) ipcc (285) averages (282) today (277) 14 (276) human (268) video (266) 

central (264) ocean (263) february (263) australia (262) almanac (261) people (258) consequences (257) first (255) bring (255) 

australian (254) picture (254) warm (253) read (252) image (252) 2020 (251) according (249) el (248) cold (244) story (244) 

meteorology (238) information (237) caused (236) level (232) emissions (232) germany (232) average (229) team (229) north (227) many (227) 

health (226) rainfall (225) lake (225) precipitation (224) last (223) air (223) says (221) effect (220) state (219) degrees (218) changing (217) 

november (216) natural (216) used (214) regions (212) analysis (210) affecting (210) official (209) recordbreaking (208) taiwan (206) stories (205) 

affect (204) become (204) likely (203) crisis (203) 3 (202) wave (202) getting (199) details (197) update (197) recent (196) well (196) 

experts (195) 7 (193) page (193) arrow (193) conference (192) past (192) keyboard (192) 5 (191) site (191) cities (189) tropical (189) like (188) 

states (187) un (186) government (186) increasing (186) n (184) action (183) mid (183) media (180) country (180) show (179) atmosphere (178) 

satellite (178) 1953 (178) cause (177) glaciers (177) spain (177) floods (176) t (176) high (175) increasingly (175) around (175) warmer (174) 

know (172) storms (172) daily (172) british (172) month (171) underground (171) melting (170) great (170) forecasts (170) development (168) warmest (168) 

affects (167) la (167) energy (167) 10 (166) even (166) since (166) flooding (165) focus (165) species (164) important (163) less (163) influence (163) 

project (163) adaptation (161) role (161) questions (161) latitude (161) newspaper (160) increased (158) panel (158) marine (158) release (158) make (157) 

rising (155) say (155) networks (155) statistics (155) radar (155) january (154) december (154) storm (154) behind (154) season (153) fires (152) hourly (152) 

cloud (151) alpine (151) spring (150) risks (150) records (150) polar (150) areas (150) contest (150) 40 (149) weekend (149) italy (149) 0913 (149) 2 (148) 

signaling (148) 0911 (148) shows (147) scientific (147) charts (147) urge (147) yesterday (147) said (146) part (145) nations (145) help (145) making (145) 

explained (143) trees (143) food (142) latest (142) south (142) threat (142) map (142) across (140) following (140) international (140) co2 (139) 

researchers (139) 7day (139) oceans (138) online (138) finnish (138) hot (137) gas (137) reports (137) countries (136) 2019 (136) — (136) intense (135) 

topics (135) nature (135) hurricanes (133) pow (133) topic (132) levels (131) projections (131) wind (131) menu (131) area (130) w (130) biannual (130) 

environmental (129) two (129) annual (129) assessment (129) administration (129) atmospheric (128) left (128) intergovernmental (128) expand (128) right (128) 

acornsat (128) forest (128) related (127) longterm (127) half (127) threatens (126) regional (126) becoming (125) ski (125) longitude (125) disasters (124) 

focuses (123) frequent (122) number (122) phenomena (122) 2018 (121) green (121) 12 (121) gases (120) models (120) system (120) basin (120) made (119) key (119) 

13 (119) coastal (119) connected (119) still (119) glacier (118) main (118) week (118) calls (118) possible (117) antarctica (116) student (116) longer (115) 

times (115) way (115) driving (115) locations (115) droughts (114) period (114) city (114) faster (113) june (113) stream (113) march (113) conditions (113) 

end (113) without (113) letter (113) roles (113) continues (112) clouds (112) european (112) heavy (112) three (112) face (111) increases (111) conflict (111) 

india (111) model (111) reduce (110) fueling (110) just (109) 4 (109) 15 (109) responded (109) athlete (109) whiteroom (109) need (108) history (108) century (108) 

causing (108) land (108) ever (107) however (107) dioxide (107) station (107) de (107) large (106) another (106) northern (106) result (106) hurricane (105) 

paris (105) must (105) southern (105) tsunami (105) others (104) contributing (103) found (103) ozone (103) chad (103) expected (102) animals (102) location (102) 

niño (102) nws (102) makes (102) activities (102) next (101) 20 (101) ontario (101) stop (101) editorial (101) french (101) common (100) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 

mean (100) observations (100) preview (100) pacific (99) take (99) agriculture (99) alerts (99) major (98) 012123 (98) agreement (98) 3b (98) different (97) explore (97) 

resources (97) activity (97) weathered (97) 42 (97) life (96) get (96) july (96) local (95) greenland (95) 23 (94) use (94) view (94) surface (94) center (94) 

detail (94) big (94) 17 (93) hottest (93) blame (93) decades (93) problem (93) released (93) images (93) archives (93) staff (92) long (92) dana (92) worldwide (91) 

april (91) dictionary (91) lakes (91) athletes (91) 25 (90) pollution (90) nasa (90) threatened (90) 2050 (90) event (89) company (89) alps (89) october (88) methane (88) 

updated (88) variability (88) studies (88) seasons (88) forests (88) special (87) east (87) atlas (87) responsible (86) trends (86) 2015 (86) sustainability (85) 

results (85) response (85) california (85) space (85) 

snow (836) meteorological (727)

Climate (Communication) Emergency

Protocol 2 10

Impacts

Extreme

new (1176) 
extreme (873)
record (472)
exceptional (420)
increase (412)
extremes (375)
rise (344)
top (343) 
severe (324)
already (318) 
much (300)
level (232) average (229)

many (227) 

recordbreaking (208)

increasing (186) increasingly (175)

increased (158) rising (155)

records (150) urge (147) intense (135) 

frequent (122) faster (113) end (113) heavy (112)

increases (111) ever (107) major (98)

Effects

impacts (576) 
effects (484)
events (415)
impact (386)
changes (366)
waves (333)
consequences (257)
effect (220) changing (217) 

wave (202) phenomena (122)

Threats

crisis (203) threat (142) threatens (126)

disasters (124) conflict (111) need (108) must (105)

alerts (99) problem (93) threatened (90)

Time

General

time (1225) years (621) winter (613) year (577) day (550) 
days (499) autumn (493) summer (365) winters (334)
timeseries (302) february (263) november (216) daily (172) month (171) january (154) december (154)

season (153) hourly (152) spring (150) weekend (149) 7day (139) biannual (130) annual (129) week (118) times (115) period (114) june (113) march (113) july (96)

decades (93) april (91) october (88) seasons (88) 

Past & present

Past

2022 (615) 2021 (303)
2020 (251) recent (196) past (192) 1953 (178)

since (166) yesterday (147) 2019 (136) 2018 (121) history (108)

century (108) earlier (100) 2016 (100) 2015 (86)

Present

2023 (543) current (406)
now (327) today (277) continues (112)

Future

General

will (1392) trend (512)
future (438) projections (131) longterm (127)

longer (115) next (101) trends (86)

Specific moment

2050 (90)

Anticipation

Uncertainty

can (928) may (444) 
risk (393) question (292)
around (175) questions (161) risks (150) possible (117) variability (88)

Certainty

likely (203)

Locations

General

national (376) 
region (300)
north (227) state (219)

regions (212) cities (189)

states (187) country (180)

latitude (161) areas (150) south (142)

international (140) countries (136) area (130)

regional (126) longitude (125) coastal (119)

locations (115) city (114) land (108) northern (106)

southern (105) location (102) local (95) east (87)

Global

global (1983)
world (900) 
earth (534)
planet (333) worldwide (91) 

Local

us (533)
china (483)
trambileno (441)
arctic (409)
uk (317)
finland (304) 
costa (295)
europe (290) 
united (289)
canada (288)
volpino (287) 
australia (262)
australian (254)
germany (232)
taiwan (206) spain (177)

british (172) italy (149) finnish (138)

european (112) india (111) paris (105) chad (103)

ontario (101) french (101) pacific (99) greenland (95) alps (89)

california (85)

Temperature

General

heat (1359) warming (978) temperature (552)
temperatures (374) averages (282) warm (253) cold (244) degrees (218)

tropical (189) warmer (174) melting (170) warmest (168) hot (137) hottest (93)

Natural environment

General

sea (629) ice (511) water (389) mountain (342)
environment (304) ocean (263) lake (225) natural (216) glaciers (177) species (164)

marine (158) alpine (151) polar (150) trees (143) oceans (138) nature (135) environmental (129) forest (128) basin (120) glacier (118) antarctica (116)

stream (113) animals (102) lakes (91) forests (88)

Science

Who

scientists (381)
institute (304)
ipcc (285) experts (195)

researchers (139) student (116) nasa (90)

What

data (611)
study (590)
science (460)
research (403)
according (249)

analysis (210) official (209)

statistics (155) scientific (147)

assessment (129) whiteroom (109) ozone (103)

observations (100) studies (88)

Information

report (992)
maps (341) 
published (296)
information (237)

conference (192) panel (158)

charts (147) map (142) reports (137)

atlas (87) dictionary (91)

Media

General

news (988) photo (884) channel (799) blog (591)
videos (407) video (266) picture (254) read (252) image (252) story (244) 

stories (205) details (197) update (197) page (193) site (191) media (180) newspaper (160) online (138) topics (135)

topic (132) menu (131) editorial (101) images (93) archives (93)

People

General

human (268) people (258) health (226)

A map of climate change representations across the online weather forecast landscape
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Categories and  with their explanationssubcategories

Kh Weatheri

[h  → words referring to weather and weather forecasting  

(e.g. meteorological)2

=h  → words referring to weather phenomena and events  

(e.g. rain)2

,h Cause(

[h  → words generally related to causation (e.g. due)2

=h  → words referring to specific causes of climate change  

(e.g. greenhouse)2

Qh Solution(

[h  → words conveying the general idea of action/reaction (e.g. fight)2

=h  → words related to institutions or governments, supposed to 

act against climate change (e.g. intergovernmental)2

@h  → words related to specific behaviours connected with 

climate change savviness (e.g. sustainability)2

�h Impact(

[h  → words conveying a sense of out of the ordinary (e.g. extreme)2

=h  → words generally related to effects (e.g. impacts)2

@h  → words related to clearly negative effects (e.g. disasters)2

�h TimV

[h  → words expressing general time periods and intervals (e.g. winter)2


h Past and presen^

[h  → words expressing specific moments in the past, specifically before 

the moment when the data was collected (e.g. 2019)2

=h  → words generally addressing the present moment (e.g. now)2

0h FuturV

[h  → words generally related to future (e.g. projections)2

=h  → words expressing specific moments in future time  

(e.g. 2050)2

�h Anticipatio�

[h  → words expressing uncertainty or doubt (e.g. might)2

=h  → words expressing certainty or confident expectancy  

(e.g. sure)2

ah Location(

[h  → general geographical terms (e.g. longitude)2

=h  → words related to earth as a whole (e.g. global)2

@h  → words referring to specific locations (e.g. greenland)2

K�h TemperaturV

[h  → words related to temperature (e.g. heat)2

KKh Natural environmen^

[h  → words related to natural environments, 

ecosystems and/or their elements (e.g. mountain)2

K,h SciencV

[h  → words related to scientists and scientific institutions  

(e.g. ipcc)2

=h  → words related to scientific studies and measurements (e.g. data)2

@h  → words related to scientific communications  (e.g. report)2

KQh Medic

[h  → words generally related to formats and channels (e.g. photo)2

K�h PeoplV

[h  → words connected with humanity as a group (e.g. human)2

K�h Other(

[h  → everything else;

Forecasts

Phenomena

General

Climate change

Action

Institutions

Climate change

Extreme

Effects

Threats

Time

Past

Present

General

Specific moment

Uncertainty

Certainty

General

Global

Local

Temperature

Natural environment

Institutions

Studies

Information

Media

People

Others

Weather

Forecasts

forecast (1439)
meteorological (727) almanac (261)

meteorology (238) air (223) forecasts (170) nws (102)

weathered (97)

PHENOMENA

snow (836) drought (343)
rain (339) rainfall (225) precipitation (224)

floods (176) storms (172) flooding (165) storm (154) fires (152)

cloud (151) wind (131) droughts (114) clouds (112) hurricane (105) tsunami (105) niño (102)

Causes

General

due (935) causes (412)
affected (300) caused (236)

affecting (210) affect (204) cause (177)

affects (167) influence (163) related (127) fueling (110) causing (108) 

result (106) contributing (103) blame (93) responsible (86)

Climate change

greenhouse (330) 
carbon (291) emissions (232) energy (167)

co2 (139) gas (137) gases (120) dioxide (107) pollution (90) methane (88) 

Solutions

Actions

fight (307)
protect (301)
action (183) project (163)

adaptation (161) help (145) response (85) 

Institutions

bureau (326) 
un (186) government (186)

nations (145) administration (129)

intergovernmental (128) agreement (98)

Climate change

green (121) sustainability (85) 
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All images extracted with the Goole Images scraping were considered.

Image count

Google Images scraping provided urls for 8,043 total images, all of which were 

downloaded in order to be analysed.



Network

Climate (Communication) Emergency

Protocol 2 14

Images were arranged into a network based on AI image captioning. The 

network provided the base for mapping the visual representations of 

climate change in the websites.

VISUAL SIMILARITY

The 8,043 images were fed to Yale DHLab’s PixPlot in order to get an interactive 

image network based on similarity: each picture is captioned from a previosly 

trained neural network model, then all pictures are arranged in the space 

according to their content similarity.


The network can be explored through panning and zooming in the space or 

jumping to hotspots (image clusters). PixPlot automatically identifies some 

default hotspots, but they can also be created and curated by the user.

Tagging

A static screenshot of the network was taken and manually tagged according to 

groups and clusters visually identified while exploring the interactive model and 

with the help of automatically identified hotspots.

◈ P2 → IMAGES → NETWORK → viz 00

The visualisation on the right shows the 8,043 images (resulting from Google 

Images scraping as previously described) displayed in the space on the basis of 

similarity (according to PixPlot’s process of image captioning and positioning 

through a pre-trained convolutional neural network model).


Areas characterised by the predominance of a specific subject are outlined and 

tagged, even if subject clusters are often more spread around and less localised 

than they appear.


A straight line separates the left portion of the map (where the majority of images 

are diagrams) from the right portion (where the majority of images are photos).

CluStering

The network mapping was expanded into a detailed clustering of the images 

through  the creation of a hierarchy of manually curated hotspots. 

The categorisation process kept into consideration the actual images’ features and 

subjects as well as the evaluation criteria previously set. The hierarchy of (not 

exclusive) image clusters is visible on the opposite page.

Interactive network

PixPlot P2


Interactive network including all the 8,043 images, displayed 

according to image similarity and with hotspots based on 

images’ subjects.
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◈ P2 → IMAGES → NETWORK → viz 01

The visualisation on the right displays the cluster hierarchy and the quantity of 

images for each cluster and subcluster. It builds on the grid display provided by 

PixPlot and uses colour to distinguish one category from the others as well as for 

highlighting the links in the hierarchy.


Clusters are ordered from the most populated to the least populated. Quantities 

are always expressed as percentages, since the most interesting comparison in that 

sense is that between child clusters belonging to the same parent cluster (or that of 

parent clusters between each other).


A single cluster is visualised as follows:

Subcluster 1XX%

Subcluster 2XX%

bothX%

8,043 total images included 

in the network

Image not belonging to the cluster

Image belonging to both subclusters

Image belonging to subcluster 2

Image belonging to subcluster 1

Bar chart comparing the 

number of images in each 

subcluster

Subcluster 1XX%

Subcluster 2XX%

bothX%

List of subclusters with 

respective percentages 

(relative to the total number 

of images in the parent 

cluster)

A family of clusters is visualised as a series of cluster visualisations connected 

through dashed lines and colour coding according to their hierarchy.

ClusterXX%

SubclusterXX%

SubclusterXX%

bothX%

Sub-subcluster

Sub-subcluster

XX%

XX%

Diagrams44%

Maps51%

Other diagrams45%

Globes48%

Other maps52%both4% Blue Marble7%

Climate stripes1%

Burning Worlds20%

Else74%

Else99%

Logos/icons2%

Line & bar charts31%

Slides65%

both2%

People13%

Citizens74%

Politicians20%

Weather presenters6%

Else87%

Climate strikes13%

Extreme weather10%
Wildfires16%

Dry soil26%

Cyclones20%

Stormy clouds7%

Destroyed

buildings

6%

Flooded landscapes21%

both4%

Water landscapes78%

Else22%

Natural landscapes13%

Seashores18%

Glaciers24%

Rivers & streams13%

Reefs13%

both32%

Cataclysm0.001%

Hope0.001%

Half and half0.002%

Aerial views65%

Heritage35%

Cities2%

Planes18%

Bikes11%

Cars48%

Boats & ships23%

Transportation1%

Crops47%

Groceries53%

Agriculture2%

Sky3%

Smokestack74%

Renewables26%

Energy3%

Solar panels41%

Wind turbines47%

both12%

Parasites57%

Bees43%

Insects8%

Sea animals31%

Polar bears18%

Other animals43%

Animals6%
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Hierarchy of image clusters

Diagrams         

People      

Natural 
landscapes       

Extreme 
weather        

Animals      

Energy    

Sky  

Agriculture   

Cities   

Transportation     

Half and half   

Hope  

Cataclysm

Ü MapÓ

Ü Other diagramÓ

Ü CitizenÓ

Ü PoliticianÓ
Ü Weather 
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Ü Dry soiÇ
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Ü Destroyed 
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Ü CycloneÓ
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Ü PlaneÓ
Ü Bikes

Ü GlobeÓ

Ü Other mapÓ
Ü SlideÓ
Ü Line & bar 

chartÓ
Ü Logos & iconÓ

Ü Climate strikeÓ
Ü ElsÛ

Ü GlacierÓ
Ü SeashoreÓ
Ü Rivers & 

streamÓ
Ü ReefÓ

Ü ParasiteÓ
Ü BeeÓ

Ü Wind turbineÓ
Ü Solar panels

Ü Burning worlds9
Ü Blue marblÛ
Ü ElsÛ

Ü Climate stripeÓ
Ü Else



Network - images

Clustered images were reconnected with their visual appeareance 

through cluster-specific wall of images based on the grouping hierarchy.

Child cluster

All images in each low-level-cluster (clusters which don’t contain other clusters) 

were downloaded and arranged together in creating cluster-specific image walls. 

The purpose of this operation was to connect the abstraction of the network with 

the qualitative appearence of the images, providing samples of the distinctive 

visual qualities in each image group.


The complete hierarchy of clusters with all low-level-clusters highlighted in green 

is available on the right.

◈ P2 → IMAGES → NETWORK → viz 02

The visualisation on the right covers all low-level-clusters in the previously 

defined hierarchy. For each cluster are shown�

� the hierarchy of its parent clusters (if any)n

� the number of images in the clustern

� the position of the images in the networkn

� a sample of images from the cluster (image wall).


Colours are mantained from the previous visualisation (

). A single cluster is visualised as follows:

P1 → images → network 

→ viz 01

Cluster ↳ Subcluster ↳ Sub-subcluster XX IMAGES

↓ Cluster hierarchy Number of images ↓

↑ Images in the network Wall of images ↑

The sequence of low-level-clusters’ displays is followed by a miniature of the 

tagged network ( ), in order to provide an 

easy-to-consult map of the network areas.

P2 → images → network → viz 00

Climate (Communication) Emergency
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Diagrams ↳ Other diagrams ↳ Slides 1,096 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Other diagrams ↳ Line & bar charts ↳ 

Climate stripes
7 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Other diagrams ↳ Line & bar charts ↳ 

Else
532 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Other diagrams ↳ Logos & icons 32 IMAGES

People ↳ Citizens ↳ Climate strikes 101 IMAGES

People ↳ Citizens ↳ Else 705 IMAGES

People ↳ Politicians 208 IMAGES

People ↳ Weather presenters 57 IMAGES

Lanscapes ↳ Else 320 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Dry soil 206 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Flooded landscapes 199 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Destroyed buildings 75 IMAGES

Animals ↳ Polar bears 81 IMAGES

Animals ↳ Insects ↳ Parasites 20 IMAGES

Animals ↳ Insects ↳ Bees 16 IMAGES

Animals ↳ Other animals 165 IMAGES

Agriculture ↳ Groceries 96 IMAGES

Agriculture ↳ Crops 752 IMAGES

Cities ↳ Aerial views 88 IMAGES

Cities ↳ Heritage 43 IMAGES

Lanscapes ↳ Water landscapes ↳ Glaciers 534 IMAGES

Lanscapes ↳ Water landscapes ↳ Seashores 475 IMAGES

Lanscapes ↳ Water landscapes ↳ Rivers & streams 122 IMAGES

Lanscapes ↳ Water landscapes ↳ Reefs 122 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Cyclones 152 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Wildfires 122 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Stormy clouds 57 IMAGES

Animals ↳ Sea animals 132 IMAGES

Energy ↳ Smokestack 162 IMAGES

Energy ↳ Renewables ↳ Wind turbines 34 IMAGES

Energy ↳ Renewables ↳ Solar panels 31 IMAGES

Sky 217 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Cars 46 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Boats & ships 22 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Planes 17 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Bikes 11 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Maps ↳ Globes ↳ Burning worlds 176 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Maps ↳ Globes ↳ Blue marble 63 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Maps ↳ Globes ↳ Else 638 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Maps ↳ Other maps 1,011 IMAGES

Half and half 15 IMAGES

Hope 10 IMAGES

Cataclysm 6 IMAGES
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P2 → images → network → viz 00
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Hierarchy of image clusters (  highlighted)child clusters
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The visual space of the websites was also examined in regard to hue and 

brightness values in the pictures, to detect trends and tendencies in the 

use of colours of climate crisis’ representations.

Image measuring

Colour values in each of the 8’043 images were measured through ImageMeasure 

for ImageJ. In particular, the process returned for each pictureL

l median of brightness valueso

l standard deviation of brightness valueso

l median of saturation valueso

l standard deviation of saturation valueso

l median of hue valueso

l standard deviation of hue values.

Plot dimensions

The measures of brightness and hue were used to build a plot of images through 

ImagePlot for ImageJ. The axis of the plot were mapped as belowL

l X axis → median of hue values (hue_median)o

l Y axis → standard deviation of brightness values (brightness_stdev).


Each image was positioned in the plot according to its measured values.

Plot evaluation

The distribution in the plot was analysed mainly in regard to the hue values, 

considering image density as well as recurring subjects across the x axis.

◈ P2 → IMAGES → IMAGE PLOT → viz 01

The visualisation on the right shows the 8,043 scraped images distributed in the 

space according to their hue values (median mapped on X axis) and brightness 

values (standard deviation mapped on Y axis), as previously explained.


The plot is split vertically into 4 portions of equal width, according to hue valuesL

�# red to green (X1)o

+# green to light blue (X2)o

�# light blue to purple (X3)o

�# purple to red (X4).


The purpose of those portions is to facilitate the evaluation of image density in 

relation to hue values.


Recurring subjects for specific hue areas are noted above the plot.
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Image filtering

Each scraped image is connected to its respective alt text. Words from the merged 

texts’ tag cloud were used as filter queries in order to extract all images whose alt 

texts include terms connected to a specific category and subcategory. For example, 

images with the word “exceptional” in their alt text are connected with the 

extreme subcategory of the impacts category as defined in the text analysis.


Terms from 6 specific categories (and respective subcategories) were used to 

classify images. The categories were chosen on the basis of their relevance 

according to the evalutative criteria set prior to the analysis, and they areL

l causes (general, climate change)o

l solutions (actions, institutions, climate change)o

l impacts (extreme, effects, threats)o

l future (general, specific moment)o

l temperature (temperature)o

l people (people).


ImageMeasure and ImagePlot for ImageJ were used to build hue/brightness plots 

for each subcategory. The axis of the plots were mapped as belowL

l X axis → median of hue values (hue_median)o

l Y axis → standard deviation of brightness values (brightness_stdev).


Each image was positioned in the respective plot according to its measured values.

Category-based ↔ GLOBAL

The axis of every individual plot include the same range of values, in order to 

make them comparable. The evaluation of subcategory-based plots in relations to 

the global plot is also encouraged, in order to detect cross-category tendencies as 

well as category-specific features in the use of colours.

◈ P2 → IMAGES → IMAGE PLOT → viz 02

The visualisation on the left shows the subcategory-specific image plots for the 6 

categories selected. As in previous visualisation (

), images are distributed in the space according to their hue values 

(median mapped on X axis) and brightness values (standard deviation on Y axis).


Each plot is split vertically into 4 portions of equal width, according to hue valuesL

�# red to green (X1)o

+# green to light blue (X2)o

�# light blue to purple (X3)o

�# purple to red (X4).


The purpose of those portions is to facilitate the evaluation of image density in 

relation to hue values for visual spaces connected to specific concepts.

P2 → images → image plot → 

viz 01
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Through the urls of the scraped results regarding the 50 websites, pages 

and sections centered on the climate crisis were identified and listed.

Climate change pages

The last piece of analysis of protocol 2 was centered on specific sections and pages 

of the 50 weather websites, explicitly designed and produced to address climate 

change. The focus was on containers rather than contents: not single articles 

connected to a climate change particular expression (e.g. a single weather event), 

but portions of the site dedicated to climate change in general.

Selection

Through a process of dataset exploration and url parsing, 77 climate change pages 

from 27 of the total 50 websites were selected (23 websites didn’t have any section 

expressely related to the issue).

Categorisation

The 77 web pages were classified according to 9 exclusive categories½

¼Ë  → ramified portion of the website fully centred on climate change, 

often covering various aspects and perspectivesË

¶Ë  → collection of news tagged climate change or similarË

ÔË  → collection of blog articles tagged climate change or similarË

ÛË → information in the form of terminology explanationsË

ÓË  → section with lectures, presentations, tests and similar content 

(mainly intended for schools)Ë

³Ë  → portal that leads to technical studies on climate change aspectsË

ÞË  → dashboard showing updated data on aspects of climate changeË

µË  → collaboration of the website with some other organisation/entity in 

order to make a systemic communication focused on climate changeË

ÃË  → page which promotes services connected to climate change.


All climate change pages were listed in a csv file (Dataset P2_urls), with 

indication of respective category and website of origin.

Section

News tag

Blog tag

Glossary 

Educational

Research

Data

Feature

Business

Dataset

Dataset P2_urls


Spreasheet listing the 77 climate change pages identified 

through the weather websites, with respective categories. 
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Analysis of climate change pages started with mapping the pages 

according to their height in pixels, website of origin and page category.

Measuring length

The height in pixels of each climate change page was measured through full page 

screenshots’ sizes. The purpose of the measure was to provide an easily assessable 

(although partial) metric on the quantity of content inside each page.

PAGE MAPPING

Each climate page was classified according to the 9 categories previously defined. 

Also, climate change pages were listed according to their website of origin. 

Websites, in turn, were grouped according to the country and continent where 

they were based.

◈ P2→ Urls → Climate change pages → viz 01

The visualisation on the right is a matrix plot showing climate change pages at the 

intersection between page categories and websitesÅ

· X axis → websites < countries < continentÁ

· Y axis → page categories


Page categories are ordered according to the number of pages they include (from 

the one with the most pages, at the top, to the one with the least, at the bottom).


Websites, instead, are grouped according to country and continent. Continents, 

countries inside each continent and websites inside each country are ordered 

according to the respective number of climate change pages they include.


Climate change pages are represented as circles at the intersection between a 

category and a website. The circle size is proportional to the corresponding page’s 

height (in pixels). If there’s more than one page for a single category/website 

intersection, corresponding circles are placed one above each other, from the 

smallest (on top) to the biggest (at the bottom).

Page height ↓

↓

879 px

↓

30,364 px

Climate change pages

A map of climate change representations across the online weather forecast landscape
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◈ P2→ Urls → paths → viz 01

The visualisation on the left shows the paths from home pages to climate change 

pages, grouped by page categories. Paths are represented as series of interactions 

(clicks or hovers) across one or more pages. The position of interactions in each 

page is accurate, and interactions which needed some scrolling impact on the 

length of their respective page in the path.


Inside a group, paths are ordered according first to the number of steps (pages in-

between the home page and the climate change page) and then to the total height 

scrolled, and finally to the total number of interactions.


Each path has indicated above the website it comes from.

Cursor movement

Interaction 

(click/hover)

Browse to next page

Path page

Home page

Climate change 
page

CCP

No direct path

glossary: information in the form of terminology explanations

data: dashboard showing updated data on aspects of climate change

educational: section with lectures, presentations, tests and 
similar content (mainly intended for schools)
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Climate change pages were examined in relation to their ease of access 

from the main page of the corresponding website, as a metric of the 

visibility and importance attributed to them.

Path Detection

The path detection from the home page to the climate change page considered was 

mostly done manually, following the phases belowA

@L open the home pageX

?L try the followingA

ZL inspect mode and search box to look for the climate change page’s url (or at 

least a portion of it)X

;L English translation of the page and search box to look for keywords 

connected to the climate change page’s title or contentX

L̀ English translation of the menu to look for a rationale path in the 

direction of the considered climate change pageX

FL two casesA

ZL if one of the procedures in point 2 seems to lead to a promising new page 

(closer to the considered climate change page), open the new page; then 

start again from point 2X

;L if none of the procedures in point 2 leads anywhere, move back to the 

previous page and try other pathsX

bL repeat until reaching the climate change page or until all reasonable paths 

from the home page prove to be dead ends; in the latter case, the analysis 

proves that no clear direct path from the home page to the considered climate 

change page exists.


Out of 77 total climate change pages, 38 didn’t have any clear direct path from the 

home page.

Grouping - page categories

Paths were examined in groups in order to detect relevant tendencies. The first 

grouping was on the basis of page categories.

Paths - page types News tag: collection of news tagged “climate change” or similar
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wEBSITE/PAGES TABLE

Below, a table that synthesises the visualisation on the left (

) by showing the number of climate change pages, with and without a path 

from the home page, for each website (ordered according to the number of climate 

change pages with a path, from the highest to the lowest).

P2→ urls → paths → 

viz 02

WEBSITE

METOFFICE.GOV.UK 5 4

WETTER.DE 5 2

NOAA.GOV 4 5

WETTER.COM 2 0

ILMATIETEENLAITOS.FI 2 0

WEATHER.COM 1 5

WEATHER.COM.CN 1 4

ELTIEMPO.ES 2 3

ACCUWEATHER.COM 1 3

TIEMPO.COM 1 2

VWB.GOV.TW 1 2

METEO.GR 1 1

ILMETEO.IT 1 0

3BMETEO.IT 1 0

METEOBLUE.COM 1 0

WETTERONLINE.DE 1 1

METEOCIEL.FR 1 0

BUIENRADAR.NL 1 0

WEERONLINE.NL 1 0

IPMA.PT 1 0

FORECA.FI 1 0

BOM.GOV.AU 1 0

METEOMEDIA.COM 1 0

WEERPLAZA.NL 1 0

PAGES WITH


DIRECT ACCESS

PAGES WITHOUT


DIRECT ACCESS

THEWEATHERNETWORK.COM 1 0

METEOGIORNALE.IT 0 4

SNOW-FORECAST.COM 0 1

WEERONLINE.NL 0 1

NOAA.GOV North America → 

news tag research data educa-

tional

WEATHER.COM North America → 

news tag Feature

North America -----------------------------------

ACCUWEATHER.

COM

nORTH aMERICA → 

bLOG tag bUSINESS

THEWEATHERNET

WORK.COM

North America → 

Sec-

tion

METEOMEDIA.

COM

North America → 

Sec-

tion

WETTER.DE Europe → 

news tag Sec-

tion

Glossary

WETTERONLINE.DE Europe → 

News tag

WETTER.COM Europe → 

News

tag

Sec-

tion

METEOCIEL.FR Europe → 

Blog

tag

METEOBLUE.COM Europe → 

Data

BUIENRADAR.NL Europe → 

Busi-

ness

WEERPLAZA.NL Europe → 

News

tag

METEO.GR Europe → 

Data Educa-

tional

ILMATIETEENLAITOS

.FI

Europe → 

Fea-

ture

Rese-

arch

FORECA.FI Europe → 

News

tag

WEERONLINE.NL Europe → 

News

tag

WEATHER.COM.CN Asia → 

News tag educa-

tional

Sec-

tion

CWB.GOV.TW Asia → 

sec-

tion

Data Educa-

tional

Asia --------------------------------------------

IPMA.PT Europe → 

Fea-

ture

BOM.GOV.AU Oceania → 

Data

Oceania -----------------------------------------

PROTOCOL 2 28

Climate (Communication) Crisis

Paths were synthesised and grouped on the basis of websites, in order to 

provide a wide mapping of each platform’s effort in covering the topic. 

For the examination to be more detailed, screenshots of the climate 

change pages were paired with respective paths.

Path synthesizing

Paths were regrouped, this time according first to their website of origin. The 

information on the interactions was left behind, and the tracking focused more on 

number of pages in-between and lengths to scroll.

Climate change pages screenshots

Full length screenshots of climate change pages, produced with GoFullPage, are 

taken into consideration in order to provide information about both the length of 

the page and its visual appeareance.

◈ P2→ Urls → paths → viz 02

The visualisation on the right shows the paths from home pages to climate change 

pages and the appearance of the considered pages, grouped by website. Inside each 

website, the path/page pairs are grouped according to their category. Inside each 

category they are ordered according to the number of pages in the path, then to 

the total height scrolled in the path, then to the height of the page. Websites are 

also grouped on the basis of continents and countries. The visualisation for a 

single website is designed as below:

Continent ------------

WEBSITE Continent → [flag]

[PATH/PAGE]

Continent Based on country

WEBSITE Url of home page

Continent Based on country

[flag] Country of the site

Paths are shown as sequences of pages, which height depends on the height 

scrolled in the actual paths. Interactions are not represented.

No direct path

Path page

Home page

Climate change 
page

Path

Category

Paths - individual pages
METOFFICE.GOV.UK Europe → 

news

tag

Section Rese-

arch

Blog tag Glos-

sary

Data

SNOW-FORECAST.COM Europe → 

News

tag

ELTIEMPO.ES Europe → 

Sec-

tion

Feature Glos-

sary

TIEMPO.COM Europe → 

Blog

tag

News tag

News tag

METEOGIORNALE.IT Europe → 

ILMETEO.IT Europe → 

News

tag

3BMETEO.IT Europe → 

News

tag

Europe ------------------------------------------



Protocol 3

How do weather 
forecast platforms 
represent climate 
change in 
connection to 
extreme weather 
events?



Climate (Communication) Emergency

Protocol 3 02

Data collection

Protocol 3 analyses the coverage of 15 extreme weather events worldwide 

made by a selection of five weather websites from the ones investigated in 

protocol 2. The events selected are all correlated to climate change 

according to studies from the WWA (World Weather Attribution).


Reports and articles on the specific weather phenomena are retrieved by 

scraping the selected websites.

SOURCES

The World Weather Attribution (WWA) is a team of researchers from several 

institutions worldwide born to study actual extreme weather phenomena and 

assess their correlation to climate change in terms of frequency and/or intensity. 

SELECTION - events

Out of all the events they investigated, 15 were selected: they are all significantly 

correlated with climate change and varied in terms of both event type (e.g. storm) 

and location. A spreadsheet (Dataset P3_events) was manually compiled, 

mapping key metrics for each event. The saved information includes temporal and 

geographical coordinates as well as details on the type of event and its relation to 

the climate crisis.

SELECTION - websites

Out of the 50 websites analysed in protocol 2, five were selected. They comply with 

the following conditionsÁ

ÀØ they must singificantly address climate change (according to protocol 2)Î

ÜØ they must have an archive of weather news going back to (at least) Jan 2017. 

Scraping - WEBSITES

A custom python script based on Selenium was used to scrape the news archive of 

each website. Textual information was saved from the previews of articles 

published in set time frames, each related to one extreme weather event. 

SELECTION - ARTICLES

The scraped texts were analysed - partly manually and partly with automated 

filters - in order to detect all individual articles covering the selected extreme 

weather events. In total, 275 relevant articles were identified.

Scraping - ARTICLES

The articles were subjected to a second round of scraping, this time more detailed 

and focused not on the previews but on the article pages. Scraped information was 

saved into a spreadsheet (Dataset P3_Articles).
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Data Collection03

Datasets

Datates P3_events


Including the selected 15 extreme weather events assessed by 

the World Weather Attribution.

Datates P3_articles


Spreadsheet with detailed information from the 275 articles 

by 5 websites covering the selected extreme weather events.

◈ P3 → Data collection → MATRIX PLOT → viz 01

The visualisation on the left is a matrix plot showing the selected articles at the 

intersection between extreme weather events and websitesÁ

_ X axis → extreme weather events < continenti

_ Y axis → websites


Websites are ordered alphabetically, while weather events are grouped on the basis 

of the continent where they took place and ordered chronologically inside each 

group. Event types (e.g. storm) are identified by colour.


The number of articles is represented through the size of a circle at the 

intersection between event and website. The absence of the circle means the 

absence of articles for that event in that website.

Weather Event type ↓

Cold spells

Droughts

Heatwaves

Extreme rainfalls

Storms

Number of articles ↓

↓

1

↓

69
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Europe Asia Africa
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Titlearticle

Subtitle
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“Climate change”

“Climate crisis”
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“Global warming”
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None of the above

Text doesn’t exist

Weather Event type ↓
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The text entries resulting from the articles’ scraping were filtered in 

order to detect explicit references to the climate crisis and divide articles 

in climate-change-citing and climate-change-avoiding ones.


All texts were then translated to English  (when in a different language) 

in order to allow comparison.

Selection

Both texts in the preview of the articles and texts inside the article pages were 

included in the analysis.

FILTERING

The detection of articles that explicitly cite climate change was handled with 

Google Sheets’ conditional formatting options. Four key terms were considered: 

climate change, climate crisis, climate emergency, global warming (plus their 

translations in the language corresponding to the considered website). Out of 275 

articles, only 52 include at least one of the terms listed above.

Translation

A custom Python script based on GoogleTrans was used to translate all the 

extracted texts into a single language: English. The code ran through all the 

entries and saved the translations into a new csv file.


Each row of the csv file (Dataset P3_translations) includes bothP

J the translated textS

J information on website and article from which the original text was extracted.

Dataset

Dataset P3_translations


Spreadsheet resulting from the translation of the textual 

entries from the articles scraping.

◈ P3 → Texts → MATRIX PLOT → viz 01

The visualisation on the left is a series of matrix plots (one for each website) 

showing text entries at the intersection between articles and text typesP

J X axis → articles < extreme weather events < continentÛ

J Y axis → text types


Each individual text is represented as a square which is covered by a black and 

white texture when it includes a climate change reference - with the texture 

depending on the actual term used. The purpose of this matrix plot is to map 

climate change references across websites and in relation to the text types (which 

are connected to visibility and importance).
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Protocol 3 06

The analysis of translated texts started with detecting the predominant 

words in the websites, and later visualising them with sizes proportional 

to their frequencies.

Word count

A Python-based tool was used to process a word count on the translated texts of 

each website. The the following conditions were setZ

m Language → Englishu

m Saved words → most frequent 100.


A second round of word count with the same conditions was processed, for each 

website including only texts from climate-change-citing articles.


The tool was finally run on merged translations from all websites, twiceZ

Sk Including texts from all articlesk

Mk Including only texts from climate-change-citing articles.


Both times with the following conditionsZ

m Language → Englishu

m Saved words → most frequent 500.


For each word count process the tool produced a csv file with the list of most 

frequent words, their rank and their frequency.

Tag clouds

The tag cloud generator tool from Digital Methods Initiative was used to create 

tag cloud visualisations out of all the word counts. From each word count list the 

generator produced an svg file in which the text sizes are associated to absolute 

frequency ranges (e.g. 61-65 times → 18px).

Individual ↔ GLOBAL

The purpose of individual websites’ tag clouds is to give an horizontal mapping of 

the words used in each website. On the other hand, the merged texts’ tag clouds 

provide insights on general trends and patterns.

all articles ↔ CLIMATE-CHANGE-CITING articles

Differentiating between climate-change-citing and overall articles allows to spot 

key differences - if there’s any - in the way news related to climate change are 

treated in comparison to the normal flow of news.

◈ P3 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 01

The following visualisation shows all tag clouds from individual websites, two for 

each websiteZ

Sk all articles includedu

Mk climate-change-citing articles only.


The ration between the articles that reference climate change and articles that 

don’t is shown through a bar chart.


The proportion between word frequency and text size is consistent for all tag 

clouds inside the following visualisation, but it is different from the proportion in 

corresponding visualisations of protocol 1 and 2 (

 and ).


The visualisation is designed as follows:

P1 → texts → tag clouds → 

viz 01 P2 → texts → tag clouds → viz 01

WEBSITE CC / TOT Continent → [flag]

[TOT Tag cloud]

[CC Tag cloud]

Website Domain

Number of climate-change-citing articles / 

total number of articles

CC / TOT

Where the website is basedContinent

Country where the website is based[flag]

[TOT Tag cloud] Considering texts from all articles

[CC Tag cloud] Considering texts from climate-change-citing 

articles only

Climate-change-citing articles

Climate-change-avoiding articles

eltiempo.es 03 / 83 Europe → 

will (778) temperatures (340) areas (298) heat (222) peninsula (219) 
islands (211) continue (156) north (147) also (131) clouds (131) canary (125) may (121) can (116) high (114) day (113) 

drop (108) rise (106) spain (103) south (101) wave (100) wind (97) galicia (95) week (94) country (92) cantabrian (90) many (82) days (80) 

especially (80) maximum (78) half (77) temperature (76) although (76) thursday (74) strong (74) saturday (73) video (69) weekend (69) weather (69) 

reach (67) andalusia (67) fires (66) northern (66) storms (66) june (65) sunday (65) forecast (65) throughout (65) expected (64) fire (64) castilla (64) 

year (63) rest (61) balearic (61) warnings (60) sun (59) summer (58) record (58) wednesday (58) month (57) friday (57) sea (56) eastern (55) southern (53) 

extreme (53) drought (53) much (52) interior (52) part (51) last (51) area (51) la (50) hot (49) reached (48) us (48) 40ºc (47) normal (47) values (47) since (47) 

pyrenees (47) addition (46) northeast (46) water (46) madrid (45) due (45) león (45) around (44) showers (44) rain (44) rains (44) east (43) level (43) see (43) 

risk (43) 2017 (42) one (42) already (42) even (42) western (42) air (42) recorded (41) 

heat (19) dust (16) arctic (16) wave (14) temperature (14) fires (12) sahara (11) record (11) canada (11) air (10) area (9) 

situation (9) year (8) saharan (8) climate (8) temperatures (8) extreme (8) atlantic (7) us (7) new (7) since (7) almost (7) north (7) 

million (6) tons (6) will (6) much (6) warming (6) high (6) ice (6) atmosphere (5) sand (5) winds (5) can (5) higher (5) amount (5) due (5) presence (5) 

global (5) normal (5) change (5) season (5) may (5) reached (5) sea (5) 180 (4) displaced (4) summer (4) also (4) although (4) estimated (4) even (4) greater (4) 

know (4) many (4) siberia (4) last (4) siberian (4) region (4) according (4) values (4) episode (4) maximum (4) western (4) absolute (4) june (4) lytton (4) 

surface (4) weather (4) reach (3) spain (3) happens (3) suspended (3) large (3) kilometers (3) desert (3) world (3) particles (3) towards (3) well (3) suffered (3) 

common (3) long (3) simple (3) dry (3) prevents (3) conditions (3) amazon (3) way (3) phosphorus (3) everything (3) south (3) part (3) less (3) lake (3) one (3) 

phytoplankton (3) radiation (3) addition (3) reaching (3) 

ilmeteo.it 03 / 58 Europe → 

weather (131) europe (130) anticyclone (85) continent (75) 
thunderstorms (71) charon (69) also (64) will (61) fires (58) many (54) high (54) 
pressure (53) italy (51) temperatures (50) unstable (47) northern (47) australia (47) areas (45) heat (41) 

atlantic (40) rains (39) spain (39) situation (35) sectors (35) summer (33) hot (33) especially (32) clouds (31) regions (30) 

widespread (29) even (29) month (29) days (28) united (28) kingdom (27) france (26) mediterranean (26) old (25) central (25) north (24) 

part (24) rain (23) eastern (23) take (22) african (22) states (21) article (21) stock (21) european (21) showers (21) fire (21) origin (20) 

affect (20) locally (20) bad (20) alpine (19) germany (19) instability (19) next (19) southern (19) currents (18) storms (18) judas (18) western (17) 

peninsula (17) continues (17) scandinavia (17) air (17) july (17) iberian (16) period (16) rest (16) sun (16) super (16) video (16) nations (15) stable (15) 

centralnorthern (15) expected (15) protagonist (15) large (15) centralwestern (14) increasingly (14) intense (14) 40° (14) lucifer (14) particular (13) now (13) june (13) 

current (13) climate (13) animals (13) weeks (13) destroyed (13) several (12) circulation (12) far (12) conditions (12) record (12) including (12) 

fires (9) heat (7) weather (6) climate (6) will (5) temperatures (5) australia (4) wave (4) weekend (4) days (4) weeks (4) fire (4) new (4) next (4) 

record (4) last (4) russia (4) even (3) destroyed (3) areas (3) risk (3) hot (3) air (3) storms (3) average (3) higher (3) summer (3) ever (3) italy (3) 

siberia (3) change (3) nightmare (2) another (2) evacuations (2) months (2) dead (2) homes (2) effects (2) country (2) latest (2) coming (2) hour (2) arrival (2) 

fact (2) back (2) several (2) already (2) dramatic (2) situation (2) flames (2) kilometers (2) according (2) years (2) recorded (2) south (2) result (2) however (2) 

increasingly (2) 2019 (2) report (2) year (2) usually (2) regions (2) arctic (2) since (2) 2020 (2) anomalies (2) just (2) think (2) city (2) hottest (2) 

unfortunately (2) recent (2) high (2) present (2) masses (2) main (2) melting (2) least (2) july (2) video (2) drought (2) disappearance (2) 

metoffice.gov.uk 07 / 27 Europe → 

will (156) weather (144) temperatures (135) uk (115) 
england (94) high (82) heat (78) week (75) hot (71) conditions (71) met (64) average (64) 
rain (61) said (59) health (56) warm (54) extreme (54) southern (51) office (50) areas (48) climate (47) 

warning (47) see (46) parts (46) weekend (44) across (44) much (44) many (42) showers (41) likely (40) northern (40) 

change (40) wales (39) south (39) record (39) pressure (39) also (39) scotland (38) people (38) can (38) friday (36) 

temperature (35) summer (35) july (35) forecast (34) next (34) expected (33) year (32) dry (31) water (30) central (30) rainfall (29) 

heatwave (29) risk (28) month (27) although (27) air (27) days (27) driest (27) chief (26) however (26) low (26) especially (26) hours (26) 

sunshine (25) – (24) ireland (24) °c (24) heavy (23) meteorologist (23) continue (23) cold (23) since (23) well (23) saturday (22) june (22) may (21) 

national (21) still (21) even (21) april (21) issued (21) day (20) thundery (20) sunday (20) area (20) important (20) temp (20) early (20) places (19) spell (19) 

yellow (19) times (19) bringing (19) actual (19) anomaly (19) find (19) 2022 (19) warnings (18) recorded (18) 

climate (41) weather (34) uk (29) temperatures (27) change (27) summer (27) average (24) heat (23) 

england (22) will (21) year (17) met (17) temperature (17) office (15) high (15) extreme (15) june (14) 2022 (14) 

emissions (13) hot (13) study (13) °c (13) record (13) likely (13) may (12) warm (12) warmest (12) driest (12) temp (12) since (11) 

conditions (11) august (11) forecast (10) said (10) dry (10) prolonged (10) areas (10) actual (10) anomaly (10) rise (9) parts (9) rainfall (9) 

can (9) week (9) pressure (9) across (9) heatwave (9) co₂ (8) global (8) overall (8) many (8) warming (8) attribution (8) also (8) continue (8) southern (8) 

however (8) northern (8) ireland (8) shows (7) expected (7) increase (7) rapid (7) well (7) current (7) – (7) times (7) events (7) far (7) wales (7) 

hours (7) recent (6) series (6) even (6) years (6) risk (6) east (6) without (6) every (6) end (6) heatwaves (6) july (6) south (6) days (6) scotland (6) mean (6) 

levels (5) warmer (5) humaninduced (5) “the (5) still (5) fire (5) scientists (5) research (5) siberia (5) influence (5) institute (5) greenhouse (5) least (5) 115 (5) 

tiempo.com 20 / 41 Europe → 

will (140) temperatures (133) heat (125) air (82) last (76) 
fires (73) summer (72) situation (71) peninsula (69) days (69) temperature (68) areas (68) 
water (67) month (63) high (60) also (60) one (59) year (55) records (54) can (54) climate (52) 

since (52) drought (51) extreme (51) country (48) maximum (46) europe (46) many (44) record (43) change (43) may (43) 

rainfall (41) spain (40) although (40) already (40) ºc (40) meteorological (39) large (39) due (39) years (39) warm (38) 

recent (38) new (38) even (37) hours (36) part (36) average (36) cold (36) australia (36) us (35) waves (34) reservoirs (34) sea (32) 

storms (32) wave (30) time (30) mass (29) especially (29) according (29) august (28) southern (28) almost (28) fire (28) north (28) northern (28) 

much (28) months (27) july (27) area (27) south (27) increase (27) weeks (27) great (27) first (26) without (26) june (25) recorded (25) values (25) wind (25) 

lack (25) now (25) data (25) next (24) warming (24) dry (24) low (24) regions (24) continue (23) reached (23) hot (23) people (23) end (23) iberian (23) world (23) 

important (23) intense (22) tropical (22) interior (22) rain (22) less (22) 

temperatures (70) fires (64) heat (61) will (56) climate (52) change (40) 
temperature (34) extreme (34) also (33) last (33) summer (32) high (32) year (32) europe (30) one (29) air (28) 

days (28) new (28) record (27) records (27) situation (27) australia (27) meteorological (26) country (26) since (26) 

can (25) spain (23) already (23) warming (22) due (22) many (22) increase (22) maximum (21) june (21) although (21) may (21) 

drought (21) fire (21) world (21) waves (20) wave (19) peninsula (19) recent (19) area (19) time (19) us (18) recorded (18) global (18) 

people (18) now (18) areas (18) years (18) cold (18) today (16) forest (16) according (16) study (16) winter (16) great (16) water (16) tropical (15) 

warm (15) end (15) data (15) july (14) southern (14) continue (14) reached (14) even (14) north (14) much (14) floods (14) siberia (14) arctic (14) storms (14) 

hours (13) months (13) part (13) first (13) weather (13) intense (12) extraordinary (12) far (12) hectares (12) africa (12) average (12) become (12) rainfall (12) 

going (11) scenario (11) suffered (11) highest (11) affected (11) began (11) earth (11) current (11) without (11) ago (11) worst (11) consequences (11) 

weather.com 19 / 66 North America → 

fire (508) said (314) fires (278) people (206) miles (197) heat (188) 
according (185) homes (152) burning (150) told (150) australia (144) wildfires (143) south (142) 

square (140) burned (134) reported (116) also (114) state (111) new (107) across (105) wildfire (104) least (102) 

drought (100) county (97) area (96) smoke (94) water (93) one (91) weather (90) tuesday (90) thursday (89) temperatures (86) near (86) 

residents (85) firefighters (84) areas (84) several (84) two (83) destroyed (80) us (79) many (75) friday (74) town (73) australian (73) 

emergency (72) wednesday (71) conditions (71) since (70) bushfires (70) extreme (68) still (67) large (67) service (67) officials (66) air (65) 

national (65) monday (64) western (64) glance (63) will (63) wales (63) contained (62) arizona (62) parts (61) california (60) record (60) evacuation (57) 

sunday (57) rain (57) three (55) degrees (55) morning (54) year (54) time (54) now (54) wave (53) west (53) winds (52) get (52) region (51) climate (51) 

houston (51) high (50) london (50) dozens (49) evacuate (49) country (48) blaze (48) office (48) flooding (48) days (47) news (47) evacuations (46) help (46) much (46) 

east (46) states (46) flames (45) north (45) week (45) 

fire (197) said (124) heat (123) fires (107) according (77) people (74) 
miles (65) told (62) homes (60) drought (59) tuesday (56) burning (56) climate (51) wildfires (49) square (49) 

london (48) temperatures (45) burned (45) also (45) state (44) extreme (43) reported (42) change (41) wildfire (41) several (40) 

across (40) us (40) water (39) weather (38) record (36) south (36) area (35) two (35) new (35) air (34) firefighters (33) least (33) 

conditions (32) near (32) county (32) wednesday (31) australia (31) areas (30) wave (29) degrees (29) residents (29) one (29) year (29) west (29) 

many (29) washington (29) california (29) uk (28) deaths (28) get (28) river (27) parts (26) edt (26) dry (26) large (26) emergency (25) destroyed (25) 

around (24) will (24) officials (24) contained (24) july (23) high (23) since (23) blaze (22) friday (22) last (22) oregon (22) time (21) hot (21) news (20) 

monday (20) continue (20) day (20) can (20) region (20) western (20) states (20) national (19) expected (19) glance (19) arizona (19) evacuation (19) years (19) 

nearly (19) europe (18) pm (18) like (18) already (18) now (18) week (18) northwest (18) north (18) portland (18) wales (18) 
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◈ P3 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 02

The following visualisation shows the two tag clouds resulting from the merged 

texts from all websitesZ

Sk all articles includedu

Mk climate-change-citing articles only. 


A bar chart shows the ratio between climate-change-citing and avoiding articles.


The proportion between word frequency and text size is consistent for the two tag 

clouds in the following visualisation, but it is different from the proportion in 

corresponding visualisations of protocol 1 and 2 (

and ) as well as in the previous 

visualisation ( ).

P1 → texts tag clouds → 

viz 02  P2 → texts tag clouds → viz 02

P3 → texts → tag clouds → viz 01

Merged 052 / 275

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 

wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) 

due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 

parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 

first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) 

years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 

west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 

thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) 

firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 

likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) 

met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 

flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 

coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 

months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) 

current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 

leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 

second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) 

damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) 

– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) 

make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) 

mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) 

león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) 

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) 

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) 

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 

gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) 

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) 

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) 

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) 

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 

london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 

years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 

wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 

california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 

winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 

western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 

2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 

city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 

today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 

evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 

going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 

peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 

spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 

increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 

southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 

floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 

exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 

seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) 

research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 

houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 
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Merged texts’ tag clouds were further investigated: the words they 

contain were grouped on the basis of their meaning and in accordance 

with the evaluation criteria previously set.


Meaningful comparisons between all articles and climate-change-citing 

articles were provided through categorisation and colour coding.

categorisation

Each word from the two merged tag clouds was categorised into 1 exclusive 

category of 15, according to its meaning. Categories are the same as in protocol 1 

and 2, and keep into consideration both the specific words in the tag clouds of all 

protocols and the evaluation criteria set prior to starting the analysis.


Each category can be made of 1, 2 or 3 specific subcategories. Categories and 

subcategories are listed and defined on the opposite page. However, the analysis 

initialy focus on first-level categories (highlighted in orange in the list).

colour coding

A colour for each category was estabilished, then the words in the merged texts’ 

tag clouds were coloured according to their category of belonging. Working 

directly with colour on the clouds allows to see�

� variety → how many words for each category�

� frequency → position and size of words for each category.

all articles ↔ CLIMATE-CHANGE-CITING articles

Comparing the distribution of each colour for the two tag clouds (all articles and 

climate-change-citing articles) allows to go deeper into analysing whether and 

how communications addressing the climate crisis differ from the regular flow of 

news in the websites.

◈ P3 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 03

The visualisation on the right shows for each category the pair of tag clouds placed 

side by side, with the words falling in the category highlighted in colour.


In order to give more importance to the colours, words were replaced with 

rectangles through Dan Ross’ Flow Block font. The terms falling in the category 

were made readable in an ordered list (most frequent to least frequent) that 

follows each tag cloud. Words in the all articles list that don’t appear in the 

climate-change-citing list are faded.

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) air (78) summer (81)  high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 

years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 

wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 

california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 

winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 

western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 

2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 

city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 

today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 

evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 

going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 

peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 

spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 

increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 

southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 

floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 

exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 

seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) 

research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 

houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) air (78) summer (81)  high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) 
research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 
houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

drought, air

Weather

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654)  areas (543) fire (632)
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233) drought (216) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222)  summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208)  year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) rain (207)
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) burned (154) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155)  still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 
wildfires (149) wind (143) change (141) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143)  part (140) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139)  half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133)  reported (131) rainfall (137) storms (132)
parts (131) records (130)  state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) forecast (130)
first (124) now (122)  around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114)  reach (111) monday (110) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) dry (112)
years (107) national (107)  cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105)  sea (103) rains (106) wildfire (105) pressure (102) 
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101)  office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) anticyclone (100)
thunderstorms (96) sun (94) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95)  northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) 
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) 
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79)  however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) storm (79)
flames (77) bushfires (74)  just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70)  normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) charon (69)
months (67)  today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) flooding (67)
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57)  april (56) left (56) london (56) precipitation (56) meteorological (55) 
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55)  way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) snow (54)
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) 
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49)  france (48) affected (48) broken (48) blaze (49)
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) 
león (46) arctic (45) say (45)  entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45)  tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) lightning (45) skies (45)

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43)  moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) sunny (43)

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42)  times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) blazes (42)

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41)  exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) radiation (41)

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 
gusts (38) heatwave (38) isolated (38)  2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36)  pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) driest (36)

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33)  sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) imelda (33)

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) 

ordered (32) police (32) look (32)  granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) typhoon (32)

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) 

fire, fires, weather, air, drought, 

rain, clouds, climate, burning, 

burned, wildfires, wind, change, 

rainfall, storms, forecast, , 

winds, smoke, dry, , wildfire, 

pressure, antycyclone, , 

, , flames, bushfires, 

, flooding, , 

meteorological, , blaze, 

meteorologist, lightning, , 

, blazes, , , 

, heatwave, driest, , 

showers

rains

thunderstorms

sun storm

charon precipitation

snow

skies

sunny radiation sunshine

gusts imelda

typhoon

Climate-change-citing

heat (233)   temperatures (155) said (143) fire (230) fires (196)climate (158)
change (116) weather (95) will (112) according (102) extreme (101)  people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) air (78) summer (81)  high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65)  miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) burning (65)
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55)   conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) burned (54)wildfires (54)
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48)  state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) dry (48)
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 
winds (32) rain (31) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31)  east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 
western (31) west (31)  although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) rainfall (31)
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29)  study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28)  news (27) meteorological (29) smoke (27)
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27)  month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) flames (26)
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24)  2022 (24) forecast (24)
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23)  making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) blaze (23)
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21)  20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) storms (21)
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19)  winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) bushfires (19)
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16)  largest (16) driest (16)
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15)  agency (15) ice (15)  previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) blazes (15)

research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15)  little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) wind (15)

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14)  ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) droughts (14)

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 
houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12)  event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) humidity (12)

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11)  atlantic (11)  multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) anticyclone (11) atmospheric (11)

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11)  never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11)  impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) meteorologist (11) heatwave (11)

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

fire, fires, climate, change, 

weather, drought, air, burning, 

burned, wildfires, dry, wildfire, 

winds, rain, rainfall, meteorological


smoke, flames, forecast, blaze, 

storms, bushfires, flooding, floods, 

driest, lightning, pressure, blazes, 

wind, droughts, humidity, 

anticyclone, atmospheric, 

meteorologist, heatwave, clouds

Causes

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) 
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) 
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) 
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) 
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62)  animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59)  associated (61)
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) 
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54)  dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) caused (54)
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51)  houston (51) unstable (50)  bring (50) spread (50) issued (51) affect (50)
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49)  evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48)  broken (48) cause (49) affected (48)
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) 
león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) 

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) 

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) 

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 
gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36)  episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) department (36)

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) 

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) 

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) 

due, associated, caused, , 

, cause, affected, department

issued

affect

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46)  already (45) due (45)
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 
city (27) monday (27)  central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) associated (27)
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23)  worst (23) emissions (23)
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17)  reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) fueled (17)
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16)  hectares (16) cause (16)
exceptional (16) night (16)  ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16)
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) 
research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15)  values (15) episode (15) affected (15)

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14)  eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) linked (14)

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13)  extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) attribution (13)

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 
houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11)  hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) lead (11)

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9)  clouds (9) result (9)

due, associated, emissions, fueled, 

cause, greenhouse, gas, caused, 

affected, linked, consequences, 

influence, attribution, lead, result

Solutions

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) 
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) 
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) 
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66)  30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) officials (66)
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) 
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) 
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) 
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) 
león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) 

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) 

authorities (41) chief (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41)  córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) 

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39)  killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) agency (39)
gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37)  capital (37) lack (37) firefighting (37)

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) 

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33)  minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) sheriff (33)

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) 

ordered (32)  look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) police (32)

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) 

firefighters, officials, authorities, 

, agency, firefighting, , 

police

chief sheriff

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38)  large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) firefighters (38)
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 
evacuation (24)  three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) officials (24)
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15)  ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) agency (15)

research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) firefighting (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) department (14)university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14)  start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13)  series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) police (13)

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 
houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12)  humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) nifc (12)

africa (12) sea (12)  report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) authorities (11)

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10)  declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10)  studies (10) exceed (10) control (10) minister (10)

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10)  complex (10) important (10)   resources (10) spokesperson (10) ready (10)beat (10)

telegraph (10) put (10)  madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) environmental (10)

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

firefighters, officials, agency, 

firefighting, brigade, department, 

police, noaa, nifc, authorities, 

management, control, minister, 

spokesperson, ready, beat, 

environmental

Impacts

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388)  south (316) peninsula (307)  high (360) many (297)
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233)  islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213)  hot (210) spain (210) extreme (233) record (212)
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191)  last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182)  us (178) clouds (174) wave (191) conditions (182)
climate (174)   expected (171) friday (170)  homes (165) june (163)  weekend (162) new (174)much (172) large (169) average (163)
burning (162)  across (159)  sunday (155) burned (154) still (152)  western (150) told (150) situation (161) even (155) several (151)
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148)  although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) rise (146) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131)  forecast (130) state (130)  canary (129) central (128) see (128)  eastern (126) next (126) records (130) already (129) strong (127)
first (124) reach (111) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112)  monday (110) 
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106)  warm (106)  england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) reached (106) risk (105)
west (102) hours (102) near (102)  anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) destroyed (101)
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) 
firefighters (93)  region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88)  mediterranean (87) warnings (93) intense (88)
likely (87)   recent (84)  health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) low (86)emergency (85) level (84)
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79)  seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) end (78)
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74)  bushfires (74)  community (73) andalusia (72)  get (71) highest (74) help (73) warning (72)
coming (71) world (71) going (71)  night (70)  charon (69) normal (69)  addition (68) california (68) including (67) higher (70) important (70) heavy (68)
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65)  place (64) increase (65)
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60)    exceed (59)waves (59)died (59)worst (59) 
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57)  madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) hit (57)
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) 
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52)  early (52)  home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) deaths (52) need (52)
make (50)  sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) evacuations (50)  evacuate (49) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) 
león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45)  cool (44) great (44)

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) 

levels (43) largest (42) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42)  registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) 

authorities (41) park (41)  stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41)  set (40)  expect (40) known (40) lower (41) exceeded (40) events (40) forced (40) 

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39)  general (39) agency (39)  global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) severe (39) killed (39) increasing (38) 

gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38)  sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37)  firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) reaching (37) experiencing (37)

dangerous (37) evacuated (36)  suffered (35)  know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36)  small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35)

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) significant (34) lot (34) ever (33)frequent (33)  come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34)  yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33)  

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) 

able (32)  °c (32) fall (32) report (32)  media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) numerous (32) devastating (32) death (32)

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32)  cities (31) beginning (31) land (31)  koalas (31) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) effects (31)

man (31) environment (31) services (31)  coastal (31) ago (31)  orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30)  basin (30) problem (31) impacts (31) rising (30)

high, many, extreme, record, wave, 

conditions, new, much, large, 

average, situation, even, several, 

rise, least, records, already, 

strong, first, reach, reached, risk, 

destroyed, , intense, low, 

emergency, level, end, highest, help, 

, higher, important, , 

increase, evacuation, exceed, waves, 

died, worst, hit, , deaths, 

need, evacuations, evacuate, great, 

, largest, , exceeded, 

events, forced, , , 

increasing, , experiencing, 

dangerous, evacuated, suffered, 

, , lot, ever, 

frequent, , , 

devastating, death, , 

unprecedented, effects, , 

impacts, 

warnings

warning heavy

damage

levels lower

severe killed

reaching

warned significant

dead numerous

increasingly

problem

rising

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102)  weather (95) people (95)  also (91) year (88) extreme (101) record (91)
drought (83) summer (81) air (78)   temperature (76) since (69)  us (67) area (66) homes (65) high (78)new (77) wave (67)
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63)  areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) many (63)
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) burned (54) wildfires (54)  square (52) across (52) average (51) several (55) conditions (53)
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45)  may (43)  now (42)  spain (42)  parts (41) situation (44) least (43) records (42) much (42)
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39)  week (38) firefighters (38)  recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) even (38) large (38)
california (35)   like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32)  around (32) deaths (34)destroyed (33) waves (32)
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32)  million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) increase (32)
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31)  recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) risk (30)
2020 (29)  warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) reached (29) emergency (28) highest (28) 
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26)  edt (26) far (25) end (26)
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24)  forecast (24) 2022 (24) help (24)
evacuation (24) worst (23)  officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) 
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22)  almost (22)  part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) events (22) first (22)hit (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) intense (21) 
spread (20) made (20) – (20)  started (19) warmest (19) health (19)  especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) rise (19) need (19)
increasing (19) great (19) low (18) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19)  tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18)  pm (18) home (18) left (18) 
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17)  fueled (17)  hundreds (17) morning (17)  thursday (17) flooding (17) higher (17) reach (17) died (17)
floods (17)  idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17)  set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) suffered (17) evacuations (16)
exceptional (16) worse (16)  largest (16)  night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16)  cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16)
seattle (16) prolonged (16)  back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) major (15)

research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15)  saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) extremely (15)

effects (14) death (14)  level (14) fact (14)  coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14)  earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13)  environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) frequent (13)

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13)  afternoon (13)  “the (13) four (13) extraordinary (13) historic (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13)  located (13) earth (13) century (13)   lives (12) experienced (13) anomaly (13)greater (13)
houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12)  found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12)  researchers (12) germany (12)  consumed (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) dangerous (12) strong (12)

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12)  pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12)  victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) increased (12) event (12)

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11)  anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) catastrophic (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) lot (11) impacts (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11)  station (11) heatwave (11)  make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11)  orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) frequency (11)

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11)  generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) unprecedented (10)

ever (10) alltime (10)  broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) 

top (10) forced (10) exceed (10)  second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10)  highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10)  interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10)  ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) disaster (10) important (10)

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

extreme, record, high, new, wave, 

many, several, conditions, already, 

situation, least, records, much, 

even, large, deaths, destroyed, 

waves, increase, risk, reached, 

emergency, highest, end, help, 

evacuation, worst, events, first, 

hit, intense, rise, need, increasing, 

great, low, higher, reach, died, 

suffered, evacuatiions, exceptional, 

worse, largest, major, extremely, 

effects, death, level, frequent, 

extraordinary, historic, really, 

experienced, anomaly, greater, 

devastating, evacuated, dangerous, 

strong, increased, event, 

catastrophic, evacuate, exceeded, 

lot, impacts, frequency, 

unprecedented, ever, alltime, top, 

forced, exceed, disaster, important

Anticipation

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261)  days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) can (254)
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172)  friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) expected (171)
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120)  east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) around (119)
years (107)national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) 
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) 
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) 
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 
second (58) system (58) close (58) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) possible (57) 
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) 
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) 
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) 
león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) 

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) 

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40)  known (40) forced (40) expect (40)

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 
gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) 

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) 

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) 

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) 

can, expected, around, likely, 

possible, expect

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59)  water (59) can (59)
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 
winds (32)  met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) expected (32)
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29)  meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) likely (29)
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) 
research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13)  experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) seems (13)
houses (12) january (12)  hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12)  media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) think (12) possible (12)

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

can, around, expected, likely, 

estimated, seems, think, possible

Locations

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360)  many (297) south (316) peninsula (307)
people (287)  can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241)  continue (238) water (236) north (261) australia (239)
air (233) extreme (233)  may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210)  islands (223) spain (210)
europe (208) area (203)country (202) rain (207) year (206)   temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) southern (182) us (178) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184)  conditions (182)  clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161)  even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151)  told (150) across (159) western (150)
wildfires (149)  square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) uk (149)
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130)  already (129)  central (128) see (128) strong (127)  next (126) state (130) canary (129)  eastern (126)
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119)  two (114)  dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) east (119) wales (114)
years (107)  rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105)  wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) national (107) england (105)
west (102) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100)  recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96)  well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94)  rest (93) town (96) northwest (94) continent (93)
firefighters (93) warnings (93)  like (91)  throughout (89)  intense (88) region (92) australian (91) southeast (90) states (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82)  values (81) august (81) forest (81) regions (81)
met (81)  almost (80)  take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78)  interior (78) far (77) atlantic (80) coast (80) city (78)
flames (77) just (75) center (75)  highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73)  warning (72) get (71) balearic (75) iberian (74) andalusia (72)
coming (71)  going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68)  including (67) world (71) california (68)
months (67) flooding (67) today (67)  news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66)  good (65) increase (65) castilla (67) northeast (65) place (64) 
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64)  remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) arizona (64) italy (63)
leave (62)  associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61)  million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) southwest (62) united (60)
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57)  precipitation (56) april (56) left (56)  meteorological (55)  madrid (57) london (56)
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55)   snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) valley (55)la (55)
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51)  unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) houston (51)
make (50) evacuations (50)  widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49)  affected (48) broken (48) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) france (48)
mountain (48)  started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47)  clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) portugal (47) texas (47) ebro (47)

león (46)  say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45)  great (44) cool (44) arctic (45) catalonia (45)

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44)  continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) provinces (44)

levels (43)  stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42)  largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) washington (43) places (42)

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41)  radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) córdoba (41)

orange (40)  found (40) airport (40) case (40)  evolution (40) origin (39)   sunshine (39) victoria (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) germany (39)european (39)

african (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39)  public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 

gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37)  lack (37) capital (37)

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36)  real (35) suffered (35) mancha (36)

power (35) historic (35)  force (35) active (35) — (35)  dust (35) bringing (34) thermal (34)  january (34) canberra (35) africa (35) oregon (35) locally (34) coasts (34)

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33)  currently (33)  ever (33) frequent (33) kingdom (33) southeastern (33)

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33)  “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33)  bad (32)  idaho (33) jaén (33)

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) 

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32)   increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) beginning (31)  effects (31) koalas (31) granada (32)strait (32) cities (31) land (31)

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31)  ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30)  light (30) rising (30) basin (30) coastal (31) british (30)

areas, south, peninsula, NORTH, 
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Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67)   homes (65) us (67)area (66)
one (65) burning (65) miles (65)  last (63) many (63)  told (62)  can (59) water (59) australia (63) areas (62) uk (59)
tuesday (57) days (56)  several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52)  average (51) south (56) across (52)
london (51) country (48)europe (48) state (48) june (50)   dry (48)  hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 
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fires (479) weather (455) also (408)  high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) said (388)
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150)  told (150)
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) 
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) video (95) 
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) 
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67)  2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) news (66)
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 
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will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169)  june (163) average (163) weekend (162) homes (165)
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) 
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95)  morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) residents (95)
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84)  three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) health (84)
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73)  andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) community (73)
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) 
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63)  evacuation (63) communities (63)
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) 
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) 
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52)  issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) home (51)
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) 
león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) 

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) 

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) 

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 
gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) 

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) 

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) 

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) 

people, homes, residents, health, 

community, , home, communities man

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95)  record (91) also (91) year (88) people (95)
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66)  homes (65)
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) office (31) still (31) residents (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19)  need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) health (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18)  left (18) home (18)
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) 
research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14)  mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) human (13)

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 
houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

people, homes, residents, health, 

community, home, human

Others

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455)  said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) also (408)
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215)  record (212) hot (210) spain (210) one (213)
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187)  southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) especially (184)
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154)  several (151) western (150) told (150) still (152)
wildfires (149) uk (149)  rise (146)  maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141)  least (140) square (148) although (145) part (140)
due (139)  rainfall (137)  july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) drop (139) half (136)
parts (131) central (128)see (128) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129)   strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119)  wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) two (114)
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 
west (102) hours (102)  destroyed (101) anticyclone (100)  cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) near (102) office (100)
thunderstorms (96) town (96)  degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) well (95) rest (93) 
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92)  australian (91) southeast (90)  states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) like (91) throughout (89)
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84)  afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) three (83)
met (81) almost (80) take (79)  however (79) service (79) seen (78) interior (78)far (77)  atlantic (80)  coast (80)  storm (79)  end (78)  city (78)  
flames (77)  balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) just (75) center (75) get (71) 
coming (71) going (71) normal (69) addition (68) including (67)  world (71)  higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) heavy (68)  california (68) 
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66)  officials (66)  northeast (65)  increase (65) place (64) little (66) 30 (66) good (65)
current (64)  weeks (64)  arizona (64) italy (63)  communities (63) evacuation (63) less (64) glance (64) contained (64) remain (63) go (63) another (63)
leave (62) 20 (61) million (60) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61)  river (61) united (60)  40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 
second (58) system (58)close (58) without (57) left (56)  possible (57)  hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56)  london (56) meteorological (55) 
damage (55) season (55)   valley (55) la (55) snow (54)  caused (54)  reservoirs (54) period (53)  2020 (53) 10 (55)began (55) way (54) dozens (54) thousands (53)
– (53) find (52) unstable (50)  bring (50) spread (50)  tropical (53) ºc (53)  deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51)  affect (50)
make (50) widespread (49) become (49) broken (48)  evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49)  cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47)  later (46) meteorologist (46) started (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46)

león (46) entire (45)long (45) closed (45) number (45) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45)   history (45)  skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44) nearly (44)4 (44) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) hottest (44) mountains (44)   provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43)  winter (43) 

levels (43) washington (43)  maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42)    september (41) stable (42) registered (42)5 (41) making (41)start (41)

authorities (41)  lower (41)  chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40)  events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40)  park (41) stay (41) set (40)

orange (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) evolution (40) origin (39) victoria (40)  scotland (40) guadalquivir (40)  germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38)  press (38)  increasing (38) general (39)  public (38) 50 (38)

gusts (38)  heatwave (38) 2021 (38)  reaching (37)  experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) isolated (38) y (38) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36)  evacuated (36)  driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36)  suffered (35) 100 (36) small (36) real (35)

power (35) force (35)active (35)— (35) dust (35) bringing (34)historic (35) canberra (35)    africa (35) oregon (35)  locally (34)  thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34)   significant (34) lot (34)   kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) come (34) away (34) four (34)lost (34) yellow (34)old (33)

dead (33)     previous (33) study (33) idaho (33)  imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) grow (33)front (33)declared (33)red (33) de (33) “the (33) bad (32) 

able (32) atmosphere (32) keep (32) ap (32)  numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32)  past (32) continued (32) 

ordered (32)  look (32) beginning (31) police (32)  typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31)  land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31) environment (31)  problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31)   british (30)  rising (30) basin (30) services (31) orders (31)instability (30) light (30)

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91)  year (88) also (91)
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53)  across (52) average (51) square (52)
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47)  due (45) already (45) two (46)
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33)   wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) like (33)near (33)
winds (32) expected (32)  washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31)  met (32) get (32) office (31)still (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31)  risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) although (31)
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29)  emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) become (28)
city (27) monday (27) associated (27)  season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26)  siberia (26) end (26)  central (27) just (26) edt (26)far (25) 
today (25)  scientists (25) canada (25) friday (25) oregon (25)  help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) see (25) well (25) seen (25) 1 (25) service (24)
evacuation (24) officials (24)     cold (23)  blaze (23)  emissions (23) worst (23) three (24)contained (24)however (23)less (23) number (23) making (23)
going (23) another (22) almost (22) part (22) go (22)  weekend (22) months (22) events (22)  first (22) hit (22)  northwest (22) august (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21)  intense (21) data (21) northern (21)   20 (21) say (21) began (21)without (21) coming (20) nearly (20)
spread (20)made (20) – (20) started (19) especially (19) glance (19)  rise (19)  warmest (19) health (19) need (19)  known (19)  arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19)   low (18)  home (18) including (18)experiencing (18) pm (18) left (18) 
southeast (18) town (18) times (18)  latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17)  morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) dozen (18) hundreds (17)
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17)  evacuations (16)  2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) dust (17) set (16) 40 (16) hectares (16) 
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16)  worse (16) cool (16)   driest (16) largest (16) ap (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16)long (16) dozens (16)
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15)  lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) back (15)

research (15)   extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15)  affected (15) values (15)  used (15)shows (15) thousands (15) little (15) episode (15)

effects (14)  death (14) coast (14) russia (14)  linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14)  weathercom (14) fact (14) beginning (14) history (14) way (14)

brigade (14) university (14)  press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14)  amount (14) common (14) start (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13)  sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) mass (13) addition (13)

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13)  attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13)  really (13) series (13) “the (13) four (13)

noaa (13)  spring (13)  seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) 30 (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) lives (12) 

houses (12) reduced (12) scene (12)small (12) calls (12)leave (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12)  soon (12)   possible (12) media (12)   future (12) 

public (12) found (12) something (12) red (12) consumed (12)  devastating (12) evacuated (12)  sunday (12)  dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12)  increased (12) pacific (12)  nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12)  scenario (12) temp (12) use (12) 200 (12) behind (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11)  atmospheric (11)   celsius (11) evacuate (11) atlantic (11) multiple (11)saw (11)

exceeded (11)   meteorologist (11)    lot (11)  heatwave (11) impacts (11)  atmosphere (11)good (11) never (11)smaller (11)broke (11) station (11) make (11) clear (11)

2017 (11) 2018 (11)  continued (11)  frequency (11)   cooling (11) management (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) lost (11) orders (11)10 (11) conditioners (11)

general (11) line (11) normal (11) registered (11) generated (10)missing (10) 17 (10)  lead (11) hemisphere (11)  planet (11)  episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10)  

ever (10)   lake (10) continues (10)  ground (10)  says (10) capital (10)  alltime (10) broken (10)positive (10) 104 (10) airport (10) running (10) return (10) case (10)

top (10)  currently (10) control (10)  show (10)  forced (10)  heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) second (10) declared (10) buildings (10) highs (10)

yesterday (10)  disaster (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10)  important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) taken (10) 4 (10) interior (10) find (10) complex (10)

telegraph (10) put (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) grow (9)bring (9) 180 (9)  environmental (10) madrid (10)  saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10)  

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

Time

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254)  according (242)  australia (239) continue (238) water (236) days (251) week (241)
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223)  drought (216)  one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) may (222) summer (215)
europe (208) rain (207)  area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) year (206) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) wave (191) last (189)  especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) thursday (187)
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171)  large (169) homes (165)  average (163)  friday (170) june (163) weekend (162)
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155)  burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) sunday (155)
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143)  wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) time (143)
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136)  storms (132) reported (131) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133)
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111)  monday (110)
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 
west (102)  near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) hours (102)
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95)  sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) morning (95)
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83)  regions (81) values (81)  forest (81) afternoon (82) august (81)
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70)  important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) night (70)
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) 
current (64) less (64)  glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) weeks (64)
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56)  left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) april (56)
damage (55)  10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54)  thousands (53) 2020 (53) season (55) period (53)
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52)  need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) early (52)
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47)  warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46)  meteorologist (46) spring (47) later (46)

león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) 

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42)  places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) times (42) september (41) 

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) 

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 
gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36)  department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) pm (36)

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) 

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32)  report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) fall (32)

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) 

days, week, may, summer, year, month, 

day, thursday, friday, june, weekend, 

sunday, time, july, saturday, 

wednesday, tuesday, monday, years, 

hours, morning, afternoon, august, 

night, months, weeks, , season, 

period, early, spring, later, winter, 

times, , pm, january, 

april

september fall

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91)  year (88)
drought (83)  air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) summer (81)
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57)days (56)  south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51)  country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47)  two (46) due (45) already (45) june (50) time (47)
years (45) july (45) may (43) continue (45)  warming (45) situation (44)  least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38)  firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) week (38)
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33)  region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) wednesday (33) day (33)
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 
city (27)  associated (27) central (27)  flames (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) monday (27) season (27) hours (27) month (26) 
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25)  1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) friday (25)
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 
going (23) another (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22)  go (22) current (22) weekend (22) months (22) august (22)
peninsula (22) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) weeks (21) 
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19)  great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) winter (19)
southeast (18) town (18)  dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17)  died (17)  flooding (17) times (18) morning (17) thursday (17)
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16)  place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) period (16)
exceptional (16)  greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) night (16)
seattle (16)  major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) prolonged (16)
research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15)  firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) saturday (15)

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14)  way (14) weathercom (14) earlier (14)

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14)  information (14)  department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) early (14) later (14)

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13)  historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) afternoon (13)

noaa (13) 30 (13)  closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13)  anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) spring (13) century (13)
houses (12)  think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) january (12)

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12)  something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) sunday (12)

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

year, summer, tuesday, days, june, 

time, years, july, may, week, 

wednesday, day, monday, season, 

hours, month, friday, weekend, 

months, august, weeks, winter, times, 

morning, thursday, period, right, 

prolonged, saturday, earlier, early, 

later, afternoon, spring, century, 

sunday, yesterday

Past & present

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239)  water (236) continue (238)
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198)  month (194) day (193) since (197)
northern (191) wave (191)  thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) last (189)
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124)  showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) now (122)
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) 
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85)  level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) recent (84)
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 
months (67) flooding (67)  castilla (67) news (66)  little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) today (67) 2017 (66)
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) 
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) 
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) 
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47)  data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) 2019 (47)

león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45)  closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) history (45)

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44)  sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) continues (43)

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) 

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) 

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 
gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38)  y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 2021 (38)

dangerous (37) know (37)  100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) 2022 (37) latest (36)

power (35)  canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) historic (35)

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) currently (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33)  study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32)  previous (33)

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32)  keep (32) ap (32) past (32) continued (32)

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31)  impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) ago (31)

continue, since, last, now, recent, 

today, 2017, current, 2020, 2019, 

history, continues, 2021, 2022, 

latest, historic, currently, 

previous, past, continued, ago

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76)  wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) since (69)
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63)  many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) last (63)
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 
years (45)  july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43)  records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) continue (45) now (42)
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38)  river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) recent (37)
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 
today (25) 2022 (24)  see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18)  higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) latest (17)
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16)  regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 2019 (16)
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15)  services (15) france (15) caused (15) previous (15)

research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15)  wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) 2021 (15)

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14)  siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) ago (14)

united (13)  update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) past (13)

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 
houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) continued (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11)  lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10)  104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) continues (10)

top (10) second (10)  control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) currently (10)

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

since, last, continue, now, recent, 

2020, today, 2022, current, latest, 

2019, previous, 2021, ago, past, 

2017, 2018, continued, continues, 

currently

Future

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) 
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) 
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) 
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) 
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) 
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) 
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) 
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46)later (46)meteorologist (46) 
león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) 

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) 

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) 

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 
gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) 

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) 

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) 

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) 

will, next

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116)  according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) will (112)
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21)  storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) next (21)
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) 
research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 
houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12)  scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) soon (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12)  temp (12) absolute (12) scenario (12)

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

will, next, soon, future, scenario

Temperature

All articles

will (1198)  fire (632) areas (543) temperatures (744) heat (654)
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212)  spain (210) hot (210)
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202)  miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) temperature (201)
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) 
years (107) national (107) rains (106)  reached (106)  risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) cold (106) warm (106)
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95)  video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) degrees (95)
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) 
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) 
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60)  exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 40ºc (60)
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) 
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) 
– (53)  find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) tropical (53) ºc (53)
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47)  ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) warming (47)

león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44)  mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) hottest (44)

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) 

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) 

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 
gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) 

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34)  coasts (34) january (34) thermal (34)

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) 

able (32) numerous (32)  fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) °c (32)

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) 

temperatures, heat, hot, temperature, 

cold, warm, degrees, , tropical, 

ºc, warming, cool, hottest, , 

°c

40°c

thermal

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) temperatures (155) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158)  said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77)  since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) temperature (76)
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48)  reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) hot (47)
years (45) continue (45) july (45)  situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) warming (45)
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37)  arctic (35) degrees (36)
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 
2020 (29) reached (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) warm (29) 
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23)  number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) cold (23)
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19)  health (19) need (19) especially (19)  glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) warmest (19) known (19)
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19)  including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) tropical (19)
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17)  dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) °c (17)
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16)  center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) cool (16)
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) 
research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 
houses (12) january (12) think (12)  natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) hottest (12)

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) temp (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12)  absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11)  evacuate (11) celsius (11)

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11)  management (11) cooling (11)

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10)  minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) heatrelated (10)

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10)  america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) ºc (10)

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

heat, temperatures, temperature, hot, 

warming, degrees, warm, cold, 

warmest, known, tropical, °c, cool, 

hottest, warmer, temp, celsius, 

cooling, heatrelated, ºc

Natural environment

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251) according (242) week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) 
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201) miles (198) since (197) month (194) day (193) 
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145) maximum (143) time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) 
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) 
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105)  pressure (102) sea (103)
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) 
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81) values (81) august (81) forest (81) 
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) 
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61)  20 (61)  united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) animals (61) river (61)
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) 
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54)  period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) reservoirs (54)
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) 
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47) data (47) spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) 
león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44)  nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) mountains (44)

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42) maximums (42) blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) 

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40) known (40) forced (40) 

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 
gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37) know (37) 2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) 

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33) study (33) idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33) minimum (33) jaén (33) bad (32) 

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32) report (32) devastating (32) death (32) media (32) information (32) atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) 

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31)  services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) environment (31) basin (30) 

water, sea, forest, , river, 

, , , 

, environment, 

animals

reservoirs mountain mountains

koalas basin

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59)  water (59)
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37)  degrees (36) arctic (35) river (37)
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30)  southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) forest (30)
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 
today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15)  blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) ice (15)

research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13)  consequences (13) influence (13) environment (13)

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 
houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12)  reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) natural (12)

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12)  authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) sea (12)

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10)  continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) lake (10)

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

water, river, forest, ice, 

environment, natural, sea, lake

Science

All articles

will (1198) temperatures (744) heat (654) fire (632) areas (543) 
fires (479) weather (455) also (408) said (388) high (360) south (316) peninsula (307) many (297) 
people (287) north (261) can (254) days (251)  week (241) australia (239) continue (238) water (236) according (242)
air (233) extreme (233) islands (223) may (222) drought (216) summer (215) one (213) record (212) hot (210) spain (210) 
europe (208) rain (207) year (206) area (203) country (202) temperature (201)  since (197) month (194) day (193) miles (198)
northern (191) wave (191) last (189) thursday (187) especially (184) southern (182) conditions (182) us (178) clouds (174) 
climate (174) new (174) much (172) expected (171) friday (170) large (169) homes (165) june (163) average (163) weekend (162) 
burning (162) situation (161) across (159) even (155) sunday (155) burned (154) still (152) several (151) western (150) told (150) 
wildfires (149) uk (149) square (148) rise (146) although (145)  time (143) wind (143) change (141) part (140) least (140) maximum (143)
due (139) drop (139) rainfall (137) half (136) july (136) saturday (136) wednesday (136) tuesday (133) storms (132) reported (131) 
parts (131) records (130) forecast (130) state (130) already (129) canary (129) central (128) see (128) strong (127) eastern (126) next (126) 
first (124) now (122) showers (121) winds (121) smoke (120) around (119) east (119) two (114) wales (114) dry (112) reach (111) monday (110) 
years (107) national (107) rains (106) cold (106) reached (106) warm (106) risk (105) england (105) wildfire (105) sea (103) pressure (102) 
west (102) hours (102) near (102) destroyed (101) anticyclone (100) office (100) cantabrian (100) county (98) galicia (98) recorded (97) 
thunderstorms (96) town (96) well (95) degrees (95) video (95) residents (95) morning (95) sun (94) northwest (94) continent (93) rest (93) 
firefighters (93) warnings (93) region (92) like (91) australian (91) southeast (90) throughout (89) states (88) intense (88) mediterranean (87) 
likely (87) low (86) emergency (85) recent (84) level (84) health (84) three (83) afternoon (82) regions (81)  august (81) forest (81) values (81)
met (81) atlantic (80) almost (80) coast (80) take (79) storm (79) however (79) service (79) end (78) seen (78) city (78) interior (78) far (77) 
flames (77) just (75) center (75) balearic (75) iberian (74) highest (74) bushfires (74) help (73) community (73) andalusia (72) warning (72) get (71) 
coming (71) world (71) going (71) higher (70) night (70) important (70) charon (69) normal (69) heavy (68) addition (68) california (68) including (67) 
months (67) flooding (67) today (67) castilla (67) news (66) 2017 (66) little (66) officials (66) 30 (66) northeast (65) good (65) increase (65) place (64) 
current (64) less (64) weeks (64) glance (64) contained (64) arizona (64) italy (63) remain (63) go (63) another (63) communities (63) evacuation (63) 
leave (62) southwest (62) associated (61) animals (61) 20 (61) river (61) united (60) million (60) 40ºc (60) exceed (59) waves (59) died (59) worst (59) 
second (58) system (58) close (58) possible (57) without (57) hit (57) madrid (57) precipitation (56) april (56) left (56) london (56) meteorological (55) 
damage (55) season (55) 10 (55) began (55) valley (55) la (55) snow (54) way (54) caused (54) dozens (54) reservoirs (54) period (53) thousands (53) 2020 (53) 
– (53) tropical (53) ºc (53) find (52) deaths (52) early (52) need (52) home (51) issued (51) houston (51) unstable (50) affect (50) bring (50) spread (50) 
make (50) evacuations (50) sydney (50) pyrenees (50) local (49) widespread (49) become (49) cause (49) evacuate (49) blaze (49) france (48) affected (48) broken (48) 
mountain (48) portugal (47) texas (47) started (47) 2019 (47)  spring (47) warming (47) ebro (47) clear (46) 1 (46) mass (46) later (46) meteorologist (46) data (47)

león (46) arctic (45) say (45) lightning (45) entire (45) long (45) history (45) closed (45) number (45) skies (45) tell (45) catalonia (45) great (44) cool (44) 

return (44) 40 (44) hottest (44) mountains (44) nearly (44) 4 (44) provinces (44) continues (43) sunny (43) moderate (43) fact (43) back (43) made (43) winter (43) 

levels (43) washington (43) stable (42)  blazes (42) times (42) places (42) largest (42) registered (42) 5 (41) making (41) start (41) september (41) maximums (42)

authorities (41) park (41) lower (41) stay (41) chief (41) córdoba (41) radiation (41) exceeded (40) set (40) events (40) expect (40)  forced (40) known (40)

orange (40) victoria (40) found (40) airport (40) case (40) scotland (40) guadalquivir (40) evolution (40) origin (39) germany (39) european (39) sunshine (39) 

african (39) severe (39) general (39) agency (39) killed (39) global (39) canada (39) inland (38) territory (38) public (38) press (38) 50 (38) increasing (38) 
gusts (38) isolated (38) heatwave (38) 2021 (38) y (38) reaching (37) sectors (37) 12 (37) hundreds (37) experiencing (37) firefighting (37) capital (37) lack (37) 

dangerous (37)  2022 (37) latest (36) 100 (36) evacuated (36) small (36) driest (36) pm (36) department (36) episode (36) mancha (36) real (35) suffered (35) know (37)

power (35) historic (35) canberra (35) force (35) active (35) — (35) africa (35) oregon (35) dust (35) locally (34) bringing (34) thermal (34) coasts (34) january (34) 

warned (34) come (34) away (34) four (34) lost (34) significant (34) lot (34) yellow (34) old (33) kingdom (33) currently (33) southeastern (33) ever (33) frequent (33) 

dead (33) grow (33) front (33) declared (33) red (33) de (33) previous (33)  idaho (33) “the (33) imelda (33) sheriff (33)  jaén (33) bad (32) study (33)  minimum (33)

able (32) numerous (32) °c (32) fall (32)  devastating (32) death (32) media (32)  atmosphere (32) past (32) continued (32) keep (32) ap (32) report (32)  information (32)

ordered (32) police (32) look (32) typhoon (32) granada (32) strait (32) increasingly (31) unprecedented (31) cities (31) beginning (31) land (31) effects (31) koalas (31) 

man (31) environment (31) services (31) problem (31) coastal (31) ago (31) impacts (31) orders (31) instability (30) british (30) light (30) rising (30) basin (30) 

according, miles, maximum, recorded, 

values, data, , known, know, 

study, , report, information

maximums

minimum

Climate-change-citing

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112)  extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) according (102)
drought (83) summer (81) air (78) high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65)  australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) miles (65)
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52)  average (51)
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 
years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 
wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 
california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33)  waves (32) around (32) maximum (32)
winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 
western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30)  wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) recorded (30)
2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29)  become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) study (29)
city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 
today (25) see (25)  well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) scientists (25)
evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 
going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 
peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21)  northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) data (21)
spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 
increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 
southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 
floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 
exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 
seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) 
research (15) values (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15)  episode (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14)  common (14) press (14)  portugal (14) early (14)  later (14) department (14) start (14)  overall (14) university (14) know (14) information (14) amount (14)

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 
houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12)  germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) researchers (12)

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11)  catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) report (11)

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10)  exceed (10) studies (10)

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10)  spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) experts (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

according, miles, average, maximum, 

recorded, study, scientists, data, 

research, values, university, know, 

information, amount, researchers, 

reports, studies, experts, resources
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Texts09

Categories and subcategories with their explanations

TF U

]F Forecasts → words referring to weather and weather forecasting  

(e.g. meteorological)-

'F Phenomena → words referring to weather phenomena and events  

(e.g. rain)-

"F

]F General → words generally related to causation (e.g. due)-

'F Climate change →words referring to specific causes of climate change  

(e.g. greenhouse)-

IF

]F Action → words conveying the general idea of action/reaction (e.g. fight)-

'F Institutions → words related to institutions or governments, supposed to 

act against climate change (e.g. intergovernmental)-

3F Climate change → words related to specific behaviours connected with 

climate change savviness (e.g. sustainability)-

�F

]F Extreme → words conveying a sense of out of the ordinary (e.g. extreme)-

'F Effects → words generally related to effects (e.g. impacts)-

3F Threats → words related to clearly negative effects (e.g. disasters)-

	F

]F Time → words expressing general time periods and intervals (e.g. winter)-

�F

]F Past → words expressing specific moments in the past, specifically before 

the moment when the data was collected (e.g. 2019)-

'F Present → words generally addressing the present moment (e.g. now)-

+F

]F General → words generally related to future (e.g. projections)-

'F Specific moment → words expressing specific moments in future time  

(e.g. 2050)-

�F

]F Uncertainty → words expressing uncertainty or doubt (e.g. might)-

'F Certainty → words expressing certainty or confident expectancy  

(e.g. sure)-

�F

]F General → general geographical terms (e.g. longitude)-

'F Global → words related to earth as a whole (e.g. global)-

3F Local → words referring to specific locations (e.g. greenland)-

T�F

]F Temperature → words related to temperature (e.g. heat)-

TTF

]F Natural environment → words related to natural environments, 

ecosystems and/or their elements (e.g. mountain)-

T"F

]F Institutions → words related to scientists and scientific institutions  

(e.g. ipcc)-

'F Studies → words related to scientific studies and measurements (e.g. data)-

3F Information → words related to scientific communications  (e.g. report)-

TIF

]F Media → words generally related to formats and channels (e.g. photo)-

T�F

]F People → words connected with humanity as a group (e.g. human)-

T	F

]F Others → everything else;

Weather

Causep

Solutionp

Impactp

Tim~

Past and presenw

Futur~

Anticipatiok

Locationp

Temperatur~

Natural environmenw

Scienc~

Mediu

Peopl~

Otherp



Tag clouds - subcategories

The last textual analysis focused on climate-change-citing articles only: 

its purpose was to inquire deeper the representation of climate change 

made by weather forecast websites in connection with extreme weather 

events. To do that, words from the tag cloud were rearranged according 

to second-level categories.

Climate-change-citing

Finally, only the tag cloud regarding climate-change-citing articles was taken into 

consideration. Previous analysis had already provided a satisfying comparison 

between news in general and articles which explicitly reference the climate crisis. 

The focus shifted then to a more detailed exploration of textual representations of 

the climate crisis in the extreme weather events articles.

categorisation

The focus shifted on subcategories (second-level categorisation) from the ones 

previously listed and defined (complete list available on the right, subcategories 

highlighted in orange).

CluStering

The tag cloud was broken into single words, which were then positioned according 

to the subcategory they belong to. The information available through this kind of 

display is�

� variety → how many words for each subcategory�

� frequency → size of words for each subcategory.

◈ P3 → Texts → tag clouds → viz 04

The visualisation on the right shows the words from the tag cloud grouped 

according to the category and subcategory they belong to. Words are readable, and 

their size is linked to their frequency as in the original tag cloud. Furthermore, 

each word is followed by its absolute frequency (in brackets).


The colour coding previously estabilished is mantained in order to strengthen the 

visual clustering of subcategories in higher-level groups.

Climate (Communication) Emergency

Protocol 3 10

Impacts

Extreme

extreme (101)
record (91)
high (78)
new (77)
many (63)
several (55)
already (45) least (43)

records (42) much (42) 

even (38) large (38)

increase (32) reached (29)

highest (28) end (26) worst (23) 

first (22) hit (22) intense (21) rise (19)

increasing (19) great (19) low (18)

higher (17) reach (17) exceptional (16)

worse (16) largest (16) major (15) extremely (15)

level (14) frequent (13) extraordinary (13) historic (13)

really (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) strong (12)

increased (12) exceeded (11) lot (11) frequency (11)

unprecedented (10) ever (10) alltime (10) top (10) exceed (10) 

important (10)

Effects

wave (67) 
conditions (53) 
situation (44) waves (32) 

events (22) effects (14) experienced (13) event (12)

impacts (11)

Threats

deaths (34) destroyed (33)

risk (30) emergency (28) help (24)

evacuation (24) need (19) died (17)

suffered (17) evacuations (16) death (14)

devastating (12) evacuated (12) dangerous (12)

catastrophic (11) evacuate (11) forced (10) disaster (10)

Time

General

year (88) summer (81) tuesday (57) days (56) june (50) time (47) 

years (45) july (45) may (43) week (38) wednesday (33) day (33) monday (27) month (26) hours (27)

month (26) friday (25) weekend (22) months (22) august (22) weeks (21) winter (19) times (18) morning (17) thursday (17) period (16) night (16)

prolonged (16) saturday (15) earlier (14) early (14) later (14) afternoon (13) spring (13) century (13) january (12) sunday (12) yesterday (10)

Past & present

Past

since (69) last (63) recent (37)

recent (37) 2020 (29) 2020 (29) 2022 (24) latest (17)

2019 (16) previous (15) 2021 (15) ago (14) past (13) 2017 (11) 2018 (11)

continued (11) 

Present

continue (45) now (42) today (25) current (22) 

continues (10) currently (10)

Future

General

will (112)  next (21) soon (12) future (12) scenario (12) 

Specific moment

Anticipation

Uncertainty

can (59) around (32) estimated (14) seems (13) think (12)

possible (12)

Certainty

expected (32) likely (29)

Locations

General

area (66) 
areas (62)
south (56)
across (52) state (48) 

north (41) region (33)

county (33) east (31) 

western (31) west (31)

southern (30) states (30)

national (28) city (27) northwest (22)

peninsula (22) northern (21) southeast (18)

town (18) regions (16) place (16) coast (14)

eastern (14) land (13) located (13) cities (12)

hemisphere (11) ground (10) capital (10)

Global

world (39) global (39)
earth (13) planet (11)

Local

us (67)
australia (63)
uk (59) london (51)

country (48)

europe (48) spain (42) 

arctic (35) california (35)

washington (32) wales (30)

england (30) australian (29) 

siberia (26) canada (25) oregon (25)

arizona (19) portland (19) idaho (17)

seattle (16) france (15) russia (14) portugal (14)

siberian (14) sydney (13) united (13) germany (12)

pacific (12) victoria (12) africa (12) sahara (11) madrid (10)

saharan (10) america (10)

Temperature

General

heat (233) temperatures (155) temperature (76) hot (47) 

warming (45) degrees (36) warm (29) cold (23) warmest (19) known (19) tropical (19) °c (17) cool (16) hottest (12) temp (12) celsius (11)

cooling (11) heatrelated (10) ºc (10)

Natural environment

General

water (59) river (37) forest (30) ice (15) environment (13) natural (12) sea (12) lake (10)

Science

Who

scientists (25) university (14) researchers (12)

experts (10)

What

according (102)
miles (65)
average (51) 
maximum (32) recorded (30)

study (29) data (21) research (15)

values (15) amount (14) studies (10)

Information

know (14) information (14) report (11) resources (10) 

Media

General

said (143) told (62) reported (47) news (27) services (15) weathercom (14) press (14) update (13) media (12) episodes (11)

says (10) show (10)

People

General

people (95) homes (65) residents (31) health (19) community (19) home (18) human (13)
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Categories and  with their explanationssubcategories

¶Ó WeatherÔ

ÆÓ  → words referring to weather and weather forecasting  

(e.g. meteorological)�

Ó̈  → words referring to weather phenomena and events  

(e.g. rain)�

�Ó Cause�

ÆÓ  → words generally related to causation (e.g. due)�

Ó̈  → words referring to specific causes of climate change  

(e.g. greenhouse)�

¼Ó Solution�

ÆÓ  → words conveying the general idea of action/reaction (e.g. fight)�

Ó̈  → words related to institutions or governments, supposed to 

act against climate change (e.g. intergovernmental)�

«Ó  → words related to specific behaviours connected with 

climate change savviness (e.g. sustainability)�

|Ó Impact�

ÆÓ  → words conveying a sense of out of the ordinary (e.g. extreme)�

Ó̈  → words generally related to effects (e.g. impacts)�

«Ó  → words related to clearly negative effects (e.g. disasters)�

vÓ TimÁ

ÆÓ  → words expressing general time periods and intervals (e.g. winter)�

uÓ Past and presenÉ

ÆÓ  → words expressing specific moments in the past, specifically before 

the moment when the data was collected (e.g. 2019)�

Ó̈  → words generally addressing the present moment (e.g. now)�

�Ó FuturÁ

ÆÓ  → words generally related to future (e.g. projections)�

Ó̈  → words expressing specific moments in future time  

(e.g. 2050)�

oÓ Anticipatio�

ÆÓ  → words expressing uncertainty or doubt (e.g. might)�

Ó̈  → words expressing certainty or confident expectancy  

(e.g. sure)�

ÌÓ Location�

ÆÓ  → general geographical terms (e.g. longitude)�

Ó̈  → words related to earth as a whole (e.g. global)�

«Ó  → words referring to specific locations (e.g. greenland)�

¶nÓ TemperaturÁ

ÆÓ  → words related to temperature (e.g. heat)�

¶¶Ó Natural environmenÉ

ÆÓ  → words related to natural environments, 

ecosystems and/or their elements (e.g. mountain)�

¶�Ó SciencÁ

ÆÓ  → words related to scientists and scientific institutions  

(e.g. ipcc)�

Ó̈  → words related to scientific studies and measurements (e.g. data)�

«Ó  → words related to scientific communications  (e.g. report)�

¶¼Ó MediÎ

ÆÓ  → words generally related to formats and channels (e.g. photo)�

¶|Ó PeoplÁ

ÆÓ  → words connected with humanity as a group (e.g. human)�

¶vÓ Other�

ÆÓ  → everything else;

Forecasts

Phenomena

General

Climate change

Action

Institutions

Climate change

Extreme

Effects

Threats

Time

Past

Present

General

Specific moment

Uncertainty

Certainty

General

Global

Local

Temperature

Natural environment

Institutions

Studies

Information

Media

People

Others

heat (233) fire (230) fires (196) climate (158) temperatures (155) said (143) 
change (116) will (112) according (102) extreme (101) weather (95) people (95) record (91) also (91) year (88) 
drought (83) air (78) summer (81)  high (78) new (77) temperature (76) since (69) wave (67) us (67) area (66) homes (65) 
one (65) burning (65) miles (65) australia (63) last (63) many (63) areas (62) told (62) uk (59) can (59) water (59) 
tuesday (57) days (56) south (56) several (55) burned (54) wildfires (54) conditions (53) square (52) across (52) average (51) 
london (51) june (50) country (48) europe (48) dry (48) state (48) hot (47) reported (47) time (47) two (46) due (45) already (45) 

years (45) continue (45) july (45) warming (45) situation (44) may (43) least (43) now (42) records (42) spain (42) much (42) parts (41) 

wildfire (41) north (41) global (39) world (39) even (38) week (38) firefighters (38) large (38) recent (37) river (37) degrees (36) arctic (35) 

california (35) deaths (34) destroyed (33) like (33) near (33) wednesday (33) day (33) region (33) county (33) maximum (32) waves (32) around (32) 

winds (32) expected (32) met (32) get (32) washington (32) increase (32) million (31) rain (31) east (31) residents (31) office (31) still (31) 

western (31) west (31) rainfall (31) although (31) risk (30) recorded (30) wales (30) forest (30) southern (30) england (30) states (30) australian (29) 

2020 (29) reached (29) warm (29) likely (29) meteorological (29) study (29) become (28) emergency (28) highest (28) national (28) smoke (27) news (27) 

city (27) monday (27) associated (27) central (27) season (27) hours (27) flames (26) month (26) just (26) siberia (26) end (26) edt (26) far (25) 

today (25) see (25) scientists (25) well (25) seen (25) canada (25) friday (25) 1 (25) oregon (25) service (24) help (24) forecast (24) 2022 (24) 

evacuation (24) officials (24) three (24) contained (24) however (23) less (23) cold (23) number (23) blaze (23) making (23) emissions (23) worst (23) 

going (23) another (22) weekend (22) months (22) events (22) almost (22) first (22) hit (22) part (22) northwest (22) august (22) go (22) current (22) 

peninsula (22) weeks (21) next (21) storms (21) 20 (21) say (21) intense (21) data (21) northern (21) began (21) without (21) coming (20) nearly (20) 

spread (20) made (20) – (20) rise (19) started (19) warmest (19) health (19) need (19) especially (19) known (19) glance (19) arizona (19) community (19) 

increasing (19) portland (19) bushfires (19) winter (19) great (19) tropical (19) including (18) experiencing (18) low (18) pm (18) home (18) left (18) 

southeast (18) town (18) times (18) dozen (18) latest (17) higher (17) fueled (17) reach (17) hundreds (17) morning (17) died (17) thursday (17) flooding (17) 

floods (17) suffered (17) idaho (17) °c (17) dust (17) evacuations (16) set (16) 40 (16) 2019 (16) regions (16) period (16) place (16) cause (16) hectares (16) 

exceptional (16) night (16) greenhouse (16) gas (16) ap (16) worse (16) cool (16) center (16) half (16) remain (16) long (16) dozens (16) driest (16) largest (16) 

seattle (16) prolonged (16) major (15) back (15) lightning (15) pressure (15) agency (15) ice (15) blazes (15) previous (15) services (15) france (15) caused (15) 

research (15) used (15) shows (15) thousands (15) extremely (15) saturday (15) firefighting (15) 2021 (15) wind (15) little (15) affected (15) values (15) episode (15) 

effects (14) fact (14) death (14) coast (14) russia (14) beginning (14) history (14) linked (14) eastern (14) level (14) earlier (14) way (14) weathercom (14) 

brigade (14) university (14) common (14) press (14) know (14) portugal (14) early (14) information (14) later (14) department (14) start (14) amount (14) overall (14) 

estimated (14) droughts (14) ago (14) siberian (14) human (13) mass (13) addition (13) sydney (13) frequent (13) environment (13) consequences (13) influence (13) 

united (13) past (13) update (13) land (13) police (13) series (13) attribution (13) extraordinary (13) afternoon (13) historic (13) “the (13) four (13) really (13) 

noaa (13) 30 (13) spring (13) closed (13) every (13) entire (13) seems (13) experienced (13) located (13) earth (13) century (13) anomaly (13) greater (13) lives (12) 

houses (12) january (12) think (12) hottest (12) natural (12) reduced (12) soon (12) scene (12) small (12) possible (12) media (12) calls (12) leave (12) future (12) 

public (12) devastating (12) evacuated (12) found (12) sunday (12) something (12) red (12) dangerous (12) researchers (12) germany (12) strong (12) consumed (12) 

warmer (12) cities (12) use (12) increased (12) pacific (12) 200 (12) nifc (12) humidity (12) event (12) victoria (12) behind (12) scenario (12) temp (12) absolute (12) 

africa (12) sea (12) authorities (11) report (11) catastrophic (11) anticyclone (11) atlantic (11) atmospheric (11) multiple (11) saw (11) celsius (11) evacuate (11) 

exceeded (11) atmosphere (11) good (11) meteorologist (11) never (11) smaller (11) broke (11) lot (11) station (11) heatwave (11) impacts (11) make (11) clear (11) 

2017 (11) 2018 (11) 50 (11) similar (11) 100 (11) continued (11) lost (11) frequency (11) orders (11) 10 (11) conditioners (11) cooling (11) management (11) 

general (11) line (11) lead (11) hemisphere (11) normal (11) planet (11) registered (11) episodes (11) sahara (11) unprecedented (10) generated (10) missing (10) 17 (10) 

ever (10) broken (10) positive (10) lake (10) continues (10) 104 (10) airport (10) ground (10) running (10) return (10) says (10) capital (10) case (10) alltime (10) 

top (10) second (10) currently (10) control (10) declared (10) show (10) buildings (10) forced (10) highs (10) heatrelated (10) minister (10) studies (10) exceed (10) 

yesterday (10) taken (10) 4 (10) disaster (10) interior (10) find (10) experts (10) spokesperson (10) complex (10) important (10) ready (10) beat (10) resources (10) 

telegraph (10) put (10) environmental (10) madrid (10) surface (10) actual (10) origin (10) lack (10) saharan (10) ºc (10) america (10) grow (9) bring (9) 180 (9) 

along (9) result (9) clouds (9) 

drought (83) air (78)

Weather

Forecasts

climate (158)
change (116) air (78)
meteorological (29) forecast (24) pressure (15) atmospheric (11)

meteorologist (11)

PHENOMENA

fire (230) fires (196)
weather (95)
drought (83) burning (65)
burned (54) wildfires (54) dry (48)

wildfire (41) winds (32) rain (31) rainfall (31) 

smoke (27) flames (26) blaze (23) storms (21) bushfires (19)

flooding (17) floods (17) driest (16) lightning (15) blazes (15) wind (15)

droughts (14) humidity (12) anticyclone (11) heatwave (11) clouds (9) 

Causes

General

due (45) associated (27) emissions (23) fueled (17) cause (16)

caused (15) affected (15) linked (14) consequences (13) influence (13) attribution (13)

lead (11) result (9)

Climate change

greenhouse (16) gas (16)

Solutions

Actions

management (11) control (10) ready (10) beat (10)

Institutions

firefighters (38) officials (24) 

agency (15) firefighting (15) brigade (14)

department (14) police (13) noaa (13) nifc (12)

authorities (11) minister (10)

Climate change

environmental (10)
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All images included in the articles - except from embedded tweets - were 

taken into consideration.

Image count

The scraping of previews and article pages returned a total of 3,538 pictures 

connected to the 15 extreme weather events selected (either from climate-change-

citing and climate-change-avoiding news). Images from embedded tweets and 

social content in general were not included, since they are part of a radically 

different web context.

Image types

The selected images can be of various kind: thumbnails in the article preview, 

article covers, pictures inside the article page, thumbnails of videos in the article 

page or even images from slideshows embedded in the article page.

CLIMATE-CHANGE-avoiding ↔ CLIMATE-CHANGE-citing

Images were classified according to whether their source article explicitly referred 

climate change or not. The comparison between the visual spaces of climate-

change-citing and climate-change-avoiding articles allows to investigate the 

tendencies peculiar to representations explicitly connected with the climate crisis.

Grid montages

ImageJ was used to create grid montages, with the purpose to highlight both 

quantities of images in specific groups and dominant colours and visual aspects.

◈ P3 → Images → Grids → viz 01

The visualisation on the left shows image grids based on image types, source 

websites and relation to climate change of the respective source article. Each 

website constitutes an enclosed group, in which types and climate-change-

relation build a tabular frame which encourages comparison.


The visualisation is designed as follows:

From climate-change-
avoiding articles

From climate-change-
citing articles 

Image type Image type

Website

Images

Protocol 3 12

Climate (Communication) Emergency

news Thumbnails news Thumbnails

ilmeteo.it

NEWS images NEWS images

video thumbnails video thumbnails

news Thumbnails news Thumbnails

eltiempo.es

NEWS images NEWS images

video thumbnails video thumbnails

news covers news covers

metoffice.gov.uk

NEWS images

video thumbnails video thumbnails

NEWS images

news Thumbnails news Thumbnails

TIEMPO.COM

NEWS images NEWS images

video thumbnails video thumbnails

weather.com

news Thumbnails

NEWS images

slideshow images

news Thumbnails

NEWS images

slideshow images

13 / 79 

video thumbnails video thumbnails



Network

Climate (Communication) Emergency

Protocol 3 14

Images were arranged into a network based on AI image captioning. The 

network provided the base for mapping the visual representations of 

climate change in the websites.

VISUAL SIMILARITY

The 3,538 images were fed to Yale DHLab’s PixPlot in order to get an interactive 

image network based on similarity: each picture is captioned from a previosly 

trained neural network model, then all pictures are arranged in the space 

according to their content similarity.


The network can be explored through panning and zooming in the space or 

jumping to hotspots (image clusters). PixPlot automatically identifies some 

default hotspots, but they can also be created and curated by the user.

Tagging

A static screenshot of the network was taken and manually tagged according to 

groups and clusters visually identified while exploring the interactive model and 

with the help of automatically identified hotspots.

◈ P3 → IMAGES → NETWORK → viz 00

The visualisation on the right shows the 3,538 images (resulting from the scraping 

as previously described) displayed in the space on the basis of similarity 

(according to PixPlot’s process of image captioning and positioning through a 

pre-trained convolutional neural network model).


Areas characterised by the predominance of a specific subject are outlined and 

tagged, even if subject clusters are often more spread around and less localised 

than they appear.

CluStering

The network mapping was expanded into a detailed clustering of the images 

through  the creation of a hierarchy of manually curated hotspots. The 

categorisation process kept into consideration the actual images’ features and 

subjects as well as the evaluation criteria previously set. The hierarchy of (not 

exclusive) image clusters is visible on the opposite page.

Interactive network

PixPlot P3


Interactive network including all the 3,538 images, displayed 

according to image similarity and with hotspots based on 

images’ subjects.
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◈ P3 → IMAGES → NETWORK → viz 01

The visualisation on the right displays the cluster hierarchy and the quantity of 

images for each cluster and subcluster. It builds on the metadata display provided 

by PixPlot: images from climate-change-citing (CC) and climate-change-avoiding 

(CA) articles are organised in two distinct grids. colour is used to distinguish one 

category from the others as well as for highlighting the links in the hierarchy.


Clusters are ordered from the most populated to the least populated. Quantities 

are always expressed as percentages, since the most interesting comparison in that 

sense is that between child clusters belonging to the same parent cluster (or that of 

parent clusters between each other).


A single cluster is visualised as follows:

Subcluster 2XX%

Subcluster 1XX%

bothX%

3,538 images included in the network:


1,818 climate-change-avoiding (CA) +


1,720 climate-change-citing (CC)

↓ CA CC ↓

Image not belonging to the cluster

Image belonging to both subclusters

Image belonging to subcluster 2

Image belonging to subcluster 1

Bar chart comparing the number of images 

in each subcluster

List of subclusters with respective 

percentages (relative to the total 

number of images in the parent cluster)

Subcluster 2XX%

Subcluster 1XX%

bothX%

A family of clusters is visualised as a series of cluster visualisations connected 

through dashed lines and colour coding according to their hierarchy.

ClusterXX%

SubclusterXX%

SubclusterXX%

bothX%

Sub-subcluster

Sub-subcluster

XX%

XX%

Signs2%

Sun1%

Glaciers0.14%

Smokestack0.06%
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Hierarchy of image clusters

Extreme 
weather             

People      

Transportation         

Diagrams      

Animals   

Signs  

Sun  

glaciers  

Smokestack

F WildfireB

F FloodB

F HeatwavG

F Dry soi>
F Stormy cloudB

F OfficerB

F CitizenB
F Weather 
presenterB

F CarB

F TrainB
F Planes & 
helicopterB

F Boats & shipB
F BikeB

F MapB

F Other diagramB

F Rescued animalB
F Others

F Flames & smokG

F Burnt buildings 
& carB

F Flooded 
landscapeB

F Destroyed 
buildingB

F Cool oQ
F ParasolB

F FirefighterB
F OtherB

F Burnt carB
F Working carB
F Flooded carB

F GlobeB
F Other mapB
F SlideB
F Line & bar 
charts

F Black & rex
F Smoke cloudB
F Else

Destroyed buildings20%

Flooded landscapes80%

Parasols36%

Cool off64%

Extreme weather65%

Wildfires83%

Dry soil2%

Stormy clouds1%

Heatwaves3%

Floods11%

Flames & smoke72%

Burnt buildings & cars25%

both3%

Black & red16%

Smoke clouds14%

Else69%

both1%

Transportation20%

Planes & helicopters11%

Bikes1%

Trains1%

Cars (road vehicles)82%

Boats & ships4%

both1% Working cars27%

Flooded cars11%

Burnt cars50%

both12%

People45%

Others22%

Firefighters78%

Citizens35%

Officers52%

Weather presenters3%

both10%

Diagrams6%

Maps85%

Other diagrams13%

both2%

Globes13%

Other maps87%

Line & bar charts47%

Slides63%

Rescued animals49%

Others51%

Animals3%



Network - images

Clustered images were reconnected with their visual appeareance 

through cluster-specific wall of images based on the grouping hierarchy.

Child cluster

All images in each low-level-cluster (clusters which don’t contain other clusters) 

were downloaded and arranged together in creating cluster-specific image walls. 

The purpose of this operation was to connect the abstraction of the network with 

the qualitative appearence of the images, providing samples of the distinctive 

visual qualities in each image group.


The complete hierarchy of clusters with all low-level-clusters highlighted in 

orange is available on the right.

◈ P3 → IMAGES → NETWORK → viz 02

The visualisation on the right covers all low-level-clusters in the previously 

defined hierarchy. For each cluster are shownr

v the hierarchy of its parent clusters (if any)n

v the number of images in the clustern

v the position of the images in the networkn

v a sample of images from the cluster (image wall).


Colours are mantained from the previous visualisation (

). A single cluster is visualised as follows:

P3 → images → network 

→ viz 01

Cluster ↳ Subcluster ↳ Sub-subcluster XX IMAGES

↓ Cluster hierarchy Number of images ↓

↑ Images in the network Wall of images ↑

The sequence of low-level-clusters’ displays is followed by a miniature of the 

tagged network ( ), in order to provide an 

easy-to-consult map of the network areas.

P3 → images → network → viz 00

Climate (Communication) Emergency

Protocol 3 16

Extreme weather ↳ Wildfires ↳ Burnt buildings & 

cars
547 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Floods ↳ Flooded landscapes 207 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Floods ↳ Destroyed buildings 53 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Heatwaves ↳ Cool off 42 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Heatwaves ↳ Parasols 24 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Dry soil 49 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Stormy clouds 11 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Cars ↳ Burnt cars 296 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Cars ↳ Working cars 230 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Cars ↳ Flooded cars 139 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Trains 16 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Maps ↳ Other maps 165 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Others ↳ Slides 20 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Others ↳ Line & bar charts 12 IMAGES

Animals ↳ Rescued animals 51 IMAGES

People ↳ Officers ↳ Firefighters 765 IMAGES

People ↳ Officers ↳ Others 218 IMAGES

People ↳ Citizens 725 IMAGES

People ↳ Weather presenters 46 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Planes & helicopters 79 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Boats & ships 27 IMAGES

Transportation ↳ Bikes 7 IMAGES

Diagrams ↳ Maps ↳ Globes 25 IMAGES

Animals ↳ Others 53 IMAGES

Signs 78 IMAGES

Sun 51 IMAGES

Glaciers 5 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Wildfires ↳ Flames & smoke ↳ 

Black & red
246 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Wildfires ↳ Flames & smoke ↳ 

Smoke clouds
217 IMAGES

Extreme weather ↳ Wildfires ↳ Flames & smoke ↳ Else 995 IMAGES

Smokestack 2 IMAGES P3 → images → network → viz 00
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Hierarchy of image clusters (  highlighted)child clusters
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Image plot

Protocol 3 18

Climate (Communication) Emergency

The visual space of the articles was also examined in regard to hue and 

brightness values in the pictures, to detect trends and tendencies in the 

use of colours of climate crisis’ representations.

Image measuring

Colour values in each of the 3’538 images were measured through ImageMeasure 

for ImageJ. In particular, the process returned for each pictureL

m median of brightness valuesp

m standard deviation of brightness valuesp

m median of saturation valuesp

m standard deviation of saturation valuesp

m median of hue valuesp

m standard deviation of hue values.

Plot dimensions

The measures of brightness and hue were used to build a plot of images through 

ImagePlot for ImageJ. The axis of the plot were mapped as belowL

m X axis → median of hue values (hue_median)p

m Y axis → standard deviation of brightness values (brightness_stdev).


Each image was positioned in the plot according to its measured values.

Plot evaluation

The distribution in the plot was analysed mainly in regard to the hue values, 

considering image density as well as recurring subjects across the x axis.

◈ P3 → IMAGES → IMAGE PLOT → viz 01

The visualisation on the right shows the each of the 3,538 images positioned into 

one of two plots: the first for images scraped from climate-change-avoiding 

articles, the other for images scraped from climate-change-citing articles. Inside 

each plot the pictures are distributed in the space according to their hue values 

(median mapped on X axis) and brightness values (standard deviation mapped on 

Y axis), as previously explained.


The plot is split vertically into 4 portions of equal width, according to hue valuesL

�# red to green (X1)p

/# green to light blue (X2)p

�# light blue to purple (X3)p

*# purple to red (X4).


The purpose of those portions is to facilitate the evaluation of image density in 

relation to hue values.


Recurring subjects for specific hue areas are noted above the plot.
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Images from climate-change-citing articles
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Website-based

Website-specific image plots were also built with ImageMeasure and ImagePlot 

for ImageJ. Each website includes two plots: the first for images scraped from 

climate-change-avoiding articles, the other for images scraped from climate-

change-citing articles  The axis of the plots were mapped as belowL

m X axis → median of hue values (hue_median)p

m Y axis → standard deviation of brightness values (brightness_stdev).


Each image was positioned in the respective plot according to its measured values.


The axis of every individual plot include the same range of values, in order to 

make them comparable. The evaluation of website-based plots in relations to the 

global plots is also encouraged, in order to detect cross-website tendencies as well 

as website-specific features in the use of colours.

CLIMATE-CHANGE-avoiding ↔ CLIMATE-CHANGE-citing

The classification based on climate change relation (according to whether the 

source article explicitly referred climate change or not) remains. The plots provide 

another opportunity of comparison between the visual spaces of climate-change-

citing and climate-change-avoiding articles.

◈ P3 → IMAGES → IMAGE PLOT → viz 02

The visualisation on the left shows the image plots at the intersection of websites 

and climate change reference. As in previous visualisation (

), images are distributed in the space according to their 

hue values (median mapped on X axis) and brightness values (standard deviation  

on Y axis).


Each plot is split vertically into 4 portions of equal width, according to hue valuesL

�# red to green (X1)p

/# green to light blue (X2)p

�# light blue to purple (X3)p

*# purple to red (X4).


The purpose of those portions is to facilitate the evaluation of image density in 

relation to hue values for visual spaces connected to specific websites.

P3 → images → 

image plot → viz 01
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